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Small Batch Control makes Raytheon/Mountain View
Silicon Planar Transistors consistently more reliable
Only Raytheon/Mountain View silicon planar
transistors start life with a pedigree — a batch
card which records every step of production from
ingot to final shipment. Conventional manufacturing practice does not call for unit identification
until after the final assembly operation.
At Raytheon/Mountain View, each batch of
approximately 2,000 transistors is restricted to
one operator or one machine at each process step.
The resulting homogeneity permits more valid
sampling, more effective quality control.
This unique

planar transistors with consistently higher quality
and reliability — at no extra cost.
Popular types

include

2N1613,

2N1890,

and

2N1893 in TO-5, TO-18, and microbloc packages. To satisfy your most critical design requirements, call on Raytheon/Mountain View. Your
nearest Raytheon distributor or Field Office
is ready to serve you. Semiconductor Division,
Lowell, Massachusetts.

emphasis by Raytheon/Mountain

View on small batch identity gives you silicon
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Small Batch Control makes Raytheon/Mountain View
Silicon Planar Transistors consistently more reliable
Only Raytheon/Mountain View silicon planar
transistors start life with a pedigree — a batch
card which records every step of production from
ingot to final shipment. Conventional manufacturing practice does not call for unit identification
until after the final assembly operation.
At Raytheon/Mountain View, each batch of
approximately 2,000 transistors is restricted to
one operator or one machine at each process step.
The resulting homogeneity permits more valid
sampling, more effective quality control.

planar transistors with consistently higher quality
and reliability — at no extra cost.
Popular types include 2N1613, 2N1890, and
2N1893 in TO-5, TO-18, and microbloc packages. To satisfy your most critical design requirements, call on Raytheon/Mountain View. Your
nearest Raytheon distributor or Field Office
is ready to serve you. Semiconductor Division,
Lowell, Massachusetts.

This unique emphasis by Raytheon/Mountain
View on small batch identity gives you silicon
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SYNCOM SATELLITE will be fired into a high, or stationary
orbit, and will relay television and multiplexed communications signals between different points on the globe. Hughes
Aircraft is developing Syncom for NASA. Next year, three
experimental satellites with limited communications capacity
will be launched
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CROSSTALK
DIODE LASERS. The other day, we received
a phone call from an engineer with an arcwelding equipment company. His company had
heard about light amplifiers, felt they could
develop power supplies for the ruby type, and
wanted information about lasers.
He sounded eager to get going, but we asked
him to hold the phone while we explained a
few facts of life.
Was he aware a number of companies already
make such power supplies ?
More important, had he heard about the rapid
emergence in the past few weeks of the galliumarsenide diode laser ?
No he wasn't and no he hadn't, he replied.
He agreed the wisest course would be to first
make a thorough study of laser developments
and then to consider what kind of power supplies might be fruitful for a company new to
the field.
This conversation points up a question that is
also in the minds of people more familiar with
lasers: what will happen to gas lasers and lasers
using ruby crystals and other optical materials
when the diode lasers really get rolling?
Last week, Senior Associate Editor Wolff attended the laser symposium at Ohio State University. He asked the same question of a number
of people there. The answer, given in more detail
on p 14, is that the new diode lasers probably
will not obsolete the other lasers, but will complement them.
This is strictly a seat-of-the-pants judgement.
Laser developments have been coming too thick
and fast for anyone to be absolutely certain
what tomorrow will bring. In fact, we can't
remember any series of developments—with the
possible exception of transistors—with the pace
and importance of what has happened to lasers.
The events of the past few weeks have certainly
brought this home to us, because several times
we had to remake our news pages to get in a
late flash on diode lasers.
One of our stories last week was first headlined "C-W Diode Lasers Expected in Few
Weeks." Monday morning, just before the
printers put the page on the press, we needed
a new lead and a new head.
Over the weekend, c-w operation had been
achieved.

November 23,
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POWER TRAMP.
As we mentioned
in Crosstalk a
month ago (p 3,
Oct. 26), there are
no insoluble technical problems
barring use of
power transistors
in a greater variety of equipment.
The occasion for
our comment then
was an article on
stabilizing power
transistors. This
week we are
prompted by an
article by D. J. Hancock, of the Martin Co., p 47.
Conventionally, load sharing between solid-state
devices is handled by putting a resistor in series
with each unit to swamp out variations in parameters. But the equalizer can dissipate too much power.
Another way is to use a nonlinear resistor whose
ambient dissipation is low, but whose resistance
quickly rises to combat dangerous transients—like a
lamp. But the fairly high resistivity of tungsten
means that a lamp with low enough resistance at
ordinary current levels may have thick filaments and
high thermal inertia, hampering protection.
Hancock (shown with the equipment in the photo
above) tells how to make the balancing resistor from
a short coil of copper wire. Its temperature coefficient of resistance is like tungsten's, but its resistivity and thermal inertia is much lower.
There is a drawback to the copper resistor, but
a few days ago the author told us of a proposed
solution. To overcome oxidizing or evaporation of
the copper at high temperatures, Martin may put
the copper wire into an evacuated envelope, like a
lamp.
Maybe such a lamp will become an important new
component in the high-power transistor field. Since
it deals with transients, we'd like to suggest a name:
the "tramp"—for transistor-resistor lamp.

WHEN WILL IT BREAK DOWN? That is the question underlying Managing Editor Carroll's special
report on reliability next week. The report boils down
into 24 pages the ways and means that electronics
engineers can predict the reliability of existing systems, and it describes new approaches to meeting
the needs for ever more reliable equipment.

3

ATTENUATION CALIBRATOR

COMMENT

= 9 is valid. And if 2a = 9 — 1or
8, then a = 4. So we have
5 o n 4 8 5
11 91 7 41 81 5

STILL THE BEST
More On Logic Problem
Relative to Ted Powell's fascinating letter in Comment (p 4, Nov.
2) about the Bell Labs logic problem that he solved using "and-or
algebra," his solution is most ingenious.
However, instead of simultaneous
equations and ten hours of perspiration, it would appear easier to
use logic, and only logic. My solution took 17 minutes, and there
must be an even simpler approach.
Given that d = 5, and no digit
repetition allowed in the coded addition of
donald
±gerald
robert

For 10 years the

Model BA-5 Attenua-

tion Calibrator has been

the most precise,

the most advanced instrument on the market for measuring rf and microwave attenuation. It is still the only commercial instrument designed specifically for that purpose
using the audio substitution technique.
The

BA-5 is versatile.

It

is the only

instrument needed for attenuation measurements with

the

Single Channel

System

and it is also a basic component in the
Dual Channel System.

Each

method

has a

direct dynamic range of 35 db. With perfect
auxiliary equipment the
System

Single Channel

is capable of accuracies of ±-0.02

db/10 db or ±
- 0.02 db, whichever is greater.
In

practical

production

test

installations,

average system accuracy is ±-0.1 db/10 db
or ±
-0.1

db, whichever is greater.

production testing the

Even

in

Dual Channel Sys-

tem is capable of accuracies of ±
- 0.02/10 db
or ±-0.01 db, whichever is greater. The range
of either system can be extended to 55 db
with partial rf substitution with only a slight
deterioration in accuracy.
Write for complete specifications on

the

BA-5.. For detailed information on the techniques of insertion
quest

loss measurements,

re-

Application Notes 1 and 4.
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GAITHERSBURG, MARYLAND
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9413- 3434

301-926-3730

SANTA MONICA, CALIFORNIA
631

WILSHIRE
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BOULEVARD

213-879-0490
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or

5onal5
-1-geral l 5
rober0

Consider the letters o + e = o.
Letters o and e cannot be zero. If
o = 1, e must be 9 plus 1 carried,
to make a number ending in 1. If
o = 2, e must be 9 with 1 carried,
to make a number ending in 2, and
so on. Therefcre, e = 9 plus a
carryover of 1 that came from the
third column. With eequal to 9, the
sum of letter oplus 9 ± 1will give
a carryover of 1 to letter g. So we
have
5onal5
th9ir a h 5
rob

9 r 0

7 ob

970

Only the numbers 2, 3 and 6have
not been used, so they must apply
to the letters n, oand b. But which
is which? For 7 ± n = b to hold
true, with 1 to carry as above, we
have three choices
7± 2 = 13 or 16
7 ± 3 = 12 or 16
7 + 6 = 12 or 13

Obviously, n = 6 and b = 3. So
letter o = 2.
Finally we have
5 2648 5
1 917 41 81 5

QED
J. M. BRUNING
Computer Engineering
Eclipse Pioneer Division
Bendix Corporation
7 23 97 0

Teterboro, New Jersey

And Still More Logic
The Donald plus Gerald equal to
Robert puzzle does not seem to need
the invention of a new algebra.
Here is my eight minutes of reasoning that leads to the unique
answer.
Grant you that doing the same
problem at an interview is a different story.

Since t = 0, we have, from the
first column, g
0, and r > 5.
From the fifth column, r must be
odd. Therefore, r = 7 or 9.
From the second column, e must
be either 0 or 9. 9 must be accompanied by carry from the third column, and must carry into the first
column. Since t = 0, e = 9. And
since e = 9, r = 7. And g = r — 5
— carry 1 = 1.
In the fourth column, since e =
9 and is odd, there must be carry
from the fifth column, therefore 2/
± 1 = 17, and 1 = 8. From the
5 ono/
5
fourth column and e = 9, 2a +
11 91 7 a l 5
carry 1 = 9 or 19, or a = 4 or 9.
7ob97 0
Since e = 9, we have a = 4.
Searching our "memory," 1was
Numbers not assigned up to now
either 3 or 8. If 3, the sum of 1+ 1 are 2, 3 and 6. Since the second
+ 1 would be 7 with nothing to
column required a carry from the
carry, and the operation a ± a ±
third column, and r = 7, n must be
= 9 is not valid. Therefore, 1= 8.
>3, or n = 6. Therefore b = 3,
As a check, 2/ ± 1 = 17, and the
and o = 2. Q.E.D.
final digit 7 checks ok. With 1 carF. F. LEE
ried over, the operation a ± a ± 1 Norristown, Pennsylvania
Since t = zero and e = 9, and
the first r in Robert is a single
digit, r must be less than 10 and
more than 5. So r = 6, 7 or 8.
The sum of 1+ 1+ 1 is 1., so it
will end in 6, 7 or 8, and must be 6,
7, 8, 16, 17 or 18. Subtracting, 2/ =
5, 6, 7, 15, 16 or 17. Since fractions
are taboo, 2/ must be even, so 1=
3 or 8. (Store this in our memory
drum.) In either case, 2/ ± 1 will
give a number ending in 7 (7 or
17), so r = 7. Then g + 1 = 7 — 5
= 2, so g= 1. We now have
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Environment-engineered power supplies
mass-produced at Competitive Prices

(Front Panel Control)
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LE 101-FM
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NEW
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Plus
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WITHOUT METERS
(Controls in Rear)

o

•All solid state
•Completely protected

a

•Adjustable automatic
current limiting

WO*

• Continuously variable

WITH METERS
(Controls in Rear)

• Remotely programmable
over entire range

LE 101-M

DC OUTPUT
(Regulated lot line and load.)

THESE FEATURES:

0-36 VDC

5Amp

LE 101

$420

LE 101-M

$460

LE 101-FM

$470

0-36 VDC

10 Amp

LE 102

525

LE 102-M

565

LE 102-FM

575

0-36 VDC

15 Amp

LE 103

595

LE 103-M

635

LE 103-FM

645

0-36 VDC

25 Amp

LE 104

775

LE 104-M

815

LE 104-FM

825

0-18 VDC

8Amp

LE 105

425

LE 105-M

465

LE 105-FM

475

0- 9VDC

10 Amp

LE 109

430

LE 109-M

470

LE 109-FM

480

b

• Constant voltage/
constant current
• Wide input frequency
and voltage range
•Convection cooled—no
blowers
• 50°C ambient
• Guaranteed 5years

CONDENSED TENTATIVE DATA
AC INPUT:

REGULATED VOLTAGE:
Regulation
(line and load)

Less than .05 per cent or 8 millivolts
(whichever is greater). For input
variations from 105-135 VAC and for
load variations from 0 to full load.

Transient Response
(line)

....... .Output voltage is constant within
regulation specifications for any 15
volt line voltage change within 105135 VAC.

(load)

Output voltage is constant within 25
MV for load change from 0 to full
load or full load to 0 within 50 microseconds of application.

Remote Programming ... .50 ohms/volt constant over entire
voltage range.
Ripple and Noise

Less than 0.5 millivolt rms.

Temperature Coefficient ..Less than 0.015%/°C.

105-135 VAC; 45-66 CPS and 320-480
CPS in two bands selected by switch.

OVERLOAD PROTECTION:
Thermal

Thermostat, reset by power switch,
thermal overload indicator light front
panel.

Electrical:
External Overload
Protection
METERS:

Adjustable, automatic electronic current limiting.
Ruggedized voltmeter and ammeter
to Mil-M-10304B specifications on
metered models.

PHYSICAL DATA:
Mounting
Size

Standard 19" rack mounting.
LE 101, LE 105, LE 109

31
2 "H x 19" W x 16"
/

D

LE 102

51,4" H x 19" W x 16"

D

LE 103

7"

LE 104

H x 19" W x 16 1
2 "D
/

10 1
2 "H x 19" W x 16 1
/
2 "D
/

SEND FOR COMPLETE DATA ON LE SERIES
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SIMPLIFY
communications

NEW
portable
test set
measures
gain,
attenuation,
frequency
response

mnintennrirn

SPECIFICATIONS
he new
Set,

3550A Portable Test

designed

specifically

for

transmission system testing, is
especially

useful

for

alignment

and

maintenance of multichannel communication systems. It incorporates a5cps
to 560 kc oscillator with fully floating

OSCILLATOR (,$ H07-204131
Frequency Range:
Dial Accuracy:
Frequency Response:
Output Impedance:
Output:
Distortion:
Hum and Noise:
Temperature Range:

output, a 1 my to 300 y 5 cps to 2 mc

Range:
Frequency Range:
Accuracy:

voltmeter, and attenuator and impedance matching networks to individually
match the oscillator and voltmeter to
135, 600 and 900 ohm lines.
The solid state instruments are

Nominal Input
Impedance:

housed in acompact case with asplashproof cover, and both the oscillator and
voltmeter

operate

from

internal

DC Isolation:
Noise:

re-

chargeable batteries or from an ac line.
Attenuation:
Accuracy:

The three instruments may be used separately in or out of the case.
The oscillator provides flat frequency
response and excellent amplitude and
frequency stability. The highly accurate
voltmeter provides a db scale for easy

Impedance:
Input and Output:

measurement —72 to ± 52 dbm. The attenuator and impedance matching unit
includes calibrate features to eliminate

Power:

insertion loss. Oscillator and voltmeter
batteries recharge during ac operation.

Dimensions:
Price:

Check the specifications for the re-

representative or call direct for a dem-
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Voltmeter and oscillator each use apower supply of 4
rechargeable batteries (furnished, 40 hr. operation per
recharge [20 hours at —20° Cl, up to 500 recharging
cycles). Automatic recharging during ac operation
83/
8"high, 19 1
/ "wide, 13 1
4
/ "deep. Weight 30 1
4
/
2 lbs.
$990.00

HEWLETT-PACKARD COMPANY

of this test set, then contact your ,hi)
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0.001 to 300 yrms full scale; —72 to +52 dbm
5cps to 2mc
0°C to 50°C, within ± 2% of full scale from 10 cps to
1mc, within ± 5% of full scale from 5to 10 cps and
1to 2mc (on 300 y range, accuracy is ± 10% from 1to
2 mc; AC-21A 10:1 Divider Probe allows measurements
to 300 yin the 1to 2mc range with an accuracy of
5%); 0°C to — 20°C, ± 8% of full scale from 5cps
to 2 mc
2megohms, shunted by approximately 40 pf on 0.001 y
to 0.03 yranges, 20 pf on 0.1 yto 3yranges, 15 pf on
10 to 300 yranges
Signal ground may be ±500 ydc from external case
Less than 4% of full scale on 1my range, 3% on
other ranges
ATTENUATOR/PATCH PANEL
110 db in 1db steps
10 db section, error less than -± 0.125 db at any step,
dc to 100 kc; less than I
-0.25 db, 100 kc to 1mc.
100 db section, error less than -± 0.25 db at any step
up to 70 db, less than -± 0.5 db above 70 db, from dc to
100 kc; less than -± 0.5 db up to 70 db, less than -±0.75 db
above 70 db, 100 kc to 1mc
600 ohms
50 cps to 560 kc; balance better than 40 e; frequency
response -± 0.5 db, 50 cps to 560 kc; impedance, 135, 600,
900 ohms center tapped. Input includes 10K bridging
impedance; insertion loss, less than 0.75 db at 1kc;
maximum level +10 dbm (2.5 y into 600 ohms)
GENERAL

Data subject to change without notice. Price f.o.b. factory.

markable versatility and convenience

onstration on your bench or in the field.

5cps to 560 kc, 5 ranges
±3%
±
- 3% into rated load
600 ohms
10 mw (2.5 yrms) into 600 ohms, 5yrms open circuit,
completely isolated
Less than 1%
Less than 0.05%
—20° to +50° C
VOLTMETER ( 4038)

!MD

1501 Page Mill Road, Palo Alto, California, Area Code 415, DA 6-7000
Sales and service representatives in all principal areas; Europe,
Hewlett-Packard S. A., 54-54bis Route des Acacias, Geneva; Canada,
Hewlett-Packard (Canada) Ltd., 8270 Mayrand Street, Montreal

electronics

ELECTRONICS NEWSLETTER
NASA Stabilizing Budget, Stalling Nova
NEW YORK—"Should the resources allocated to our national space
effort continue to double each year?"

James E. Webb, NASA ad-

ministrator, asked this question during an after-dinner speech last

has a solid-state screen that synthesizes colors from basic red, yellow and blue, he said.
The transceiver is the size of a
peanut, has a reported output
power of 5 ¿Lw and a frequency of
about 2 Gc. Its range is said to be
500 feet when used with another of
the transceivers and 10 miles when
a central relay station is used.

week and answered himself with a qualified "no."
Webb said the rate of buildup in
the space program is slowing down,
use only visible satellites, like Echo
Radiation Belt Will
that it is a fast but prudent proand Anna. The survey got the idea
gram, and not acrash program. He
from NASA, which will try laserBe Gone by Next July
didn't say how much NASA wants
tracking with the S-66 satellite.
in the 1964 fiscal year budget, but
CAMBRIDGE, MASS.—Artificial radiahe indicated increases will be less
tion belt created by the high-altiBody Heat Powers
than in previous years. Unless there
tude nuclear blast last July is not a
is an "unforeseen opportunity" or
permanent threat to communicaColor Tv Receiver
"new requirement" no supplemental
tions, astronomy, or space vehicles
or deficiency funds will be requested
NEW YORK—Miniature color -tv reaccording to James A. Van Allen.
for fiscal 1963.
ceiver, radio transceiver and hearIt will disappear by next July, he
The Nova booster, intended for
ing aid, all reportedly powered only
said.
space flights after 1970, will remain
by body heat, were shown here last
Van Allen told newsmen last
under study and R&D for two more
week by Regal Audio Instruments,
week that early reports that the
years, Webb said. This decision
of Fort Erie, Ontario, Canada. The
belt would ruin astronomy were
means less spending, but the prime
tv receiver and the transceiver are
"nonsense." He also called "ill-conpurpose is to give solid-fuel or nuprototypes. Some 8,000 of the hearsidered" apreliminary report on the
clear-powered boosters time to show
belt by the President's Science Ading aids have been produced and
what they can do. Another NASA
shipped, the company said.
visory Committee. Predicted effects
spokesman said Nova might even
corresponded
to
actual
effects
The tv set was not demonstrated.
be scrapped for a much larger
within a factor of two, he said. AlEndell Are, company president, said
booster.
it is tuned to receive only channel
though satellite damage was not
Since the Nova decision affects
predicted, it was predictable and
80, available from a Buffalo station
the timetable for interplanetary
received in Ontario. The set is
should not have surprised satellite
flights, Webb said he expects the depowered from the heat of the viewpeople, he added.
cision to spark a national debate on
er's hand through photovoltaic cells,
Van Allen addressed the New
how fast the space program should
England Space Conference on a difuses silicon integrated circuits and
move and its basic objectives. Congress, in its budget considerations,
will decide if the civilian and miliDevelopment of $300 Color Tv Reported
tary programs are in balance, he inCOLOR-TV SETS COSTING $300 or less, retail, can come from develdicated.
opment of a new low-cost optical projection system, it was reWebb was in town to accept for
ported exclusively to ELECTRONICS last week by J. Owen Harries,
NASA the annual award of the
president of Harries Electronics Corp. Ltd. The development was
West Side Association of Comdone at his laboratory in Bermuda.
merce, of New York. His remarks
Key to the low cost, Harries said, is the use of optical elements
were inserted at the last minute
into an otherwise routine speech on
with bandwidth fitted to that of NTSC transmission. Redundant
bandwidth made earlier projection systems too costly.
NASA activities.
The new optical elements include molded-plastic optical distortion corrector called a "sunflower," spherical mirrors and
meniscus. The sunflower takes the place of selection of color
Mapmakers May Light
dots and eliminates earlier methods of color registration used
Satellites with Lasers
in projection tv.
The elements are small enough to allow use of very small picWASHINGTON—Using lasers in mapture tubes. Phosphor area in one of several of such tubes is only
ping the earth is being considered
0.35 square inch and the phosphor is kept cool by mounting it on
by the U. S. Coast and Geodetic Surmetal. This provides greater picture luminance for a given power
vey. The idea is to use laser light
input.
sources to illuminate dark or dead
A $300 receiver would provide 60 to 70 foot-lamberts, have a
satellites, to make them a part of
23.6-inch-diagonal picture, cabinet depth of 20 inches, width of
the survey's optical tracking net34 inches and height of 19 inches. Economy models could be
work (see p 22, this issue). Thus
built for $200 and larger, brighter sets for up to $900.
far, the network has been able to
November 23, 1962
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ferent subject: a preview of recommendations to NASA resulting
from the Iowa Summer Study on
Space Research. Among techniques
and requirements the report will
underline is the use of bistatic radar astronomy to study planetary
atmospheres and the interplanetary
medium. In addition to ground
equipment, equipment that would
fly by a planet and receive reflected
signals is proposed.

Big Job Waiting
For Small Company
MASS.—There's a million
dollars worth of Air Force work
here which can go only to a small
business company, one that is independently owned and operated
and employs not more than 500
persons. The "set aside" is the largBEDFORD,

est ever earmarked for small business by Electronic Systems Division's office of procurement here.
The job is R&D on energy transfer and storage processes. Goal is
development of systems for space
vehicles in which both solar energy
and flight-generated thermal energy
can be converted to electrical energy
and stored for subsequent use in
space vehicle control and communications.
Work will be done for space
physics section of AF Cambridge
Research Labs. Initial funding is
$1,150,000. Ultimate cost of program estimated at $4 million.

New Saturn Rocket
Tops in Telemetry
third Saturn rocket—successfully launched
—is the U. S.'s most heavily instrumented vehicle yet. No less than
612 flight measurements were to be
radioed to the ground after liftoff,
supplemented by 104 so-called blockhouse measurements, provide the
profile of rocket performance.
Two new data links are part of
the instrumentation. A pcm transmitter in the first stage modulated
a signal in digital form instead of
analog. A transmitter in the payload section was probably the first
attempt to employ uhf for a rocket
telemetry system. The Saturn's first

WASHINGTON—NASA's

8

stage was powered. Second and
third stages were inert, ballasted
with water to stimulate the propellant weight.

Two Tv Stations Are
Using the Same Antenna
TRANSMITTING antenna is being shared by stations WROC-TV
(channel 8) and WHEC-TV (channel 10), of Rochester, N. Y. The
method, new to this country, according to RCA, has been used before in Canada and Europe. RCA
built the diplexed antenna system.
A broadband diplexer combines
the stations' two audio and two
video signals and transmits them
at the assigned frequencies. The
basic antenna is a 72-foot-high, 12bay unit. Transmitter signals are
combined by a 3-db coupler.
Originally
the
two
stations
shared a tower with a stacked antenna array. When WROC shifted
from channel 5 to 8 early this year,
it had to change its antenna. The
decision to use a common antenna
followed.
ONE

In Brief ...
will build a solidstate static inverter power conversion unit for the Apollo spacecraft.

WESTINGHOUSE

ELECTRIC will design a
pushbutton remote control unit
and meter for a pay-television
system developed by Home Entertainment Company of America.
The meter will automatically
keep arecord of the programs the
viewer selects.

GENERAL

has purchased the bulk
of the assets and businesses of
Autometric Corp., a subsidiary of
Paramount Pictures.

RAYTHEON

will develop an
80-pound coastal defense sonobuoy for the Navy. Receiver will
weigh 45 pounds. Present models
weight about 1,000 pounds, the
company said.

GENERAL DYNAMICS

and Radiation Instrument Development Laboratory will merge.

NUCLEAR-CHICAGO

a Univac 1107 for
use at Goddard Space Flight
Center.
The
thin-film-memory
system will process data telemetered from satellites.

NASA IS BUYING

Japanese Report Another
Computer Joint Venture
TOKYO—Oki Electric says that it
and Mitsui & Co. will establish a
joint venture with Remington to
manufacture Univac computers and
punched-card equipment in Japan.
(A Remington Rand official in
New York last week confirmed that
an agreement with Oki has been
reached, but would not comment on
the stock arrangement, and emphasized that the deal must still be
approved by MITI, the Japanese
Ministry of International Trade
and Industry.)
Last year, a joint venture deal
by Remington, Toshiba and Mitsui
reportedly fell through because
MITI insisted the Japanese control
50 percent or more of the stock.
The equipment to be produced
by the new firm will be sold or
rented through Japan Remington
Univac, a joint venture established
a few years ago by Sperry Rand,
Toshiba and Mitsui. Reportedly,
Toshiba may drop out of the firm.
Remington's move was seen in
Tokyo as a counter to Japan IBM.

has purchased six
TR-10 computers from Electronic
Associates, for instructing midshipment in analog computer
techniques.

NAVAL ACADEMY

has a $842,595 contract from Air Force and Boeing
for parts and test equipment for
the ALE-20 infrared countermeasures device. ALE-20 defends
jets against heat-sensing missiles.

DYNALECTRON

received a $5,881,478 contract from the Navy for production of guidance and control
systems for the Sidewinder.

PHILCO

ELECTRONICS will engineer
and install communications control systems for the Atlantic
Missile Range under a $600,000
Air Force contract. Installations
will be made at Cape Canaveral
and Antigua and Ascension islands.

ADLER

electronics

QUiCK- DELI VERY -FROM _Ts-pRAGUE
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•THIS IS
ONE-WATT
BLUE JACKET
RESISTOR
P. P. S. For complete technical data write for Engineering Bulletin 7410D
SPRAGUE ELECTRIC COMPANY •35 MARSHALL STREET, NORTH ADAMS, MASS.
For application engineering assistance write:
Marketing Dept., Resistor Division, Sprague Electric Co., Nashua, New Hampshire.

SPRAGUE
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RESISTORS

INTERFERENCE FILTERS

HIGH TEMPERATURE MAGNET WIRE

CAPACITORS

PULSE TRANSFORMERS
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MICRO CIRCUITS
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ELECTRIC WAVE FILTERS

SPRAGUE®
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WASHINGTON OUTLOOK
KEENER

UHF TV SCORES
HIGH IN NEW
YORK TESTS

INTEREST

IN

UHF-TV

BROADCASTING

in major cities may come from FCC's report on its uhf reception tests
in New York. Reception on WUHF, the experimental station, was found
10 percent inferior to vhf reception when indoor antennas were used,
but outdoor antennas made the difference negligible.
A sample of the New York area was obtained from reception tests
at 768 locations within 25 miles of the Empire State Building. Similar
sets and antennas were used at each site to compare uhf and vhf
picture quality in black and white, and in color.
Generally, simple antennas provided pictures rated from fine to excellent by viewers. In difficult spots, however, complex antennas didn'
always improve the picture. Proponents of uhf have claimed that i
is better for color than vhf, but FCC found no difference. Finally,
testers suggested that distorting pickup—signals entering sets at points
other than antennas—could be reduced with coaxial cable lead in,
receivers had transformers to match the low cable impedance.

UHF'S APPARENT ABILITY TO EQUAL VHF

WILL CITY TV
BE ALL-UHF?

in
sky
scraper cities—often without extra equipment—will spark talk of
controversial plan. The plan, which has some adherents at FCC, is to
use uhf exclusively in large cities since they provide a large audience
in a small area, and to reserve vhf longer-range for rural broadcasting.
This might not happen for some years, if ever, but broadcasters
are aware it might provide more use of the tv spectrum. The po
sibility that this switch would put big city uhf broadcasters ahead
may make metropolitan uhf broadcasting more appealing now.

EIA hasn't made any formal comment on the uhf report, and can't

MORE UHF
DATA DUE

be quoted. However, an EIA man who has studied it thinks it's an
honest report that "does seem to answer the critics" who said uh
wouldn't work in big cities. He noted that it seems to be critically
important to get a proper antenna installation. He also questioned the
lack of direct comparisons between uhf and vhf for specific locations.
He feels the report honestly justified the FCC's enthusiasm for uhf.
He feels that the report should encourage broadcasters to go into
cities with uhf. He also says he will be looking forward to the second
part of the report, covering measurements at 5,000 locations made with
portable sets. This part tests reception outside the 25-mile range.

THE LABOR DEPARTMENT this week proposed a minimum

WAGE RATES
SET FOR
EQUIPMENT

10

wage of $1.52 an hour for the electronic equipment industry. The
determination, being made under the Walsh-Healey Public Contracts
Act, will apply to workers on government contracts above $10,000.
The proposed figure is about what industry expected. Nationally, not
much objection is expected. However, small plants, and firms in New
England, will bear the brunt of the minimum pay scale.
Comments on the proposal may be filed with the department's Wage
and Hour and Public Contracts division until Dec. 6. After that, Labor
Secretary W. Willard Wirtz will make the final determination, which
will become effective a week after it has been made.
The Walsh-Healey minimum, the first for electronic equipment, has
been in the making since June 1960.
electronics

VA-240

12.4-18.0 Gc.

250 mW minimum.

rom Varian: STABLE PUMP TUBES FOR PARAMETRIC AMPLIFIERS
dozen types of Varian reflex klystrons suitable for parametric pump use are operable in severe environments20G shock, —55 to +85' C—and demonstrate excellent unattended long life characteristics. Improved
Optics in tube design provide maximum bandwidth.
Power and frequency remain stable over a wide variety
of environmental conditions.

Highly-stable reflex klystrons by Varian can significantly
improve your parametric amplifier system design. Tube
types, from 8.2 to 26.5 Gc are available for immediate
delivery. From low-cost laboratory models to rugged
70 Gc tubes, all have Varian's inherent high quality of
manufacture and performance.
Varian parametric amplifier pump tubes benefit
from exhaustive research and testing for metals
capable of contributing to precise control of temperature coefficients. For Varian pump tubes, this figure is
less than 100 Kc per degree Centigrade. More than a
OPERATING MINIMUM
FREQUENCY
OUTPUT
(Cc)
(mW)

TUBE
NO.
VA-240

12.4-18.0

250

MECH.
TUNING
RANGE
(MO

ELECT.
TUNING
RANGE
(Mc)

750

VARIAN

750

PALO

800

15.0-22.0

200

1000

VA-241

18.0-26.5

200

100

40

VA-254

18.0-26.5

1000

40

VARIAN

November

150

ASSOCIATES

23,

1962

OF

VOLTAGE
(volts)

40

VA-253

BO MAC

BEAM

50

40

Varian Subsidiaries:

Tubes in the VA-240 series (see chart) are rugged, field
trimmable, conduction-cooled. Other Varian tubes
suitable for parametric amplifier application have
similar features. Write Tube Division .

LTD.

associate
, CAL I O

N

A

850

LABORATORIES,
CANADA,

ALTO

•

INC.

• S-F-D

SEM ICON

LABORATORIES,

• SEMICON
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OF CALIFORNIA, INC.

•
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NEW WAYS TO REDUCE
A STATUS REPORT FROM
Get higher sensitivity and

highly reliable, planar, surface-

greater economy with advanced

passivated construction gives

storage. Made of rugged, dimen-

extremely low leakage — two dec-

sionally stable plastic, the Slide-Pak

LS-400 planar silicon light

ades lower, typically .01 µa in the

magazine will not warp or crack and

sensors from TI

dark

will hold its tolerance, thereby elim-

more compact scan heads as the

inating transistor jamming.

Now you can

utilize the most

LS-400 exclusive end-reading

can utilize this new packaging tech-

advanced micro-miniature light sen-

design requires less space to accom-

nique with either TO-5 or TO-18

sor availablè today for your char-

modate the desired number of sens-

devices.

acter recognition;

ing units.

tape, card, or

microfilm scanning; cataloging;
storing

or

equipment.

information

retrieval

With

exclusive

these

new sensors you get extreme sensitivity, higher density package and
use-proved reliability, allowing you
to design more economical circuits,
reduce the number of components,
and increase over-all circuit performance.

condition.

You

can

design

You

Texas Instruments can offer you

Slide-Pak* feed magazine
greatly reduces transistor
handling costs

valuable production experience in
the application of this packaging
technique to your special needs.

Slide-Pak feed magazine — a new

Greater bit-per-second economy

concept in packaging, shipping, and

with new high -speed magnetic

using transistors — is now available from Texas Instruments.
This unique transistor-handling
method offers the volume transistor

HIGH-DENSITY TAPE
READOUT

and weight savings in shipment and

user many cost-saving advantages,
such as: all transistor leads are
pre-clipped to desired length; leads
are straightened and kept straight;
each transistor is uniformly oriented for identical insertion.
Though ideally suited and specially
designed for automatic

memories
Texas Instruments is now offering
the

computer

designer

operating

speeds to 5 mc in random -access
word-organized

memory

systems.

These new memory systems offer
special promise for military and
commercial application because of
their inherent high speed coupled
with potential low cost.

insertion

equipment, the Slide-Pack magazine
offers important time-and-cost saving advantages for manual inserTexas Instruments LS-400 photo-

tion operations as well.

conductive sensors give you cycle

You also realize important space

capability to 25,000/sec — sensitivity ten times that of other subphoto-

Typical of the systems now being

conductive sensors (typical output

designed is amemory of 8000 words,

miniature

photovoltaic

or

9 ma @ 1000 ft-c), eliminating the

50 bits per word, and 1.0 micro-

need for extra gain stages — tem-

second cycle time. The storage med-

perature stability to 1% /*C — off-

ium in these new systems is con-

storage-on stability to

tinuous

±
-5%. Its

sheets

of thin

SEMICONDUCTOR-COMPONENTS
DIVISION

12

magnetic

qop

electronics

COMPUTER PRODUCTION COSTS
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
film deposited on aluminum sub-

First, standard "master slice" inte-

will switch 0.5 amp in 85 nanosec-

strates. This aluminum substrate

grated

bars—complete

onds and 150 ma in 75 nanoseconds.

circuit

adds excellent mechanical rigidity

except

interconnections — are

Guaranteed total switching times

to the over-all low-noise, low-drive-

taken from established, high-volume

are 120 nanoseconds at 150 ma and

power systems.

production lines. Second, a special

130 nanoseconds at 500 ma. The

To simplify engineering evaluation

interconnection pattern mask for

ideal combination of high current

of the

Texas

your circuit is prepared. Third, your

and fast switching you need for

Instruments provides apair of mag-

special interconnection pattern is

advanced, high-speed computers can

netic-film memory planes arranged

photo-etched in aluminum on the

now be obtained with these NPN

in a word-organized array compris-

"master slice" circuit bar.

silicon epitaxial planar Snowflake

ing 64 words of 18 bits each. The

You get a complete semiconductor

transistors. Your circuits will be

designer can combine conventional

network — integrating resistors,

electronics

capacitors, diodes and transistors

memory

systems

components

with

this

for

new MS-1 memory stack to yield a

into a single, high-purity silicon

small memory system capable of 0.2

wafer—to your specifications. Eval-

microsecond cycle time.

uation

New economical Solid Circuit*

samples

can

be

available

within four weeks from final design
approval.

Because preparation of

semiconductor networks

the special interconnection pattern

customized with "Master Slice"

ufacturing process, you get most of

Today you can get the exceptional

the economy and delivery benefits

reliability and miniaturization ben-

of standard TI production units.

efits of SOLID CIRCUIT semicon-

is the only custom step in the man-

ductor networks in many customized

Now .... reduce circuit costs and

circuit design variations — at only

switch 1amp in 39 nsec with

slightly more cost than standard,
catalog circuits. The flexible "mas-

new Snowflake* transistor

ter slice" design concept developed

Now ... you

by Texas Instruments makes this

computer

achievement possible.

capacity and reduce circuit cost by

can

greatly

increase

information-handling

capable of operating at higher frequencies with faster switching of
higher current. You have the highspeed at high-current advantage of
TI's epitaxial planar process combined

with the

new "Snowflake"

six-point emitter geometry ... available now in production quantities.

designing TI 2N2410 Snowflake

For further information, contact

transistors

thin-film

your Texas Instruments sales

As shown in the following circuit

ment 442, P. 0. Box 5012, Dallas

above, two TI 2N2410 transistors

22, Texas.

into

your

driver circuitry.

engineer, or

write to Depart-

will perform the same function as
ten less-advanced transistors—
made

possible

by

the

high-

current switching capability of
Snowflake.

Typically, the 2N2410

"TI cannot assume any responsibility for any
circuits shown or represent that they are free
from patent infringement."
'Trademarks of Texas Instruments Incorporated

TEXAS I
NSTRUMENTS
INCORPORATED
13500
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Will Diode Lasers Obsolete
Best guess is that
they won't—at least
not for a long time
By MICHAEL F. WOLFF
Senior Associate Editor

COLUMBUS, OHIO—What is the
outlook for gallium-arsenide diode
lasers? Even at this early stage,
the experts foresee an important
future for the new devices.
Will the new lasers obsolete existing lasers? Probably not—it is
much more likely that they will become an important complement to
earlier types of lasers, with the net
effect a broadening of the total
range of applications for lasers.
Attendees interviewed at Ohio
State University's recent symposium on Lasers and Applications
agreed the injection diode laser is
now starting to demonstrate its potential for high efficiency and
power output. But it may be difficult to reduce its spectral line-

width to that of the gas laser or
certain types of solid-state lasers.
In addition to applications relying on its modulation potentialities, the diode laser may soon be
valuable in such applications as
laser pumping and experimental
optical computers.
As its size and power output
grow, it will become increasingly
useful in power applications. As
yet, however, it is still a long way
from the megawatt power pulses
that ruby lasers can put out. Diode
laser prf's are faster, though—
presently on the order of 10 to 100
times a second.
Since diode lasers now have a
spectral linewidth of about 0.3
angstrom, compared with a few
hundred millionths for gas lasers,
gas lasers will potentially remain
superior for some time in such
high-precision applications as time
standards. Beam divergence of the
diode laser is close to that of the
ruby laser, however. J. D. Kingsley
of GE Research Laboratory reported divergence of 1 deg (in one

plane), compared with about
degree for standard ruby lasers.
While stressing that progress at
this early date was rapid, Kingsley
told ELECTRONICS it appears the
diode laser will not replace the
solid-state laser in high power applications for a long time. The diodes will also require external
optics to be as well-collimated as
the gas laser. However, he feels
amplitude and frequency modulation will be easy, foreseeing several
hundred megacycles for the former.
WHAT'S NEXT ?—Some observers
predict gallium phosphide will be
the next semiconductor diode laser.
This material would radiate in the
visible region and might be useful
simply as a light source because of
its high efficiency.
In other developments at the
symposium:
•T. S. Johnson, of NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center, described
their laser tracking experiment for
the S-66 Polar Ionosphere Beacon
satellite (ELECTRONICS, p 20, Sept.

TRACKING TELESCOPE
WITH LASER TRANSMITTER

REFLECTED
LASER
PULSE

REAL-TIME AUTOMATIC
digital optical tracker being
designed by Consolidated Systems to track NASA's S-66
satellite next summer

"Nothing is impossible to diligence and skill"
Samuel Johnson

IMAGE
ORTHICON

TELESCOPE
DRIVE

SERVO
ERROR
SIGNAL

TARGET + RETICLE
SIGNALS
CORRECTED
SHAFT ANGLE
POSITION

These

ore the trademarks

of some of our customers—
each an important contrib-

Earlier Lasers?

utor to

a dramatically
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industry. We at

Potter pledge our diligence

and skills to this growth
through

a constantly

expanding

program

of

research and development.

7). Ultimate goal is to track both
in the earth's shadow and daylight,
and to measure range. Transmitter
is a ruby laser employing Q switching; expected parameters are: pulse
energy, 1 joule; prf, 1 per see;
range, 1,500 Km; divergence of the
reflected beam, 0.1 milliradian.
Automatic real-time tracking will
be provided in later experiments by
the system illustrated. Initially the
telescope will drive along a predicted trajectory stored in the computer. When the target is acquired
servo error signals will be generated to keep the telescope locked on
the target. Angle readout from the
shaft encoders is expected to be
accurate to 5 seconds of arc.
•A type of solid-state laser that
might compete with gas lasers was
described by Z. J. Kiss, of RCA
Labs. He said the fluorescent lines
of four-level lasers using divalent
rare earth dopants were narrow
enough that these lasers could have
beamwidth, stability and spectral
purity comparable to that of gas
lasers plus higher output powers.
Also, the divalent laser operates
in a single longitudinal mode.
•Search for ways to eliminate
fiashlamps was illustrated by C. H.
Church, of Westinghouse, who discussed optical pumping with exploding wires, and G. Fonda-BoNovember

23,

1962

nardi, of Litton Systems, who
described pumping by plasma impingement.
Fonda-Bonardi
said
early experiments indicate a ruby
laser can be pumped by having
plasma hit with a velocity of 5 x
10 5 meters per sec. The plasma is
generated in the so-called 0-pinch
geometry illustrated.
•Broad-band
modulator
scheme
in which a coaxial transmission
line is filled with KDP crystal was
proposed by I. Kaminow, of Bell
Labs. With light passing straight
down the line, a practical device
might operate up to 3 Gc, he said.
With light following a zig-zag path
it would in principle be possible to
operate above 3 Ge. Work was done
in conjunction with W. W. Rigrod.
•A substantial harmonic generation effect was reported by P. D.
Maker, of Ford Motor Co. He said
20 percent conversion from the fundamental to the second harmonic
had been achieved in ADP crystal
using a pulsed ruby laser.
•T. S. Jaseja, of MIT, reported an
r-f beat with an average frequency
variation of less than 50 cps in 1
sec had been obtained between two
e-w helium-neon lasers. This indicates changes in length smaller than
2 parts in 10' could be detected,
spurring interest in seismology and
relativity experiments.
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PHD-1200...
standardizes
high-density
recording

The Potter PHD-1200 solid-state recording system offers computer manufacturers the advantages of high-density
recording in an economical standardized package.
The versatile PHD-1200 system is designed around the extremely reliable
Potter M90611 Tape Transport. The
standard high-density package incorporates a ten-channel dual R'P head, tenchannel read/write amplifiers (nine
high-density channels, one block marker), deskewing buffer, manual controls
and power supplies. All components
are cabled and mounted in a precision
transport rack cabinet.
A new brochure describes this system in
detail. Simply request "The topic is
HIGH DENSITY."
•Digital Magnetic Tape Systems
•Perforated Tape Readers
•High Speed Printers
•Data Storage Systems
TTEFL INSTRUMENT" CO., INC.
unnyside Boulevard • Plainview, New York
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SUNNYVALE

EM-7548
HEXODE

California's

Fastest

SOLVES CIRCUIT PROBLEMS
NO OTHER TUBE CAN!

Growing
Science
Center

* PERFORMANCE FACTS: Ultra-fast rise
time of 3ns. Amplitude of 1 amp., or repetition rate to 300 kc. Gain bandwidth
product of 350. Transconductance: 26,000
umohs. Output cap: 3.4 uuf. Dynode
makes possible single tube, free running,
or triggered, ultra-fast pulse generator.

•
,.'" "r••••

1063 Acres of improved
land PLUS 1000 Acres of
unimproved land zoned
for industry available.
Population
Due to rapid growth of technical and
dustry, the population has soared from
to 65,307 in 1962 and payroll figures
lion for 1950 against $323 million for

supporting in9,829 in 1950
show $21 mil1962.

Educational Facilities for Graduate Students
The University of California has accepted four acres
of land in the International Science Foundation's new
science center in Sunnyvale, and plans to develop an
Extension Center. The community is completely surrounded by these colleges: Stanford University, University of California, University of Santa Clara, Foothill College, San Jose State College and San Jose
City College.
Schools
To keep pace with the great economy and population
growth, schools had to be added. There were 3
schools in Sunnyvale in 1950. 18 have been added
for a total of 21.
Homes
Value of single family units ranging from medium
price to fine executive homes have soared from
$1,944,400 in 1950 to $15,415,722 in 1961, plus
apartments and duplexes.
Churches
Thirty-one churches
denomination.
WRITE

FOR

DETAILED.

ALL

INQUIRIES

representing
ILLUSTRATED

every

BROCHURE

major
E -1

HELD CONFIDENTAL

SUNNYVALE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
SUNNYVALE. CALIFORNIA (Santa Clara County)

e
eîq
San

Francisco

7

Oakland

Il
\171t:
11
1111
1
101,

k:40

CALIFORNIA

• The EM-7548 secondary emission hexode
amplifies with or without phase inversion.
* Exceptional for distributed amplifiers and
cathode followers. Anode and dynode
may be combined in push-pull to double
output voltage of pulse amplifiers and
pulse modulator drivers.
• Time-mark Generator 'pips' may be obtained directly from dynode output without
extra clipping and differentiating stages.
* Immediate delivery from stock. Write for
complete tube characteristics and circuit
applications manual.

ELECTRO -MITE *YORDKIVISRIEOSNEAOFRCH
Stamford, Conn., U.S.A.
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Are you a
COMPLETELY
INFORMED

electronics
engineer?
Today you may be working in microwaves. But
on what project will you
be working tomorrow?
You could have read
electronics this past year
and kept abreast of, say, microwave technology.
There were 96 individual iiicrowave articles between July, 1961 ad June, 1962!
But suppose tomorrow you work in some area
of standard electronic components, in semiconductors, in systems? Would you be up-to-date in these
technologies? Did you read the more than 3,000
editorial pages that electronics' 28-man editorial
staff prepared last year?
electronics is edited to keep you current wherever you work in the industry, whatever your job
function (s). If you do not have your own copy of
electronics, subscribe today via the Reader Service
Card in this issue. Only 71
/ cents a copy at the 3
2
year rate.

electronics
16
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Silicon power transistors from Delco Radio

CUT YOUR
POWER
CONVERTER
PACKAGES

7

J)OWN TO SIZE

Circuitry utilizing Delco 2N2342 miniature silicon power
transistors makes for a compact, high efficiency DC
to DC power converter package that will easily slip
into a 11
2 " x 2" x 3" area. The 28VDC, 6KC bridge
/
oscillator circuit shown provides a 13- to 15-watt,
250VDC output with efficiency of 65%. This practical
efficiency and compactness would not be possible
with germanium alloy devices, yet you pay no more
for the increased versatility of Delco silicon transistors. For complete engineering data or applications assistance, call or write our Sales Office or
your Delco Radio Semiconductor Distributor.
Number

IC Max. Vcbo

Sat. V
IC Max.

Vceo

Gain
fae (a, 250 ma
Min.—Max. (, IC
IC (typical)

2N2340

lA

50V

40V

4V

@ .75A

10— 40

2N2341

lA

50V

40V 4V

@ .75A

40-100 o .75A

550 kc

2N2342

lA

100V

60V

3V

@..75A

10— 40 gz) .75A

900 kc

2N2343

lA

100V

40V

2.5V @ .75A

40-100 @ .75A

550 kc

el

.75A

900 kc

Thermal resistance of 8'Civratt max. Typical Alpha cutoff of 15 Mc •Rise Time of .2 j.4 seconds—
.75A, 1E1=40 ma (Vce=12V1. Fall Time of .5

µ seconds-0C =0 Veb =2v Reb =37 irt)

Union, New Jersey

Detroit, Michigan

Santa Monica, California

Syracuse, New York

Chicago, Illinois

324 Chestnut Street
MUrdock 7-3770

57 Harper Avenue
TRinity 3-6560

726 Santa Monica Blvd.
UPton 0-8807

1054 James Street
GRanite 2-2668

5750 West 51st Street
POrtsmouth 7-3500

General Sales Office .700 E. Firmin, Kokomo, Ind., Gladstone 2-8211—Ext. 500 •Area Code 317

DELCO
RADIO

DIVISION OF GENERAL MOTORS • KOKOMO, INDIANA
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Burroughs Corporation

EDITORS OF ELECTRONIC DESIGN,
ELECTRONICS, EDN AND
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT ENGINEERING
ffeó efr/wer0;erafrei/ye

B FAIVI .. Y ®

SWITCH

CIRCUIT DESIGN COMPETITION
C eel

A

A

6

&et" ere/2~J te(e/e («emenel•

U.

S.

SAVINGS

BOND

ROUND TRIP, ALL EXPENSES

TO THE 1963 IRE

SHOW,

FOR TWO,

INCLUDING:

• A testimonial dinner to be held during IRE week in New York City
• Winners, and their companies, will receive plaques commemorating the award
• Winning circuits will be displayed at the Burroughs' Electronic Components Division
booth at IRE, and publicized during March 1963

COMPETITION

ENTRY IS SIMPLE
Anyone responding to this announcement will receive our
new 40 page BEAM-X Switch Circuits Brochure, a 28 page
BEAM-X Switch Technical Brochure, and an entry blank.
The brochures give you detailed information on the BEAM-X
Switch including specific circuits covering a number of
applications.
Starting with the brochures as a guide, you should design
a paper circuit which utilizes these or other BEAM-X Switch
circuits in a novel manner. Include with your circuit all written information necessary for a full evaluation. In addition,
be sure to return your completed entry blank.
Your circuits will

be reviewed

by our staff of BEAM-X

Switch application engineers for technical correctness. All
entries which pass this screening will be turned over to
our panel of judges who will make the final selections.

TO GET YOU STARTED, CONSIDER
THESE TYPICAL APPLICATIONS
OF THE

BEAM-X SWITCH . . .

1. CIRCUIT FUNCTION: Decimal Decade

2. CIRCUIT FUNCTION: Binary Decoding.

Counting

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS: Computer

and

Timing.

Readout,

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS: Military, Laboratory

and

Industrial

Frequency

Stock

Quotation

RULES

1. This competition, where not prohibited
by local or state law, is open to
anyone who resides within the United
States of America except employees,
representatives or agents of Burroughs
Corporation and its related companies,
and members of their families.
2 Entries must be original, and represent a novel method of using the
BEAM-X Switch.
3 Include with your entry:
(a) A circuit diagram illustrating your
application
(b) A written description of purpose
and function as necessary for
evaluation
(c) A signed entry blank
4. Specific entries must not have been
previously published or incorporated
in a device which has been made commercially available prior to October
1, 1962.
5. There is no limitation to the number
of entries any contestant may submit.
In addition, joint entries (2 or more
engineers) are acceptable. However,
each entry must be accompanied by a
signed entry blank.
6. In the case of joint entries, the award
will be divided equally.
7. Awards will be judged on the following points:
A. The Directness of the Circuit Design
— Example; The utilization of a
minimum number or the best combination of components to perform
a circuit function.
The Originality of Circuit Design —
The newness of the circuit approach.
The Originality of the Application
— The use of the BEAM-X Switch
in a new or different manner.
D. The Value of the Circuit or Application — The usefulness to industry
to the advancement of Science.
E. Technical Feasibility — The ease
with which the entry can be reduced to practice.
8. Screening will be performed by
BEAM-X Switch application engineers.
Final judging will be performed by the
Editors of EDN, Electronics, Electronic
Design, and Electronic Equipment Engineering. The decision of the judges
will he final.
9. Winners will be notified prior to March
1963. Awards will be announced in
March 1963 issues of Electronic Equipment Engineering, Electronic Design,
Electronics, and EDN.
10. All entries must be postmarked no
later than January 15, 1963. Entries
should be mailed to Burroughs Corporation, Electronic Components Division,
P. 0. Box 1226, Plainfield, New Jersey; Attn. BEAM-X Switch Circuit Design Competition.

Systems.

Me-

ters and Time Bases, Digital Voltmeter.

e
4

3.

CIRCUIT

FUNCTION:

4,

Multiposition

CIRCUIT

FUNCTION:

Step

Function

Generation.

Distributing.
TYPICAL APPLICATIONS: Industrial

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS: CRT

Process

Digital

Control

Scanning

and

Multi-

to

Analog

Displays,

Conversion.

plexing, Communication and Telemetering

Systems.

The receipt of a circuit from a contestant
imply

does

not

create

or

a confidential relation between the contestant and

Burroughs Corporation or any of the judges of the contest. The
contestant shall retain all patent rights in circuits he submits
in this contest, but waives all other rights
relating

to

publication

of

such

as

those

the circuit.

ANOTHER

ELECTRONIC

CONTRIBUTION

BY

Burroughs Corporation

ACT NOW . . . YOUR IDEA MAY
BE WORTH A THOUSAND DOLLARS

ELECTRONIC

COMPONENTS

PLAINFIELD.

NEW

JERSEY

DIVISION

What's your present job in electronics?
What will you be working on tomorrow? Do you know the latest electronic
developments outside your particular
specialty that may affect your work?
Below is a sampling of topics within
the 3,000 plus editorial pages produced
per year by electronics' 28-man editorial staff. No matter where you work
today, or in which job function (s),
electronics will keep you fully informed as an electronic engineer. Subscribe today via the Reader Service
Card in this issue. Only 71
/ cents acopy
2
at the 3year rate.

Air Traffic
Control
-

IS EDITED TO KEEP YOU FULLY INFORMED
ON ALL PHASES OF ELECTRONICS

Amplifiers

Antennas

Biophysics

Capacitors

Communications

Computers

Crystals

Data
Processing

Detectors

Diodes &
Diode Circuits

Filters

Generators

Infrared

Instruments

Lasers &Masers

Magnetics

Memories

Military
Electronics

Microwaves

Networks

Oscillators

Plasma &Ion
En Moen

Semiconductors

Space
Electronics

Switci
-ir&
Switching Circuits

e
Techniques .
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electronics

Radar i

-Modulators

Satellites

electronics

PROGRESS IN
MICROWAVE COMMUNICATIONS
Advances in components design have brought farreaching changes in circuit techniques employed in
microwave link repeaters but, for broadband response, the travelling wave tube amplifier maintains
its position supreme. This does not imply complacency on the part of the tube manufacturer. On the
contrary, continuous efforts are made to produce
tubes of better and better performance—improved
gain, lower noise factor, higher synchronous saturated output level and reduced phase modulation
distortion. During the last decade, STC have maintained aleading position in this field.
The travelling wave tube cannot be considered in
isolation. Its correct performance is very much
dependent upon its mount which contains a magnetic focusing arrangement (including devices for
trimming the focus of individual tubes) as well as

arrangements for coupling the input and output
signal to and from the tube helix together with the
requisite matching contrivance.
Whilst the mode of operation of the travelling
wave tube does not permit much change in the overall length of the mount, economy has been achieved
by replacing power consuming solenoids by periodically reversed permanent magnets; forced air
systems by convector coolers, and focus-trim deflector coils by mechanical fine adjusting screws.
STC designs are based on a vast experience of
manufacturing components for microwave equipment in use in major communication systems installed in 19 countries of the world.

W5 1G and P.P.M. mount 495-L VA-105D.

STC

TRAVELLING

WAVE

TUBES

abridged data
Tube
Type

RF
Mount Type

495-LVA-105B
W5/16 {

Announcing another NEW Type
Write for brochure MS'113

LIG344/U
CMR137

Output
(W)

Gain
(dB ,

5•85 to 7.2

8 to 11

35 to 39

26

W5 /2G

UG344/U
U0344/11

5.8

to 6.6

= 14

37 to 41

W7/36

495-IVA-104

124 *

3.6

to 4•2

8 to 10

28

27
27

W7/4G

495-LVA-101A

12A *

3•6

to 4.2

10

42

27

Srandard Telephones and Cables Lit/tired

*Transition pieces to WR229 available

DEVON •ENGLAND

.1"

USA enauiries for price and delivery to ITT COMPONENTS DIVISION •P.O. BOX 412. CLIFTON N.J
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Noise
Factor
(dB)

495-LVA-105C
495-IVA-105D
495-LVA-1078

"STC Microwave Tubes"

VALVE DIVISION •BRIXHAM ROAD •PAIGNTON

Frequency
Range
(Gc/s)

Sync. Sat,

Connexion
(W.G. Flange)
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PORTION OF PHOTO of Echo I orbiting past Ursa Minor. Path of Echo is horizontal dotted line

Need an Accurate Map? Photograph aSatellite
Pacific Coast Editor

Satellite triangulation
system to provide
precision earth charts

SATELLITE
AT
CONVERGENCE of slant lines is photographed by cameras at three points
to obtain space triangle

TRIANGULATION by satellite
technique allows interconnections

LOS ANGELES—A welcome byproduct of Echo and other satellite
programs is the newly-developed
capability of Coast and Geodetic
Survey to chart any point on earth
to an accuracy of 30 feet within a
distance of 3,000 miles.
Reportedly several times as accurate as any previous technique,
C&GS's satellite triangulation system depends upon specially adapted
ballistic cameras with high-precision electronic synchronization systems, able to photograph artificial

1
PROGRAM &
SHUTTER GATE
TIMING PULSES

550 PPS

SYNCHRONIZER —
Electronic
synchronization systems, built by

TRIGGER
SIGNAL

SCOPE
MONITOR

1PPS & 1K PPS
WWV SIGNALS
SIGNAL
TIMING
& CODE

PULSE &
TIME CODE

satellites against the stars.
Photographic
plates
18
cm
square are successively exposed for
durations of 1/60, 1/30, and 1/15
of a second in a Wild BC-4 camera.
Geodesists, knowing the relative
position and identity of the stars
appearing, and the exact time of
their appearance, can determine the
satellite's position and speed and
the camera's orientation.
By simultaneously photographing a satellite from two or more
properly chosen locations on the
earth's surface, "space triangles"
may be established for accurately
computing distances and baselines.

•

SHUTTER POSITION METER ACTIVATE

CAMERA CONTROL

By HAROLD C. HOOD,

DISC PICKUP PULSES
PROGRAMMER

SHUTTER COMMAND
550- CPS
DISC MOTOR
DRIVE SIGNAL--,

10 PPS200»S
EVENT
CHART
RECORDER
SHUTTER GATE
PULSE

a

SHUTTER POSITION

PHASE

CAMERA CONTROL synchronizes shutter openings to standard
f
re qu en cy transmissions of radio station WWV

4"

arlio-

Electronic Engineering Company
of California, are referenced to
timing signals broadcast from
Bureau
of
Standard's
station
WWV,
and
generate
precision
coded signals and pulse rates for
controlling exposure times and
operation of the shutters of the
cameras.
Each camera is equipped with a
rotating 3-blade disk-type shutter
which "chops" the satellite trail
and causes it to appear as an intermittent line on the photographic
plate.
Satellite trails are referenced
to exposure-coded star trails on the
same plate.
Heart of the camera synchronization system is atime code generator having a stability of better
than 3 parts in 10% If the distance
between the system and point of
transmission of the WWV signal
is enough to cause a significant delay due to transmitted signal propagation time, the time code generator may be advanced to correct
the delay.
SHUTTER DRIVE—The system
supplies a 500-cps drive signal to
operate the camera's disk shutters
and then monitors the return signal
for synchronization with real time.
Out-of-sync conditions are indicated by a display counter and
an oscilloscope. So that the disc
shutter open time may be advanced
or retarded, the signal from the
code generator is converted to a
sine-wave signal and channeled
through a resolver where the phase

anew solid-state
200 KC counter

present

Model A. 1197
maximum
counting rate

220 KC

•

Count capacity :99,999

•
la

Bright in line readout :5 digits
Unit and point indication

•

Input sensitivity : 200 mV to 100 V.
rms.

•

III
•
•

• Temperature range :0 to 50° C
(— 10 to + 60° C on test)
la Crystal stability :± 10" 5 (per week)

Other Model A -1211 :Same

characteristics

Gate time :0.1 — 1— 10 seconds or
any other value with external preset
time base (optional)
Time interval measurements :
10 gas to > 1 day.
Pulse duration measurements
(polarity + or —)

•

Period and ratio measurements

•

Shock and vibration tested.

built — in pulse —

shaper for chronometric

measurements.

ALL MODELS OF THIS NEW LINE CAN BE BATTERY POWERED
monulactured by

SYNCHRONIZATION
with ballistic camera
November

23,
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system

Distributed in U.S.A. and Canada by :
vvEs -rorq -Newark (N.J.)
for complete information on our line of products and address of
our agency in your country please apply to
ROCHAR-ELECTRONIQUE, 51, rue Racine
MONTROUGE (Seine) FRANCE.
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BENEFITS OF SATELLITE TRIANGULATION

SPRAGUE®

4

MODEL 500
INTERFERENCE LOCATOR

4
LOCATE
rf NOISE
SOURCES
QUICKLY

4

Fixing positions on earth by the
stars is an old and highly accurate
technique, but it cannot satisfy all
the needs of geodesists. And there
are slight inaccuracies, such as the
effect of local gravity vectors, in
land-based techniques.
Photographing a satellite's path
simultaneously from two or more
stations provides a triangle in
space, referenced to the stars.
From these space triangles, extremely accurate baselines can be
projected to earth. Data can be
reduced by available techniques
and most of the required computer
programs llave already been developed. The satellite can be a passive one, like Echo, or an active
one carrying a flashing light, like
the Anna satellite presently in
orbit. Anna, carrying an 8-million-

may be advanced or retarded.
For accurate evaluation of data
recorded by the camera, each system is equipped with a chart re-

This versatile instrument is a
highly sensitive interference locator—with the widest frequency
range of any standard available
unit! Model 500 tunes across the
entire standard and FM broadcast, shortwave, and VHF-TV
spectrums from 550 kc. to 220
mc. in 6 bands.
It's a compact, portable, rugged, versatile instrument—engineered and designed for most
efficient operation in practical
field use. It features atransistorized power supply, meter indications proportional to carrier
strength as well as sensitivity of
5 microvolts minimum for 5%
meter deflection over entire tuning range.
For full details, send for brochure IL-106.

corder which keeps tabs on pertinent events that transpire during
operation. Disk shutter opening
time, capping shutter opening time,
4
4

1

time code, shutter synchronization,
and so on, are all available for later
analysis.
FIVE STATIONS—To date, one
complete $95,000 system has been
installed at Aberdeen, Md., and two
portable systems are on order.
The Aberdeen system is being in-

candlepower beacon light, is expected to double the number of
hours the camera system can be
used daily.
Satellite triangulation is expected to provide corrections for
existing baselines and to extend the
baseline network across continents
and oceans. Accuracies of 1 part
per million in baselines several
hundred miles long are expected.
An eventual overall network accuracy of ! ppm is anticipated.
Such a network is needed not
only by geodesists, ma pmakers and
surveyors, but for the nation's
missile defense system, for establishing navigational systems like
Loran C, for oceanographic surveys, and for correlating satellite
orbit perturbations with the earth's
gravity field

tegrated into tracking networks
maintained by other agencies until
the second C&GS unit is operative,
probably later this year.
Ultimately, at least five systems will be
in operation and it is anticipated
that a new survey of the U. S. and
its territories will result in a long
needed "tighter" geodetic control
network.
An earlier model of EECO's ballistic camera synchronization system, delivered to the Ballistic Research Laboratory, has been in operation at Cape Canaveral since
January, 1961, to provide data on
missile speeds and trajectories.

4

New Zealand Gets All-Transistor Studio
4
4
4
4
4

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC COMPANY
35 Marshall Street, North Adorns, Mass.

SPRAGUE®
THE MARK OF RELIABILITY
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READY FOR SHIPMENT to the New Zealand Broadcasting Corp. in
Wellington is this all-transistor radio studio made by Toshiba. It will
centralize and integrate seven broadcast stations and provide for their
remote control. The system includes a main control console and 14 subcontrol consoles, plus 318 other equipments. The new system is expected
to require almost two-thirds less power than conventional equipment. It
will go on the air next August
electronics

Solid-State, High Speed, Ultra-Stable, Automatic,
Programmable AC/DC DVM for $6,250
Key specifications of the outstanding new EAI Series 5002 AC/DC solid-state
digital voltmeter are:
• Range and Resolution: 0.0001 to 1199.9 volts
• Absolute Accuracy, DC: ±0.01% ±1 digit, AC: ±0.06% -I- 1 digit to
5 kc, ±0.1% -I- 1digit to 10 kc
• Stability: 6 months without recalibration
• Reading time max., DC: 10

ms.**,

AC: 160 ms.**

• Input impedance, DC: 10 megohms constant, AC: 1megohm resistive
• Size: 8% inch by 19 inch RETMA panel
Features include automatic ranging or remote command of range, function,
trigger, etc.; complete electrical outputs; overrange protection; in-line, in-plane
display; and simple DC calibration for both AC and DC inputs.

EAI
November

23,

**without range or polarity change

Other EAI solid-state instruments with comparable resolution, accuracy, stability, speed
and reliability are:
N Series 5000 4digit DC voltmeter
Series 5001 4digit with overrange,
automatic and programmable
DC voltmeter
Series 5101 4digit with overrange,
automatic and programmable
DC volt-ohmeter
Series 5003 4digit with overrange,
automatic and programmable
AC/DC volt-ohmeter

Write today for detailed descriptive literature.

ELECTRONIC ASSOCIATES, INC. Long Branch, New Jersey
1962
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Maybe There's aNew
Propagation Path Above
By THOMAS MAGUIRE
New England Editor

Finding out will be
one job of new 150-foot
WORKMEN climb onto structure

radio telescope

BOSTON—Will high-altitude irregularities in the ionosphere provide new paths for communications
propagation?
Investigating that possibility by
radio-astronomy techniques will be
one job of the 150-foot-diameter
radio telescope that Air Force Cam-

Microscope Tv Trains Surgeons
Miniature camera gives
students enlarged view
of microsurgery methods
NEW YORK—A woman who used
a hearing aid 14 years had her
hearing restored this month by an
operation on her inner ear.
What was unusual about the operation was that a group of newsmen could see on tv screens every
step of the operation—called a
stapedectomy.
They could see Dr. Alan Scheer,
of Polyclinic Hospital, roll back the
membrane over the inner ear and
tamp its edges against the sides of
the ear channel.

Could the woman hear now? How
did it sound, Dr. Scheer asked.
"Sounds good to me," she exclaimed, as the newsmen applauded
spontaneously.
The operation demonstrated adevelopment in television that is expected to help solve one of the
critical problems in microsurgery—
the training of an adequate number
of surgeons in the technique.
TRAINING AID—Tv viewing will
enable Polyclinic Hospital to have
20 to 30 surgeons in each training
class, instead of the usual 7.
More surgeons will mean fewer
deaf people. Of the 17 million
people who suffer hearing loss in
the U. S., it is estimated that nearly

INNER EAR
STRUCTURE
on tv screen is
duplication of
what surgeon
sees in operation
microscope. Small
tv camera does
not interfere with.
microscope's balance or freedom
of movement. Inset photo above
screen is enlargement of tv view

3 million might be cured by stapedectomy.
Dr. Scheer estimates there are
150,000 surgeons who could be
taught the operation, but only 300
have been trained. Polyclinic and
four other institutions are the only
ones who teach it now.
The new system is expected to
have equal importance in training
surgeons in other types of microsurgery, for example, eye operations, neurosurgery and plastic surgery.
MICROSCOPE TV—Du Mont developed a 22-ounce tv camera that
can be mounted on the Zeiss Diploscope, a double microscope that lets
both the surgeon and a viewer
watch such an operation.
During the operation, 40-times
and 63-times enlargements of the
inner ear structure were seen on
the tv screens. The miniature camera did not interfere with the surgeon's use of the microscope.
The camera contains an electrostatic focused 1-inch vidicon tube,
operating circuits and preamplifier
in an assembly 10 inches long and
17. inches in diameter. There are 7
transistors.
The camera is designed for maximum vertical resolution, has standard 2:1 interlace,
525 lines and 60 fields.

Communications
AIRPAX

the Exosphere

•

MAGNETIC
AMPLIFIERS

as used in a
bridge Research Labs is building
at Hamilton, Mass. The Sagamore
Hill Radio Aistronomy Observatory
there already has an 84-foot dish
that will be used with the 150footer in some of the studies.
The facility will be one of the
world's most important centers for
studying the atmospheric structure.
Two-thirds of its program will be
devoted to atmospheric investiga -

LUNAR
LIGHT
PROBE

PROBLEM: A lunar light probe is delivering a nominal 0.1 microampere. It is desired to record this signal on
a 1400 ohm recorder with a full scale sensitivity of 1
milliampere. Available power supply is

115 V, 60 CPS;

environment is 15 to 35 ° C.

SOLUTION: Circuitry and Airpax magnetic amplifiers are shown.

BIG DISH GOING UP.
Huge
cranes lift 63-ton radio telescope
into position on towers at right.
Reflecting surface of the 150-foot
antenna is aluminum mesh

RECORDER
1400 n

115 V 60 CPS

tions, only one-third to pure radio
astronomy.
The telescope will also be available for beacon-tracking of deepspace vehicles. Its frequency versatility makes it valuable too, for
specialized functions such as the
detection and tracking of Soviet
satellites and space probes.
When fully operable, the dish
will provide hemispherical coverage. It will go into limited operation
next spring.
other

There are only two

150-footers in

twin at Stanford

the U. S.

A

University will

cooperate with Sagamore Hill in
bistatic studies (separate transmit-

The Airpax PREAC, M-5552-R, yields 0.143 V into 5K (28.6
microamperes). This is fed to a FERRAC M-5267-R which
produces 2.86 volts or 2 MA into the recorder coil — twice
as much as is needed. Negative current feedback by a
factor of approximately 2 is used to reduce the gain. Resistor Ry is inserted and the proper gain is adjusted by Rx.
Airpax magnetic amplifiers provide exceptional stability for
industrial control systems and space age tracking equipment. For applications involving thermocouples, strain
gages and similar data sensing
devices the high power gain permits the use of inverse feedback
to achieve special characteristics.
Write for
special applications bulletins.

ting and receiving antennas).

IONOSPHERIC STUDIES—Basic
task will be atmospheric studies at
1,420 Mc or lower frequencies,
November 23,
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static moon-reflection studies.
For low-frequency ionospheric
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telescope will be at lower frequencies. A 220-Mc, 50-Kw transmitter
will be installed for a series of
moon studies in cooperation with
Jodrell Bank and other observatories. Fort Monmouth and University of Illinois will join in bi-

THE HART MEG. CO.
HARTFORD,
CONN.

TYPE

using the moon as a reflection target or radio stars as point sources.
Both the 150-foot and the 84-foot
dishes are suitable for 1,420-Mc.
Most investigations with the new

2V

absorption studies, Air Force researchers will use the 150-footer
and a receiver (now used for studies of Jupiter) with a sweep frequency of 20 to 40 Mc. It will watch
a point source in the sky and follow
it through various angles to disappearance. Data gained will be
useful for detecting and tracking
low-frequency satellites.
PROPAGATION PATHS—Astronomers will also try to look at ionospheric anomalies and attempt to
determine whether they can be used
as propagation paths.
This prospective new communica-

tions technique has been labeled
"exospheric scatter," but the researchers will be looking at the
F2 layer and beyond, not the exosphere.
In this program, the 150-foot
dish at Stanford University will
transmit with a 300-Kw unit at 25
Mc. Sagamore Hill will receive.
INTERFEROMETER
—
Longrange plans include using the 84footer and the 150-footer together
as an extremely sensitive interferometer. Taking advantage of the
large aperture of the two antennas
the swept-frequency technique will
allow radio astronomers to determine position and angular size of
signal sources with a narrow angular resolution. Interferometer nulls
and peaks are expected to yield positions accurate to minutes.
The new telescope, funded jointly
by the Air Force and by the Defense Atomic Support Agency, was
designed by Stanford Research Institute for AFCRL. Jules Aarons,
chief of the AFCRL Radio Astronomy Branch, is director of the
observatory's research program.

Storage Cuts X-Ray Power

ac or d-c Units avai able

More Plug-In Relays
... in less space!
\

For more
complete information on Series W
general-purpose Relays, write
for Bulletin WU-09 which gives complete data, specifications, applications
and illustrations.

The

HART

Manufacturing Company

<8>
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202 Bartholomew Avenue
Hartford 2, Connecticut
Phone: JAckson 5-3491
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PUTTING AN IMAGE storage
tube into an x-ray viewing system
significantly reduces the time required to set bone fractures, Raytheon reports. It also cuts down on
the amount of x-radiation exposure
of operating-room personnel.
The system works like this: x-ray
views are taken in two planes with
image intensifiers. Vidicon tv cameras view the images. Images are
stored in a storage tube. The x-ray
views are compared side-by-side on
one or more tv monitors.
Pictures are taken in 1/25 second, at intervals of 1 to 6 seconds.
If photos are required for the record, they can be made before the
stored picture is erased.
The advantages of the system
are, according to Raytheon: the
surgeon can follow his manipulations of bone fragments without
continuous
fluoroscopy
and
he
doesn't have to wait for the development of x-ray film to get comparative views.
The system—still experimental—

was "explained recently by Dr.
George Berci when he visited Raytheon. He developed it with a group
of associates at the University of
Melbourne,
Australia.
Raytheon
and its subsidiary, Machlett Labs,
make components of the system.
Dr. Berci plans another system
for viewing four pictures.

Piggyback Converter

ONE-POUND uhf-tv converter for
miniature tv set (p 8, Oct. 5) is
aimed by Sony at U.S. market—
Japan doesn't have any need as yet
for uhf converters
electronics

MEETINGS AHEAD
ULTRASONIC SYMPOSIUM, IRE-PGUE; Columbia University, New York City,
Nov. 28-30.
FALL JOINT
COMPUTER
IRE-PGEC, AIEE, ACM;

CONFERENCE,

Sheraton Hotel, Phila., Pa., Dec. 4-6.

VEHICULAR COMMUNICATIONS CONFERENCE, IRE-PGVC; Disneyland Motel,

Anaheim, Calif., Dec. 6-7.

American
Rocket Society; Philadelphia, Pa.,
Dec. 26-31.

SPACE PHYSICS CONFERENCE,

MILLIMETER AND SUBMILLIMETER CONFERENCE,
IRE-Orlando
Section;

Cherry Plaza Hotel, Orlando, Florida, Jan. 7-10.

RELIABILITY & QUALITY CONTROL SYMPOSIUM, IRE-PGRQC, AIRE, ASQC, EIA;

Sheraton Palace Hotel, San Francisco, Calif., Jan. 21-24.
INSTITUTE
OF
ELECTRICAL
&
ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS WINTER GENERAL
MEETING & EXPOSITION, IEEE; Statler

and New Yorker Hotels, New York
City, Jan. 27-Feb. 1.

MILITARY

ELECTRONICS

WINTER

CON-

Ambassador
Hotel, Los Angeles, Calif., Jan. 30Feb. 1.
VENTION,

IRE-PGMIL;

QUANTUM ELECTRONICS INTERNATIONAL
SYMPOSIUM, IRE, SFER, ONR; Unesco

Building and Parc de Exposition,
Paris, France, Feb. 11-15.

ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
EXHIBIT, ERA, ERC; Denver Hilton

Hotel, Denver, Colo., Feb. 18-19.

SOLID STATE CIRCUITS INTERNATIONAL
CONFERENCE,
IRE-PGCT, AIRE, Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania, Sheraton
Hotel and U. of P., Philadelphia,
Pa., Feb. 20-22.

PACIFIC COMPUTER CONFERENCE, AIEE;

California Institute of Technology,
Pasadena, Calif., March 15-16.

Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers; Coliseum and WaldorfAstoria Hotel, New York, N. Y.,
March 25-28.

IEEE INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION,

ENGINEERING ASPECTS
OF
MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMICS;
IRE-PGNS,
AIRE,
IAS,
University
of
Calfiornia,

UCLA, Beverly, Calif., April 10-11.

SOUTHWESTERN

IRE

CONFERENCE,

IRE,

Dallas Memorial Auditorium, Dallas, Texas, April 17-19.
NON-LINEAR MAGNETICS SPECIAL TECHNICAL CONFERENCE, IRE-PGEC, PGIE,
AIEE; Shoreham Hotel, Washington,

D. C., April 17-19.
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Why Gudebrod's Common Sense
Approach to Lacing Problems
Pays Dividends for Customers!

Recently a customer involved in the missile program came to us with a
problem. He wanted alacing tape that would be easy to use but must withstand extremely high temperatures.. .well above 1000°F1
We had to admit that we had no such tape. Our high temperature tapes
such as GUDE-GLASS* have a maximum temperature range of 800°F.
To solve this customer's problem, we developed GUDE-Q", arevolutionary
new lacing tape that is essentially stable to temperatures in excess of 1500°F.
GUDE-Q is a flat braid made from continuous length silica fibers that
have been especially impregnated with a silicon finish to produce excellent
handling and tying qualities. GUDE-Q lacing tape allows harnesses to be easily
tied... knots don't slip, yet it withstands temperatures in excess of 1500°F.
Creating a new tape to meet high temperature requirements is but one of
many ways in which we serve customers' needs. Whatever your lacing tape
needs—civilian, military, fungus proofing, high temperature, color coding
—Gudebrod's common sense approach to the problem will pay dividends
for you because:
1. Gudebrod lacing tape increases production!
2. Gudebrod lacing tape reduces labor costs!
3. Gudebrod lacing tape means minimal maintenance after installation!
4. Gudebrod is quality—our standards for lacing tape are more exacting than
those required for compliance with MIL-T!
Write today for our Technical Products Data Book which explains in
military use.

SYMPOSIUM,

IRE-

et al: Del Webb's Oceanhouse,
San Diego, Calif., 22-24 April. Dec. 15 is
the deadline for submitting full-length
drafts of papers to: John II. Mcleod,
Chairman Program Committee, 8484 La
Jolla Shores Drive, La Jolla, Calif. Interdisciplinary cooperation is the symposium
theme and papers are solicited in: (1)
medical and biological advances made
possible by techniques or equipment of
the physical sciences and engineering:
(2) Physical sciences and engineering applied to medicine and biology.

November 23,

15 ern
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detail the many advantages of Gudebrod lacing tape for both civilian and

ADVANCE REPORT
BIOMEDICAL
ME, AIEE,

FIN TO
LACE FOR

Address your inquiry and your lacing tape problems to:

r
e-

UDEBROD BROS. SILK CO., INC.
FOUNDED
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Analab

DUAL -TRACE
OSCILLOSCOPES

for shock-tunnel tests on advanced ICBM re-entry systems
At Avco Corporation's Research and Advanced
Development Division in Wilmington, Mass., reentry conditions are simulated on nose cones for
ballistic missiles and other aerospace projects.
In 4-millisecond test time, 24 channels of extremely low-output temperature and pressure data
are transmitted from a model in the Mach 15
flow to a bank of Analab dual-trace oscilloscopes
triggered simultaneously.
Simplicity of set-up (aided by Analab scopes'
trace-tagging beam finder), plus identical high
amplifier and triggering stability and sensitivity,
permit all the scopes to be made ready in a small
fraction of the time required by other scopes.
Minimum calibration time and minimum d-e drift
also helped Avco's choice of Analab for this
demanding service.

Analab, maker of the world's finest oscilloscopes,
offers arange of main frames and plug-ins (including storage and sampling) to meet your most
exacting requirements. Call, wire, or write for
complete technical data.

One of 46 Analab Type 1120R1700 scopes being used at Asco.
100 µVern sensitivity and direct-reading null-readout dials permit
measurements of amplitude, time, and phase to ±2% accuracy.

Analab

INSTRUMENT
A subsidiary

CORPORATION

of THE JERROLD

CORPORATION

Cedar Grove, New Jersey
30
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FOR HIGHEST ACCURACY:

Atomic Frequency Standards
New frontiers in accuracy and frequency stability
are opened by atomic standards research. Here are various
modern methods that are growing in popularity
By F. H. REDER,

Senior Scientist, Solid State and Frequency Control Div., Electronic Components Dept..
U.S. Army Electronics R&D Laboratory. Ft. Monmouth. New Jersey

ATOMIC frequency control can
now be applied in the entire spectral range up to mm-wave frequencies with an inaccuracy' of
2 x 10 -"and along-term instability
of 2 x 10 -". Conversion from one
time scale to any other can be accomplished automatically by simple
electromechanical devices. Various
cesium atomic beam and rubidium
gas-cell frequency standards are on
the market at prices compatible
with that of the very best quartz
crystal standard. Gas-cell standards
have surpassed the best crystal
standard in small size and low
power consumption.
Four years
of evaluation of a cesium beam
standard indicates satisfactory per-

formance with average times of
continuous failure-free operation of
up to 46 days with a maximum
failure-free continuous operational
interval as high as 116 days.
Further simplification and improvement in the reliability of atomic

LAST Word in Stability
Modern frequency and time measurements needed in communications and navigation demand extreme precision. Good stability can
be achieved with improved crystal
oscillators but gas-cell devices have
proven to be capable of even higher
accuracy

•

standards are well within the
present technological art and will be
the prime objectives of further
development work.
REQUIREMENTS—An ultrahighperformance frequency standard
must meet the following basic requirements: High reliability, particularly for clock applications;
highest possible accuracy, precision,
and stability; smooth, quick, reproducible tuning to permit synchronization with other standards; short
warm-up time; reasonable size,
weight, and power consumption;
minimum price and a reasonable
delivery time.
An
average
quartz
crystal
31

standard is unbeatable with respect
to reliability, size, weight and price.
Otherwise, it is inferior to atomic
standards. The atomic beam frequency standard is the only type
that requires no other reference for
calibration. It is free from aging
and has unprecedented frequency
stability. Also, it can be tuned in
steps of less than 1 x 10 -". Tuning
a quartz crystal oscillator bears the
danger of changing its crystal drive
level
and
aging
characteristic.
Warmup times of high precision
crystal units are measured in
weeks; those of atomic standards in
hours. The $10,000 to $15,000 price
of some atomic standards approaches that of the best quartz
crystal standard.
TIME SCALES—Since the second,
as the basic unit of time, can have
several values"' differing by as
much as about 1 x 10', frequency
specifications claiming an accuracy
of better than 10' are incomplete
without specifications of the reference time scale. Figure lA shows
the relations of the various definitions of the second. It is important
to remember that the UT2 or universal second may change from year
to year'. Frequency quotations in
UT2 should, therefore, always show
the year, such as UT2-1962.
All
standard frequency transmissions
by vif, l-f, and h-f transmitters are
based on UT2.
A simple way of adjusting a
frequency standard to some other
time scale is provided by electromechanical
time
scale
converters as shown in Fig. 1B.
The output signal of the standard
passes
through
a resolver-type
phase shifter which
is slowly
rotated by a synchronous motor.
Speed and sense of rotation determine amount and sign of resulting
frequency variation. Converters do
not degrade long term stability if
they are limited to conversions of
10 -'or less. They are useful in synchronization experiments and for
vif phase recordings with local oscillators differing from UT2 because
they provide single-curve phase
records over many days instead of
records chopped into short traces
due to a large frequency offset.
FREQUENCY CONTROL—Available commercial atomic frequency
standards utilize the sharp and
32

stable hyperfine transitions in Cs'
or Rb" atoms". Such transitions
can be induced by a microwave signal from a crystal oscillator with a
frequency equal to the atomic resonance frequency.
Coincidence of
driving
signal
frequency
with
atomic resonance frequency can be
detected either with a particle detector such as that in an atomic
beam or by optical detection as in a
gas cell. Phase modulation of the
driving signal' at a frequency of
around 100 cps generates an a-c detector output signal for automatic
frequency locking of the flywheel
oscillator to the resonance line.
ATOMIC STANDARDS—An
atomic frequency standard consists
of quantum-mechanical resonator
and electronic-frequency translator.
A clocks has an additional divider,
usually down to 1 pps, and an integrating dial indicator. The resonator may be passive or active such as
a maser. Translators require all
electronic equipment to frequency
or phase lock an r-f crystal oscillator to the atomic resonance line.
The table shows atomic frequency
standards that have been under
study or development.
Masers, while simple in principle,
become complicated' when intended
for practical long-term high-performance applications.
Only the
hydrogen maser' is promising for
certain scientific laboratory applications due to its extreme short-term
stability and precision. Its application outside the laboratory is
doubtful, due to technical problems
in size reduction, temperature control, magnetic shielding, buffer film
stability and pumping.
The Cs' beam standard and the
Re' gas-cell standard are commercially available.
Rb' GAS-CELL STANDARD—In
the gas-cell resonator".
a microwave cavity contains a glass bulb
filled with RV vapor and a neutral
buffer gas. The buffer converts the
short, straight-line flight from wall
of the Rb atoms into long-lasting
zig-zag diffusion, reducing the line
width of the RV hyperfine transition to about 200 cps.
The RV
vapor lamp generates the RIP
infrared resonance spectrum, while
the Rb" filter cell reduces all but
those spectral components originating in the microwave ground

level.
Atoms in the microwave
ground level will be raised into infrared levels from which they can
fall back into both the upper and
the lower microwave levels. Since
they originate in only the lower
level, the net effect will be a pumping action from lower to upper
level. During pumping, the cell is
only partly transparent since light
is scattered in all directions; but
when the new equilibrium has been
reached, the cell becomes almost
transparent. When the cell is irradiated by a microwave signal
having a frequency corresponding
to the sharp microwave resonance
line, the equilibrium will be disturbed again and the transparency
reduced. If the microwave signal
is frequency-modulated, the ir-detector output spectrum will contain
the modulation frequency.
ADVANTAGES OF GAS CELLS
—Short-term stability is high due
to the excellent signal-to-noise ratio
realizable with combined optical
pumping-optical
detection
techniques.
Required power level of microwave input signal to the resonator is less than 1 microwatt.
This permits single-step, solid-state
frequency
multiplication
factors
greater than 100.
The observed frequency shift"
by buffer gases can reduce the complexity of the electronic synthesizer.
It also provides a simple way of
using the same standard for any
time scale that lies within ±-4 x
10' of Al or atomic time, by changing the microwave cavity and the
gas bulb.
Inherent motion sensitivity is negligible.
DISADVANTAGES—Gas-cells are
not primary frequency standards
because the buffer gas pressure cannot be adjusted accurately without
monitoring frequency.
Also, gas cells have no self-calibrating feature. They show signs
of slow aging and their microwave
Q tends to deteriorate due to interaction of Rb atoms with the wall
material.
There
are
four
commercial
models of gas-cell frequency standards. Figure 2 shows one all-solidstate RV' standard. It is the smallest atomic frequency standard now
available. A block-diagram of this
RV standard is shown in Fig. 3.
electronics

Many technical problems remain
to be solved. Some are: Prolongation of bulb life by reducing interaction of Rb vapor with container
wall, increasing precision of bulb
filling to achieve higher accuracy,
improving leak detection for bulbs
filled with buffer gases of pressures
up to 10-mm of mercury, improving
Rb" lamps to increase long-term
stability of intensity and spectral
purity, thereby reducing optically
induced frequency shifts and improvement of temperature stabilization of the
resonator and
reduction of its' warm-up time.

Modulation should be linear and
injected at the lower end of multiplier chain. The modulation frequency should not be larger than
half the atomic line width to reduce
frequency shifts.
The Re gas cell has a good
future as a stable, lightweight,
secondary frequency standard.
Preliminary reliability test results on several models are encouraging, but performance evaluation
data lacks clarity in defining performance parameters and measurement methods. Some r&d work remains to improve resonator lifetime, long-term stabilty and temperature control. These improvements will probably be achieved in
the very near future.
Cs' BEAM STANDARD—The
principle of the Cs beam resonator
is shown in Fig. 4. Atoms passing
through an inhomogeneous magnetic field are deflected toward the
weaker field if they are of higher
microwave energy level and toward
the stronger field if they are of
lower level. If they pass through
two inhomogeneous fields separated
by a microwave cavity, they are
November 23, 1962

FREQUENCY STANDARDS are growing lighter and more compact
with each new design—Fig.
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CONSIDERATIONS — Lamps
should be filled with Rb", to reduce
optically induced frequency shifts.
It is undesirable to tune an atomic
standard magnetically by more than
+ 2 x 10'0 because larger C-fields
tend to magnetize the shields and
place a severe stability requirement
on the C-field current.
An electronic design with the
synthesizer outside the resonator
loop is preferable because sidebands
and noise from the synthesizer may
shift the center frequency of the
resonance line.
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RUBIDIUM 87 gas-cell frequency standard has long-term instability
of 2 x 10' and inaccuracy of 5 X 10-"—Fig. 3

ATOMIC STANDARDS UNDER STUDY OR DEVELOPMENT

Masers
With Phase-Locked Translators
Nu H3beam maser'
Nib 113 beam maser"
H beam maser7
Re gas-cell maser"
Various solid-state masers'
Optical masers (lasers)"

Passive Resonators
With Frequency-Locked Translators
CO" beam standard.
V" henna standard"
RV gas-cell standard
CO" gas-cell standard"
Mm-wave molecular beam standard"
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twice deflected in the same direction assuming they do not resonate
while passing through the microwave cavity. Such atoms are not
detectable. If the microwave field
corresponds closely to the atomic
transition frequency, the atoms will
be deflected back to the axis while
passing through the second magnet and contact a hot ionizing wire.
The ions then move to an electron
multiplier whose output is a measure of how closely the frequency of
the microwave field agrees with
atomic resonance frequency. Figure
4 shows the detector output of a
single-cavity beam tube utilized in
a 1958 TRG design, and a 1962 National Company model.
Figure 4
also depicts the resonance pattern
for a double or U-shaped cavity
tube employed in all other beam
standards.
The U-shaped cavity
reduces the line width to 65%, allows long cavities (10 meters) for
achieving narrow lines, and reduces
the effect of various line broadening and shifting perturbations'.
The single cavity excitation, if used
for cavities not longer than about
30 cm, requires about 15 times less
microwave power and yields a
single-peak resonance pattern that
has less locking ambiguity than the
three-peak pattern characteristic
for double field excitation'.
National's Atomichron frequency
standard is shown, front and rear,
in Fig. 5.

tion because coriolis forces divert
the beam from the particle detector.
Rotational motions encountered in
airplanes' and cars are too slow,
however, to cause damage.
The permanent magnets of the
resonator generate magnetic stray
fields, which make it necessary to
degauss the magnetic beam tube
shield occasionally and keep other
sensitive equipment 2 meters from
beam standards.
Technical problems remain to be
solved. For example, some all-solidstate phase-stable frequency multiplier should be incorporated. Servo
control needs improvement to increase short-term stability. It may
be advisable to replace or bypass
the motor driven capacitor tuning
with electronic diode tuning to reduce gear backlash effects. Beam
tube life should be increased from
10,000 to 50,000 hours. This requires better utilization of Cs to
reduce Cs getter life time, an improved hot wire material free

DISADVANTAGES — If operated
with U-cavities, Cs standards require 100 to 200 flw of 9.2-Ge power
derived by frequency multiplication
from a 5-Mc crystal oscillator. This

CONSIDERATIONS — Every device should have at least 400 hours
burn-in time to assure debugging.
Stabilivac pumps are good only for
small volume tubes. All other tubes
should have magnetic Vacion pumps
to assure long tube life and reliability.
Aquadag getters for expended Cs
proved acceptable
in only the
NC1001 tubes. Aquadag alone or
carbon-ring getters were not satisfactory in other tubes and often
caused early tube failure.
Aquadag apparently flaked off or satu-
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ADVANTAGES — Cesium beam
standards are self-calibrating primary frequency standards.
They have the highest known
long-term stability, and the shortest warmup time. Their performance has been studied for 6 years,
revealing considerable data on longterm behavior, reliability and areas
where improvements are needed.

of potassium with reduced aging,
and
additional
life testing
of
antimony getters.
There is still some problem with
the stray fields of the permanent
magnets that magnetize the beam
tube.
This calls for improved
magnetic shields.
Beam tube fabrication techniques
should be simplified to reduce fabrication costs by more than 50%.
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power requirement complicates frequency multiplier circuits as compared with gas-cell and single-cavity requirements (1-5 ew).
Recent developments in solidstate harmonic generation will soon
solve this problem.
All beam-type passive resonators
are somewhat sensitive to fast rota34
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CESIUM-BEAM resonator and patterns for U-shaped cavities—Fig. 4
electronics

rated within several hundred hours,
and carbon rings loaded the vacuum
pumps excessively by releasing
gases while absorbing Cs". There
is evidence that the combination of
antimony and aquadag getters may
solve this problem.
Milliammeters for monitoring the
C-field current should be installed.
Replacements for dead beam
tubes may either be new or rejuvenated tubes at some cost in life
expectancy.
The NC1001 and NC1501 are best
operated from line voltage regulators of the motor-driven variac
type. Saturated-transformer types
proved unsatisfactory due to wave
distortion.
Deletion of the mass spectrometer from beam detectors is not
desirable unless manufacturers can
prove absence of potassium background in the detector. Otherwise
erratic le bursts may throw the
system out of lock.
As in gas cell standards, the
synthesizer should not be part of
the main servo loop, the modulation
should be highly linear, and the
modulation frequency should be
smaller than half the line width'.
APPLICATIONS—Atomic
standards should be used whenever one
of the following requirements must
be met: accuracy better than 10',
negligible aging, short warmup
time (1 hour), smooth fine-tuning
(10') and high environmental insensitivity. In combination with
klystron phase-locking techniques,
atomic accuracy and stability can
also be utilized in the microwave
and mm-wave region'. In general,
the choice of the proper standard
for a specific application is: for
highest accuracy and long-term stability, and for best temperature
stability, Cs beam standard; for
high short and long-term stability,
and insensitivity to coriolis forces,
Rb gas-cell standards; for highest
short-term stability, NH3 or Hmasers.
All atomic standards are insensitive to static acceleration, but must
be kept away from magnetic fields
in excess of 2 gauss. Various applications comprise: Quick definition of the unit of time' and of
standard frequencies up to mmwave range. Measurement of rotation and revolution characteristics
of the earths'.
Measurements of
November 23, 1962
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NATIONAL'S ATOMICHRON frequency standard, internal views—Fig. 5
electromagnetic propagation velocities' and microwave spectral lines,
and application in relativity experiments".
Precision location of
moving or steady objects, using
either the doppler effect or widely
separated synchronized clocks. This
includes
navigation',
guidance,
tracking", air traffic control" and
communication.

cations. Future applications, particularly as clocks in widely separated ground stations, in airplanes,

CONCLUSIONS
—
Commercial
atomic frequency standards have

and space vehicles will require an
unusually high reliability and further size and weight reductions."
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Low-Level Encoding Approach: Latest
A NEW SOLID-STATE pcm encoder, developed for the Titan II
missile, accepts 196 analog and
digital signals, and uses a unique
low-level multiplexing switch that
reduces the number of amplifiers
required.
During the research and development phases of Titan II, it was
found
that
approximately
250
parameters, ranging from millivolt
analog signals to digital on-off signals, had to be monitored and
transmitted during missile flight.
Previous telemetry encoders accepted only order-of-volts analog
signals and required conditioning
amplifiers for strain gages, thermocouples, accelerometers and other
low-level signal sources.
The new encoder accepts 40-mv
full-scale analog signals and has
160 v resolution. Both sides of
the input line are switched to the
multiplexer because some of the
strain gage bridges and thermocouples are connected to various
voltage levels, and common-mode
d-c together with 1-volt
a-c can be present.
Prior to digitizing, each channel
line is filtered; also, because they
contain high-frequency informa36

tion, the input signals are sampled
and held by a unit driven by a lowlevel amplifier.
SYSTEM OPERATION—The 196
low-level input signals are connected first to individual filters
(Fig. 1), followed by the multiplexer. The channels are evenly
divided among seven differential
amplifiers.
The amplifiers float
positive or negative with the common-mode voltages, and amplify
only the differential signal. Amplifier gain is 125.
Following the amplifiers are capacitor switches that perform the

HEARTBEATS OF A MISSILE
How many separate signals must
be monitored continuously to tell
how well a modern missile is doing
in flight? For the Titan II, there
are 250 such signals. And they
range all the way from millivolt
analog signals to digital on-off
pulses of a volt or more.
This new encoder accepts all of
them and converts them to a pulsecode-modulated multiplex signal
for telemetering back to earth

sample and hold function. As a
channel is connected to the input of
an amplifier, the ii.?ut switches to
the capacitor are turned on. The
capacitor charges to, then follows,
the output of the amplifier. Just
prior to the disconnection of the
input channel, the capacitor input
switches are opened, and the capacitor retains a voltage equal to
the instantaneous output voltage
of the amplifier at the time of disconnect. During the previous cycle,
the capacitor output switches were
open, allowing both terminals of
the capacitor to be driven to the
common-mode voltage in the amplifier. As the input switches are
disconnected, the signal source as
well as the common-mode source
are removed from the capacitor,
leaving it differentially charged to
the amplified signal level.
The capacitor output switches
are then closed, connecting the capacitor to the inputs of abuffer amplifier having a high input impedance. The amplified signal is now
referenced to ground through the
ground leg switch, restoring the
signal to a common reference level.
The buffers are amplifiers used in
the potentiometric mode with an inelectronics

By J. V. DIROCCO
J. W. PEGHINY
Epsco Incorporated,
Cambridge, Massachusetts

All solid-state encoder
accepts low-level
signals, requires
few amplifiers,
multiplexes up to
196 channels.
Unit is compact,
lightweight, performed
successfully in maiden
flight of Titan II

AUTHOR PEGHINY checks the telemetry encoder

Details of Titan II Telemetry
put impedance exceeding 50 megohms. These amplifiers have a unity
voltage gain and provide impedance
buffering between the sample and
hold and the A/D (analog-to-digital) converter.
OPERATING
SEQUENCE—The
timing for the analog section permits 3 channels to be multiplexed
simultaneously, one each into amplifiers 1, 2 and 3. Their outputs
are stored in capacitors 1, 2 and 3.
Following this, three channels are
connected to amplifiers 4, 5 and 6.
While 4, 5 and 6are being sampled,
capacitors 1, 2 and 3 are read into
the three buffers. The outputs of
the three buffers are then serially
switched to the A/D converter by
buffer output switches A, B, and
C. The cycle is then repeated from
capacitors 4, 5, and 6to the buffers.
Sampling rates for the 196 input
channels, may be 20, 40, 100, 200
or 400 samples a second. Considering worst case tolerances on leakage current and capacitance due
to the off switches, a maximum of
35 channels is multiplexed into a
single amplifier.
The buffer output switches are
followed by the A/D converter,
November 23, 1962

where the analog inputs are converted to a digital codes and inserted in the NRZ (nonreturn to
zero) and format control where the
output format is assembled. At
the proper time, the inputs from
the digital input scan gates are inserted with the A/D output and the
internally generated synchronization codes.
This combined output, or serial
pcm pulse train, is sent to a 5-pole
optimum-transient
output
filter
which eliminates the sharp edges of
the pulse train and attenuates the
high-frequency contents of the driving signal. Each transition approximates a portion of a sinusoid.
MICRO-MULTIPLEXER — The
low-level multiplexer is a solidstate,
high-speed,
time-division
commutator that connects a number of low-level inputs, one at a
time, to a common differential bus.
Each multiplexer channel consists
of two transistor switch pairs
(Fig. 2A).
Each switch leg consists of apair
of silicon transistors selected for
matched V, characteristics. The
offset voltage across a matched pair
is within ±
--50 microvolts over a

temperature range of —4 C to +60
C. For an individual transistor of
the pair, V, is limited to 3.5 mv.
This low Ve, value is obtained by
operating the transistor in the inverted mode with collector and
emitter operation reversed. Thus,
greater stability is obtained with
lower offset voltages and leakage
currents.'
SHUNT SWITCH—To eliminate
crosstalk, a shunt switch is employed between each amplifier input
terminal and system ground. Between input samples, these switches
are turned on for approximately 10
msec to discharge all stray capacitances. Therefore, each channel,
when multiplexed, is switched to an
amplifier input bus with no charge
on its stray capacitance.
Three low-leakage silicon diodes,
Da and Da,are contained in each
multiplexer channel as shown in
Fig. 2A. Diode D, limits the maximum
reversed
polarity voltage
across the 5 µ F capacitor to 0.5 sr
to prevent damage to it.
With the combination of +20
volts fault on one side of an off
switch and —5 volts common-mode
voltage on the differential multi37
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MICROMULTIPLEXER as used in the encoder (A); low-level amplifier
follows the multiplexing switch (B)—Fig. 2
plexer output bus due to an on
channel, the voltage across the
switch transistors could be 25 volts.
Since the maximum voltage ratings
of the transistors are 22 volts, diodes D. and D. clamp the input to
+10 volts, insuring that the maximum voltage across the switch is
15 volts or less.
LOW-LEVEL AMPLIFIER—The
solid-state chopper is driven at
800-cps by a transformer. The
amplifier is powered by a 6.4 Kc
square wave coupled through another transformer. The amplifier
contains the transformer and floating power supply, as well as input
shunt switches that discharge the
stray capacitances present on the
input lines between multiplexer
samples.
The chopper amplifier (Fig. 2B)
regulates
the operating points
within the main amplifier to maintain a low offset and low output
drift. The d-c voltage fed to the
error point of the amplifier is filtered, chopped to ground to create
an 800-cps square wave a-c coupled
38

into the chopper amplifier, amplified 2,000 times and a-c coupled to
the output chopper that restores
the d-c level. The signal is then
filtered and applied to one side of
the differential input stage of the
main amplifier.
The a-c portion of the error point
is capacitively coupled into the
other side of the differential input
stage, where it is mixed with the
amplified d-c signal. The forward
gain of the amplifier is 125, giving
an output swing of 5y for a 40-mv
input. The loop gain to pulsed d-c
signals is 2,000, whereas the loop
gain to steady state d-c is over 4
x 10° due to the high gain of the
chopper section.
The overload circuit consists of a
6.8-volt zener diode that shunts the
output and feedback diodes that
limit the input, as shown in Fig.
3A. With input signals of 40 my
or less, the output V. is —5 volts
or less. Diode D, is therefore biased
off, as are D. and D.. The only feedback is through R., R. and R., which
establish the gain of 125. Once
the input approaches 54 mv, the

output will approach —6.8 volts,
causing Dito break down in the reverse direction. Voltage V, will increase to about —0.5 volt, or until
D, starts conducting. Equilibrium
is reached with E. = —6.8 v, e =
0, V, = —0.5 v, V. = —54 my and
V. = 49 mv, regardless of V,.. If
Vi., goes negative, the output
swings positive until it reaches the
point where Diand D. are both forward biased, causing the output to
clamp at about 1 v. The new equilibrium voltages will be V. = 1 v,
e= 0, Vi = 0.5 v, V. = 8mv, and V,
= —7 mv, regardless of V,.. Diodes D„ D, and D. therefore act to
clamp V. at —6.8 y and 1 y and
maintain linear voltage relationships within the amplifier, preventing its saturation, and allowing
recovery from overloads.
BUFFER AMPLIFIER—The buffer amplifier is an impedance transform device, with a gain-of-one connected in the potentiometric mode.*
It presents an impedance greater
than 20 megohms to the capacitor
to reduce the droop to a negligible
amount while the output is connected to the A/D converter.
The chopper stabilized buffer amplifier contains a floating power
supply. As in the low-level amplifier, this chopper is solid-state. The
amplifier has a loop gain of over
2,000, a bandwidth of 200 Kc and
sets to within 0.05 percent of final
value in less than 12 µsec.
The buffer amplifier module contains a shunt input switch for discharging stray capacitances between intervals when the followand-hold capacitor is connected to
it, and a series output switch to
connect the amplifier to the A/D
converter.
A/D
CONVERTER—The
converter, a successive approximation
type, provides 8-bit resolution and
requires approximately 6 µsec per
bit. Figure 3B is a simplified diagram. The analog input from the
buffer amplifiers is compared at the
summing point with the sequential
outputs from the A/D control
switches. The control switches are
connected to the reference supply,
which is —12.000 y d-c, ±0.05 percent. First switch No. 1 is closed
by the A/D control FF 1. After
approximately 4.5 µsec the input
trigger is applied which clamps the
electronics

summing point to ground. If the
voltage at the summing point were
negative, this would indicate the
effective weight of the switch exceeds that of the analog input. The
reject flip-flop is operated and
switch No. 1 is turned off. This
sequence continues for each switch.
Each time the reject flip-flop operates, a zero is sent to the output
logic. At the end of 8 bits, the digitizing for a particular channel is
complete, another channel is connected to the input and the process
repeated.
POWER
SUPPLY—The
power
supply provides 12 regulated voltages for use throughout the system. The input of 28 sr d-e is filtered, regulated and converted to
6.4 Kc by a flux oscillator. The 6.4
Kc drives a transformer whose secondary windings are rectified to
provide the system voltages to an
accuracy of -±-5 percent.
DIGITAL LOGIC—The logic is
conventional, employing clamped
transistor flip-flops which drive diode AND-OR gates.
The voltage
swing for the logic elements is 0
to —5 volts, which permits a maximum of three gating levels between
elements. The decoding matrix for
the multiplexer transformer consists of a diode matrix that drives
bilateral transistors. The transistors are similar to core memories
drivers. A simplified drive circuit
is shown in Fig. 3C. The input diode AND gate is driven directly
from the matrix driver flip-flops,
whose output levels are +7 y and
—5 v. To set acore, the SET SWITCH
is turned on, and point B is connected approximately +5 y through
the diode clamp circuit. As the
AND gate is enabled, the transistor
is turned on, with point A swinging positive, its swing limited to
approximately 2.5 volts by the diode clamp. Thus the drive circuit is
regulated to within -±-10 percent.
The voltage across the transformer
is 2.5 y plus 1.3 y plus the diode
drop of approximately 0.8 v, or a
total of 4.6 v. During the reset
period, the base circuit remains enabled; however, the SET SWITCH is
turned off and the RESET SWITCH
energized, connecting point B to
—5 y through another clamp circuit.
In this mode, the transistor acts
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converter (B) and multiplexer driver (C)—Fig. 3
as an emitter follower, with point
A the emitter. Point A is held at
approximately —5 y until the core
flips, at which time the clamp circuit at point B disconnects and
swings to approximately —1.3 v.
This clamp circuit limits the reset
current after the reset of the core
flux. The set circuit is also driven
through a clamp circuit as a safety
precaution.
DIGITAL FUNCTION INPUTS—
The 48 digital functions are time
scanned eight at a time by diode
gates that set an 8-bit flip-flop register. At the proper time the register is shifted into the output
pulse train.
The outputs of the A/D converter,
digital inputs and the synchronization are combined and drive a flip-

flop that generates an NRZ code
with a time jitter of less than 0.1
itsec. The NRZ type C code drives
the five-pole optimized transient
filter. Overshoot is less than 0.3
percent. This filter has a response
characteristic such that when alternate 0 and 1 combinations are
present, the output approximates
a sine wave. The bandwidth requirements of the vehicle transmitter are thus greatly reduced.
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Inexpensive Monitor Reads
High-gain amplifier-microphone combination detects pulse beats
and feeds them through ashaper-circuit to hold-relays that lock
pressure gages at systolic and diastolic blood-pressure readings

diastolic pressure. Above the systolic pressure no blood flows and

By ROB J. ROY
Assistant Professor of
Electrical Engineering,
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute,
Troy, N. Y.,

MARVIN WEISS,
Autometric Corporation,
New York City

THE

SYSTOLE

artery is not constricted and no
arterial wall pulsation occurs.
In conventional use, a pressuremeasuring manometer indicates the
pressure in the bladder. An attend-

is

the

normal

rhythmical
contraction
of
the
heart, which drives the blood into
the
aorta
and
the
pulmonary
artery. The diastole is the rhythmical dilation of the heart following
each contraction, during which the
heart muscle relaxes and its chambers fill with blood.
The systolic and diastolic blood
pressures are measured by placing
a cloth-enclosed rubber bladder,
called an occluding cuff, around
the patient's arm at the bicep. The
bladder is then inflated with air to
a pressure greater than the patients systolic pressure.
At this
point arterial blood flow in the patient's arm is stopped due to the
bladder pressure. The bladder pressure is then decreased by slowly
letting the air escape from the
bladder. At the point where bladder pressure equals the systolic
pressure, each contraction of the
heart overcomes bladder pressure
and forces blood to flow in the
artery.
When the bladder pressure has
decreased further to the diastolic
pressure, each dilation of the heart
has sufficient pressure behind it
to open the artery for the flow of
blood. This provides the minimum
pressure necessary to keep the
artery
continuously
open.
The
artery wall therefore pulsates at
heart-beat rate from the point at
which bladder pressure equals the
systolic pressure to the point at
which bladder pressure equals the
40

there is no arterial wall pulsation.
Below the diastolic pressure the

ant places a stethoscope over the
patients brachial artery and listens
to the pressure pulsations or the
Korotkov sounds at the surface of
the arm. The attendant notes the

manometer at the patient's diastolic
pressure.
The Korotkov sounds are picked
up with a dynamic microphone followed

by

a high-gain

low-noise

transistor amplifier. After the cuff
and the pickup are attached to the
patient's arm, the OPERATE button
actuates a relay that both applies
power to the tracking unit and
opens an air release valve allowing
air to escape from the bladder.
The pressure in the bladder is
continuously
monitored by two

bladder pressure reading when the
first pulse is heard, (systolic pres-

aneroid
manometers.
Pressure
recordings are made by stopping

sure) and the bladder pressure
when the last pulse is heard (diastolic pressure).

the indicating pointer with a relay, which presses a strip of metal
attached to its armature against the

SYSTEM
DESCRIPTION — This
automatic indicator performs not
only the function of the attendant

shaft of the pointer. The pressure
of the metal strip against the
pointer shaft is sufficient to stop
the pointer movement and the in-

listening with a stethoscope to the
Korotkov sounds but also stops the
meter movement of one manometer
at the systolic pressure and stops
the meter movement of a second

dicator retains the value of bladder
pressure when the relay was actuated.
Automatic tracking of the diastolic presssure presents a problem
because the Korotkov sounds g-ow
weaker as the pressure in the cuff

AUTOMATION IN MEDICINE
Usually a physician or skilled
nurse takes blood pressure readings by pumping up a bladder
fixed around the patient's arm,
then letting the air ont gradually
and listening for pulse beat:.
With this mechanized technique,
the patient can take his own blood
pressure. He doesn't need lots of
skill or years of training. The idea
might be extended for victims of
high blood pressure, who could
thereby determine whether another
round of golf would be just permissible, or drastically injudicious.
The idea will also dispense with
a medic's vigil at the patients
hospital bedside while the air-filled
bladder slowly deflates. Now the
attendant can get on with other
work

is lowered. The last sound is barely
detectable amidst the background
noise. Sensing unit output indicates
on an oscilloscope that the pulses
first heard are large and of long
duration but that the last two or
three pulses are extremely small
and relatively narrow.
PROCESSING HEART BEATS—
The problem of nonuniform pulses
is overcome by feeding the output
of the sensing unit into a one-shot
multivibrator to provide pulses of
uniform height and width. The
triggering level of the pulse-shaping one-shot also serves as an amplitude discriminator, eliminating
the background noise. A pulse train
is then available, the first pulse ocelectronics
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POINTERS of gages are locked when pressure in air-filled bladder encircling patient's arm falls to level of patient's
systolic and diastolic blood pressures. Relay Ri locks systolic pointer; R2 keeps diastolic pointer normally locked, releases
it once per pulse-beat to take up new pressure reading. Last audible beat leaves pointer at diastolic pressure

curring when the bladder pressure
is equal to the systolic pressure,
and the last pulse when bladder
pressure is equal to diastolic pressure.
To detect the systolic pressure,
the first one-shot pulse energizes
relay, R„ which stops the movement
of the systolic-pressure manometer.
The relay is self-locking. Further
pulses from the one-shot do not
affect the relay and only the reset
button can denergize it.
The detection of the last pulse is
more difficult because if the device
searches for another pulse after the
last audible pulse is received, then
the
diastolic
pressure
reading
will be in error by the bladder pressure drop during the search interval.
Therefore the diastolic pressure
is recorded by sampling the pressure in the bladder every time a
pulse appears. The diastolic pointer
is normally locked by the metal
strip attached to the diastolic relay
armature R„ (The diastolic relay
is normally energized). When a
pulse appears, the pointer is released and falls to the bladder pressure. Since the pointer is spring
loaded, it falls to the new pressure
in less than 50 milliseconds. The
one-shot pulse length is 100 milliNovember

23,
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seconds, so the pointer is able to
follow the bladder pressure accurately. The schematic shows how
this operation is performed.
CIRCUIT FUNCTIONS—The onoff switch applies power to the
high-gain amplifier but not to the
tracking unit. This prevents the
device from detecting pulses when
the occluding cuff is being pumped
up. The OPERATE switch applies
power to the tracking unit and actuates
the
bladder
air-release
valve.
Both transistors Q, and Q, are
initially off. Relay R, holds the
systolic pointer and R, holds the
diastolic pointer.
Both monitors read the falling
bladder pressure until the first
(systolic) pulse is heard. At this
time relay R, is actuated, stopping
the systolic pointer.
Contact C
closes, locking up relay R,. Further
pulses do not affect this relay, leaving the pointer to indicate systolic
pressure.
Closing contact C connects the
emitter of Q, to ground. Transistor Q, remains off as the base
of Q, is connected to the other
side of the pulse-shaping one-shot.
At the end of each diastolic pulse,
transistor Q, turns on, actuating

relay R, and stopping the diastolic
pointer. Succeeding pulses turn Q,
off, releasing the diastolic pointer
and allowing it to fall to the new
pressure in the bladder. After the
pulse disappears Q, turns on and
the diastolic pointer is held at the
bladder pressure in the cuff at the
time the pulse was received.
The last audible pulse corresponds to the diastolic pressure.
Since there are no more pulses to
release R„ the diastolic pointer continues to indicate the correct diastolic pressure.
To ensure that the patient's arm
movement in removing the cuff
does not disturb the diastolic reading, a hold one-shot is included.
After a short time-delay this hold
one-shot locks up relay R, so that
external noises are not picked up.
CONCLUSION—This device has
been tested at the Rensselaer Polytechnique Institute Biomedical Research Laboratory and has been
shown to be as accurate as recording manometers. The technique of
holding the diastolic movement at
the pressure corresponding to the
last pulse is the key to the reliable
recording of the diastolic pressure.
The instrument can be built for less
than twenty-five dollars.
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PNP-NPN CIRCUITS: NEW LOOK
Regenerative devices using pairs of transistors of opposite
polarity can out-perform specialized devices in speed, reliability
and flexibility. Specific circuits are given
By NORRIS C. HEKIMIAN,

FOUR-LAYER PNPN diodes and
related devices have certain common characteristics that severely
limit their usefulness. Two of these
are the difficulty in turn-off and the
long turn-off time that result from
saturation occurring if any significant current is passed in the on
state. Another practical limitation
is price: because of manufacturing
difficulties such as obtaining a good
base lead, the cost of triode units is
high. The pnpn diodes, on the other
hand, are cheaper, but far less flexible because the load and trigger
terminals are identical. Prices are
also high because silicon devices
must almost always be used to allow stable operation at temperatures as low as 100 C. This is attributable to leakage currents that
raise the current gains to the +1
level. Since only one base lead is
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brought out, I,, cannot be prevented from becoming excessive
through amplification in the inaccessible base region.
However, another regenerative
device can be made by using separate pnp and npn transistors in a
two-stage positive-feedback circuit.
This combination in simplest form
is directly analogous to the hook
collector; hence is generically the
same as pnpn devices. The pointcontact transistor and the unijunction transistor operate in related
but slightly different ways, differing mainly in their geometries. The
regenerative pair also can be
evolved by making an Eccles-Jordan flip-flop with a pnp transistor
on one side and an npn on the other,
then simplifying the biasing circuit. In such a device, the regenerative pair performs the desired

functions but, without improvements in biasing and without
means of preventing saturation,
the only significant advantage that
the pair has over the other devices
is the accessible second base. Figure 1A shows a means of reverse
biasing that makes it possible to
operate these circuits to the full
temperature rating of the transistors just as easily as in the usual
logic stages. The biasing voltages
are derived from sources E2 and E„
through the associated resistors R,
and R,. In design, the combined
leakage currents are calculated for
the highest desired operating temperature, and the voltage sources
and resistors selected to prevent
thermal turn-on of astage normally
off at this temperature.
In high-speed transistor circuits,
a serious limitation arises if the

BASIC PNP-NPN stage (A) in applications such as a sweep generator (B) and an interval timer (C)—Fig. 1
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AT A FAMILIAR CONNECTION
transistors are allowed to saturate.
Saturation occurs when the collector-base voltage is small. Then
the depletion region vanishes and
charges in the base region are not
swept out by the collector; instead,
they must slowly diffuse out of the
base. If means are provided to prevent the collector-base voltage from
becoming too small, saturation will
be avoided.
To prevent saturation, diode D,
is included in the circuits with resistors R, and Rs.With aperfect diode, neither transistor can become
saturated. This permits high-speed
operation. Moreover, because of the
direct base drive, momentary overdrives are permitted to reduce the
collector voltages below their unsaturated steady state ON levels.
These characteristics are advantageous in interstage triggering
for rings and related circuits.
Diode D, is connected across
emitter-base junction of transistor
Q„ as shown in Fig. 1A, to clamp
the off base voltage of that transistor to a small back level. This
facilitates triggering with small
signals, capacitively coupled into
terminal B, and also prevents excessive reverse voltage across the
emitter-base junction of Q,.
This basic circuit not only can
be turned on with excellent rise
time, but can be turned off and recycled at speeds limited only by the
basic speed of the transistor and
the time constants of the associated
circuit. With transistors having
5-Mc alpha cut-offs, reliable ring
operation has been attained at frequencies exceeding 1 Mc. Although
there are numerous pnpn devices
on the market that turn on in about
0.1 »sec, the maximum pulsing
rate of these is little over 80 Kc.
As is characteristic of the pnpn
devices, this circuit consumes minimum standby power because the
circuit current is almost entirely
determined by the external load and
the supply voltage. In the off state,
only leakage currents are drawn.
Further, the negative resistance
characteristic at the emitter of Q,
is much like that of a thyratron,
except that the transient current is
November 23, 1962

accurately predictable
/...itterof Ql

=

(E3

E8)/R4

The steady-state current also is
given by this expression, since the
turn-on and holding conditions are
the same. Because of this, there is
an almost vertical change in voltage along the negative resistance
region of the voltage-current curve
of the transistor, corresponding to
the transition from the off to the
on condition. In the off region, the
current can be as small as the I.,,
currents of the two transistors. In
the ON region the voltage-drop is
small, limited only by the drops
across the resistors.
If minimum recovery time is not
required, and if the nonsaturated
on condition is not needed for inter-

NEW LIFE FOR OLD CIRCUITS
When pnpn devices were introduced,
some complementary
transistor
circuits went into decline. However,
recent investigation shows that
complementary transistor circuits
can be superior to pnpn devices in
temperature stability, turn-on point
stability and operating speed

to some voltage preferably over +6
volts, may be substituted for resistors Ri,R., Rs,R. and transistor Q,.
If the voltage on capacitor C, becomes sufficiently positive to forward-bias the emitter of transistor
Q, the collector current of that
transistor, flowing through resistor
R„ becomes large enough to cause
the base voltage of transistor Qs to
become positive and to reverse-bias
diode Di. This value is given by
IC2 —

6
10,000

Ica

In this equation, I, is the total collector current from transistor Q,
and Ir.„ is the collector cut-off current for transistor Qs. At this
point, regeneration drives the two
transistors far into the ON region.
Resistor R. limits the surge current
upon discharge of capacitor C,
through transistors Q, and Q..
Transistor Q, cannot be damaged
as long as the charging current
is limited so that the power calculated from the following equation
does not exceed the transistor dissipation after derating for the ambient temperature
Pei

'Cl

R4
x 6volts
± RI

By choice of the resistor R., a
wide range of trigger points can be
selected. In fact, if resistor R. is
made adjustable or if a reference
SWEEP
GENERATOR—Figure voltage is substituted for the +6
1B shows afast-reset sawtooth genvolt connection to resistor R., the
erator. Transistors Q, and Qs form
trigger voltage level can be varithe pnp-npn pair. Transistor Q, is
able. For free-running operation,
a constant-current charging source
the maximum value of the voltage
for capacitor C„ the rate of charge
across capacitor C, must exceed
being determined by resistors R,
the voltage established on the base
and R„. Since transistor Q, is in a of transistor Q, when transistors
common-base configuration with
Q, and Qs are off. For triggered opan emitter current determined
eration, the maximum voltage on
by resistors R, and R2,the apparcapacitor C, must be smaller than
ent source impedance for the colthis base bias. In the triggered
lector current of transistor Q, is
mode, capacitor C2, diode D, and
high. With the emitter of tranresistor R. form a triggering netsistor Q, reverse biased, the colwork that momentarily depresses
lector current of transistor Q, prothe voltage on the base of tranduces a nearly linear voltage ramp
sistor Q, to initiate the regeneraon capacitor C,. If extreme lineartive action. In the free-running
ity is not needed, a simple resistor
mode,
synchronization
can
be
that permits the capacitor to charge achieved with input triggers as it
stage priming, diode D, and resistors R, and Rs can be omitted.
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FURTHER REFINEMENTS produce a staircase counter (A); three modes of ring-counter operation (B); interstage
networks for ring counter operation are illustrated in (C)—Fig. 2
is with thyratron sweep generators.
However, the trigger amplitude
will determine how soon in the
sweep there can be a reset. For example, if a trigger pulse of 1 volt
is applied to the base of transistor
Q„ the pnp-npn pair will not fire
unless the voltage on capacitor C,
exceeds approximately 1,.5 volts.
Control of the free-running frequency of the sawtooth generator
is easily accomplished by modifying the charging rate of capacitor
C,. A resistor or other current path
connected to either the emitter or
base of Q, will provide control.
The free-running generator frequency is nearly proportional to
the base voltage and the emitter current of transistor Q,. Hence,
it is an excellent voltage-to-frequency converter with good linearity.
A change from the triggered
mode to the free-running mode can
be accomplished by increasing the
resistances of R, or Ra or by decreasing the resistances Ra and Ra.
To preserve the high source impedance provided by transistor Q„
the output should be matched with
a high input impedance amplifier.
When the reverse emitter-base
voltage of transistor Q, may be excessive, a diode Da can be connected
in series as shown to block the inverse voltage.
Circuits similar to those shown
in Fig. 1B have been operated at
44

frequencies ranging from 60 cps to
over 1 Mc and have been tested for
a range of temperatures from room
temperature to 65 C.
A triggered mode that is normally on, but off if triggered would
be accomplished by having the
charging current greater than the
required holding current of transistors Q, and Qa.
INTERVAL TIMER—The interval
timer shown in Fig. IC is similar
to the sawtooth generator. In fact,
a sawtooth voltage function is observable across capacitor C. Since
the relay K is chosen so that the
current surge after the triggering
of transistors Q, and Q2 is sufficient
to close the contacts, the front contacts K, can be used to maintain
latch-up, if desired.
The time-out interval can be
aborted by negative pulsing of the
base of transistor Q,. Conversely
the time-out interval can be extended at any instant before the
final one by quenching the stored
charge on capacitor C with the reset pushbutton or any other appropriate means. A variety of time
intervals can be provided by paralleling the capacitor C with other capacitors, the sum of the capacitances determining the interval.
One convenient setup is that of a
binary sequence of capacitance values to allow integral changes in the
selected time interval, the duration

of which is determined by the sum
of the resistance of R, and R,.
A holding current is provided
through resistor R, to keep relay K
energized. It is preferable to keep
the timer relay latched in this manner rather than by a direct latch-up
to coil K, since an immediate pushbutton reset then is possible. Recycle time accuracy is thus preserved.
If great recycle time
accuracy is not required, recycling
can be accomplished by momentary
interruption of the power, by
grounding of the base of the base
of transistor Q„ or by disconnecting
coil K from the circuit.
Sensitivity to power-supply variations is slight because all important parameters, such as rates
and trigger voltages, are directly
proportional to the supply voltage.
For long intervals and ordinary
values of capacitor C, transistor Q,
may be preceded by an npn silicon
transistor emitter follower, designated Qa. No resistance is required
in series with the emitter, since
transistor Q, is a pnp type. This
circuit is superior to similar ones
containing unijunction transistors
in that reset is quicker because of
the method of latch-up. A currentlimiting resistor in the collector
lead of transistor Q2 protects both
Qa and the power supply when the
circuit triggers.
STAIRCASE COUNTER—In Fig.
2A, an analog or staircase counter
electronics

ANODE-TRIGGERED ring counter, triggered by coupling emitters of transistors Q, to common bus. This arrangement
permits both forward and reverse operation—Fig. 3
is shown. Transistors Q, and Q,
are parts of a bootstrap amplifier
for the voltage on storage capacitor; C,, an incoming pulse
will transfer a charge increment
from capacitor C, to capacitor C,.
Without the bootstrap, succeeding
pulses cause a logarithmically decreasing increment. With the bootstrap, there is a constant increment
until the instant the device is reset.
Reset occurs because of the actions of transistors Qa and Q„ the
regenerative pnp-npn pair. Resistors R, and R, determine a reverse
bias between the emitter and base
of transistor Qa. Reset is initiated
by the rise of voltage across resistor Ra. When this voltage crosses
zero, transistor Q, starts to conduct.
The resulting drop in the base voltage of transistor Q3 causes it to
conduct.
This opens a path to
ground
through
transistor
Qa,
through which capacitor C, can discharge. Resistor Ra limits the resulting current surge.
If a leak resistor or a constantcurrent discharge circuit is connected from capacitor C, to ground,
or to some point of negative potential, the circuit becomes frequency
sensitive; it will fire only if the input rate is high enough. To economize, transistors Q, and Q, could
be omitted and the anode of diode
D. could be grounded.
A logarithmic

charging

voltage

tained.
Voltage control of the
count can be obtained by substitution of an external voltage and series resistor for resistors R. and Ra.
With the circuit shown, the count

of

forward-backward

operation

from two streams of pulses, one
stream for advance and the other

is independent of rate for a range

for reverse; and forward-backward
operation from one stream of
pulses, with direction reversal on

of rates from 1 cps to several hundred cps. The count can be ad-

command. Various modes of ring
operation are shown in Fig. 2B. The

justed by changing resistor Ra.For
optimum performance at other than

delay in turn-off of the silicon
switching components is fairly long.

the 10:1 input to output count ratio assumed for the discussion, the
ratio of the capacitances C, and C2
can be changed.
If the input pulse is not constant
in amplitude, the charge transferred will not be constant and a
count variation may occur.
Reliable counts as large as 10 are
obtained easily. Counts of 25 have
been obtained, but to do this,
power supply stability has to be
carefully maintained.
RING

COUNTERS—Through the

pnp-npn pair, the designer of ring
counters can achieve a reduction in
power requirements, improved load
capacity, high speed, and a simplification of circuits. As a result, there
would be an impressive improvement in the capabilities of ring
counters, both unidirectional and

Although such components can be
turned on in microseconds, there is
a much longer delay in turn-off because there is no way of preventing
saturation, especially if large currents have been passed in the ON
state.
These
power

circuits

have

requirements

in

minimal
that

the

power consumption is proportional
to the load. In contrast, the power
requirements of conventional flipflop rings are proportional to the
number of stages and virtually independent of the load. The power
requirements of the circuits are almost independent of the number of
stages in a ring because little power
is absorbed in the off state.
The design of the basic stage
depends on the negative resistance
obtained in the hook collector connection.' If the measurements were
performed on the emitter of the pnp

bidirectional. These would include
driving speeds in excess of 100 Kc
with only two transistors per stage

transistor, it would be found to have
an n-type negative-resistance char-

of the ring; driving speeds in ex-

acteristic, similar to that of apoint-

against

cess of 1 Mc with three transistors

contact transistor. With a common

frequency characteristic is then ob-

per stage of the ring; several modes

load line to permit only one stage to
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conduct at a time, and with proper
interstage priming or steering,
ring-counter performance is obtained. This method is superior to
the use of a single transistor per
stage with interconnections to allow only one stage to be on, especially with large rings. As the
number of stages is increased', the
complexity becomes great and the
operating margins become small.
Moreover, the addition of stages increases the complexity of each basic
stage, while in using these methods,
the addition of stages in no way increases the complexity of the basic
stage.
It is possible for athyratron ring
initially to have none of its stages
on, so that it must be set or started.
This effect also may occur in the
ring circuits since the common
anode current must be limited if
only one stage is to be on. Any division of the total anode current
among the stages such that no stage
is fully on, even though it is conducting current, will allow all
stages of the ring to be in the same
state. This quasi-off condition of a
stage is possible because the pnp
emitter from the common anode
line may be forward biased to a
slight degree without turning the
npn grounded emitter stage on at
all; that is, the collector current
from the pnp is not sufficient to
turn on the npn stage.

This effect may be circumvented
by providing either a start trigger,
reset trigger or a sufficient collector-to-ground conductance for any
chosen stage.
The circuits presented are superior to those of King' in their simplicity and speed, if the transistor
types are the same.
Output power is determined by
the signal beta factor, the base
drive resistances R. and R. (Fig.
1A) and the on emitter current of
transistor Q,. Assuming the worst
case in which the beta factors may
be as small as 10, currents of 10
ma or more can be delivered from
the E. supply to the collector of
transistor Q2. Somewhat smaller
currents can be delivered from the
collector of transistor Q2 to ground,
the actual loading being determined
by the reduction of the base voltage
of a transistor Q, in one of the off
stages of the ring compared to its
emitter voltage as it is turned on.
The interstage coupling networks
shown in Fig. 2C provide priming
to enable the stage following an on
stage to be turned on. It is not necessary to turn off the stage initially
on. Triggering directly into the enabled base momentarily will drive
the primed sLage further into the
region of conduction than is normal
for unsaturated quiescent conduction, thereby depressing the common anode voltage. As a result, the
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REVERSIBLE VERSION of ten-stage ring counter can be operated at
frequencies over 100 kilocycles—Fig. 4
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stage that initially was on, is
turned off.
Reversible operation is obtained
with this circuit by including both
forward and backward prime networks, and separate forward and
backward triggers.
To achieve high-speed operation,
the simple priming network of Fig.
2C, top, is replaced with one containing a transistor. Thus a third
transistor is added to each stage'.
If this transistor is pulsed from the
trigger line, it is driven into saturation. The storage of minority
charges in this transistor is used
for the interstage memory, an unusual application of a generally undesirable effect. Nonetheless, the
use of transistor storage is much
better than the simple r-c method
because the rise time or lag of the
stored charge is much less. To
achieve forward as well as reverse
operation with the high-speed circuit, a fourth transistor would be
used in the same manner to provide
priming for the other direction of
propagation along a ring. The tolerance of the high-speed ring to
trigger variations is appreciably
less than that of a lower speed version, because the trigger pulse
duration must be less than the
memory time of the interstage
priming network.
Another mode of triggering can be
achieved, as shown in Fig. 3 and 4,
by coupling the emitters of transistors Qi into the common bus. Turnoff trigger pulses applied there will
turn off all stages and, if the pulse
duration is not too long compared
to the time constant of the priming
circuit, the primed stage will fire
after decay of the pulse. Both forward and backward operation can
be achieved by gating of the
primed outputs with an auxiliary
pair of control buses, such as used
in the reversible operation. This
mode of operation does not require
two separate streams of trigger
pulses, but requires binary control
such as by a bistable multivibrator
to determine the direction.
REFERENCES
(1) Lo, Endres, et al., "Transistor Electronics," Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood
Cliffs, N. J., p. 75, 1955.
(2) Westoby, P. J., A New Type of
Ring Counter, Electronic Engineering, p.
295, May 1959.
(3) King, Olin B., A Transistorized
Calibrator for Missile Telemetry, Proceedings of the 1958 National Symposium on
Telemetering.
(4) Pecar, J. A., Ring Counter Uses
Transistors, ELECTRONICS, Jan 27, 1961.
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COIL OF COPPER WIRE requires
little space, even when encapsulated,
fills about the same area as a tenwatt, wire-wound resistor

How COPPER WIRE

Balances Parallel Power Transistors
Nonlinear equalization permits matching
parallel power transistors. The system
eliminates the need for large emitter
resistors to swamp variations in base-toemitter threshold voltages and also does
away with time consuming matching
operations
By DONALD J. HANCOCK
Electronic Systems and Products Div., Martin Co.,
Baltimore, Maryland

CONVENTIONAL METHODS of paralleling power
transistors use comparatively large emitter resistors
to swamp wide variations in base-to-emitter threshold voltages, input impedances and current gains. To
obtain proper balance the voltage loss across these
emitter resistors is large, often prohibitively so.
NONLINEAR EQUALIZATION—If minimum losses
are required, expensive, time-consuming matching
offers the only solution. For small-quantity production, the matching technique is acceptable; but for
mass production, a new approach must be used. The
solution to the problem lies with nonlinear equalization, which requires that: the element exhibit a

positive temperature coefficient of resistance; the
voltage loss across the element be kept to around
0.5 volt. (For currents in the range of 5 to 50 amperes, this dictates resistance values in the range
of 0.1 to 0.01 ohm respectively.) ;the element effect
a balance of about ±
-5-percent with other parallel
transistors; the element remain relatively insenitive to external changes; and that the element should
have a relatively small mass to minimize the thermal
time lag.
Positive-temperature-coefficient thermistors would
be ideal for this application, but are not yet available
in the desired resistance and current ranges. A convenient material with a positive temperature coefficient that is available is copper. It has a temperature coefficient of 0.385-percent per degree, which is
relatively small. If operated over a wide temperature range, however, the change in resistance can
be significant.
The improvement factor of nonlinear over linear
equalization can be developed by analyzing the equivalent circuit of two transistors in parallel. This
analysis can then be extended to any number of parallel transistors by subdividing the N transistors into
successive pairs until only one pair remains. The
diagram shows an equivalent circuit and pertinent
parameters.
If V,„ is expressed in terms of symmetrical variables (as in the graph) then the following equation
will apply to V,„:
vi n = V. —

2

KV—

— k,

I+ pl + rl
dV

let Iapproach zero dl =

p+ r —
EQUALIZE WITH COPPER WIRE
The characteristics of a simple length of copper wire
will permit it to function as an excellent equalizing device to achieve balance in parallel power transistors.
Small mass minimizes thermal time lag and is almost
insensitive to external variations.
This system offers an improvement factor of 80-percent with a resistance change of less than two to one
and can be applied to almost every case by using different sizes of wire
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The temperature rise of resistor r can be expressed as
Kt) = r.(1
at)
K3t= r(t)I 2
r
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t—
K3 —
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USE OF COPPER WIRE FOR STABILIZATION
BASE
EMITTER STABILIZATION

NO STABILIZATION

STABILIZATION
0.75-Ohm
Base Resistors

0.040-Ohm No. 28 Wire
No Resistance

0.030-Ohm Resistors
% Max.
Dey.
from

% Max.

1

2

3

from
Mean

1

2

3

Run No.1, I,

6.4

3.3

4.1

39%

5.8

4.3

4.9

Run No.2,

8.3

4.2

5.1

41%

7.9

6.0

6.8

Transistor No.

0.040-Ohm Resistors

2

3

16%

6.6

5.8

6.2

14.5%

8.4

3.0

8.2

from
Mean

% Max.
Dey.

% Max.
Dey.

% Max.
Dey.
1

Mean

Nonlinear Resistors

1

2

3

from
Mean

3.4%

6.9

4.4

2.3

52%

1.9%

7.6

5.1

2.7

48°ó

from
1

2

3

6.5%

6.0

5.7

6.0

2.4%

6.9

6.7

6.7

Mean

IMPROVEMENT FACTOR-Examination of the
term shows that the improvement factor becomes
larger as any one transistor approaches thermal runaway. Note that àT = I.V./K, where K, is the thermal conductivity of the resistor. As transistor power
dissipation rises, heating AT also goes up, increasing I.. Then, from Eq. 5, as I. increases so does the
temperature of the nonlinear resistor t, causing resistance r to rise as shown in Eq. 6. The improvement factor can be shown to increase as tand r as a
direct result of a rise in T.
The best commercial insulation for copper is ceramic Teflon Ceroc T, which is good up to 250C
average temperature. However, short surges exceeding 250C can be tolerated without insulation damage.
Thus typical values are used to obtain numbers
for improvement factor and current deviation dl,
t„,„. = 250C, p = 0.1 volt per amp, r(t) = 0.076 ohm,

t= 225C (250C - 25C), V. = 4.0 y, K, = 0.33 watt
per deg C, K2 = 0.002 y per deg C, a = 0.00385 part
per deg C, dV = 0.025 y and dp = 0.01 amp per volt.
The improvement factor (Eq. 10) is about 1.8, or
80-percent for a resistance change of slightly less
than two to one. This increase to 3.3 for a resistance
change of three to one. The expected current deviation using the above values is ±-0.3 amp.
To realize temperature excursions of the desired
magnitude, it is necessary to use wire that fits each
range of current. For 4 or 5 amp maximum current,
No. 29 wire will be suitable; for six to eight amperes
No. 28 wire; and so forth.
One requirement is small thermal time response.
By coiling the wire inside a coil form with support
on the ends only, a thermal time constant of about
2 or 3 seconds can be obtained. Any added coating or
mass on top of, or in close contact with the wire
greatly increases the response time.
A typical power supply application required an
output of 18 y at 18 amp. Dissipation considerations
dictated the use of three power transistors in parallel, each carrying an average of 6 amp at ±-0.5 amp.
Surge currents can rise to 25 amp. A 7.5-inch length
of No. 28 copper wire with a resistance of 0.04 ohm
at 25C, was coiled inside a quarter inch square, one
inch long, glass fiber coil form. With normal operating currents in the range of 6.3 amp, the wire
resistance was about 0.060 ohm and the wire temperature about 120 C. Short current surges of 8.3
amp will then change the resistance to about 0.078
ohm and the temperature to about 245C.
The table shows the results of three typical
2N174A's paralleled and used with various methods
of equalization.

EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT and parameters for matching
parallel power transistors

CONCLUSIONS-The use of nonlinear equalization
has proved to be a useful technique although it is
limited in application by the lack of large positive
temperature coefficient materials. The small temperature coefficient of copper wire can be used effectively
if large excursions of temperature are utilized.
Since the average temperature of the wire is considerably higher than normal ambient temperature,
it is relatively insensitive to ambient changes.
For applications where power loss is critical, nonlinear equalization will give maximum equalization
with a minimum of power loss.
The author thanks B. Kruger and J. W. Higginbotham for their assistance.
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K2 V,

a ± r(t) - -Ki

where a = temperature coefficient of copper (0.385),
t = temperature rise above 25 C, and K2 = thermal
conductivity of the resistor in air.
The improvement factor is given by
2atr(t)

1

K2 Vg

P
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Moseley
Model 680 series
solid state
recorders

Ultra-compact 6" Strip-Chart Recorder

SPECIFICATIONS

Low-power cool and reliable

Full scale balance time

Instant load, tilt-front chart carriage; dual mode
paper take-up or tear-off
Ten calibrated input ranges from 1millivolt/inch
Eight instantly selected chart speeds
Clean, disposable plug-in ink cartridge with start
bulb. lnkless writing modes optional

Also thermocouple, milliammeter, single range
dual-speed models, 1mv full scale models

10 watts

Weight

10 pounds

Zero set and remote pen lift
Input isolated 500 volts to ground
Zener reference voltage
All solid state circuitry
Plug-in modular construction
Mode I

Drives output-potentiometers, limit switches,
digitizers
Any mounting—rack, table; or industrial panel in
sealed, rugged, locked case

0.5 second
0,2% full scale

Accuracy
Power

F.
409

Price

Multi-Range, Multi-Speed
Single Range, Dual Speed

680
681

$750

Thermocouple Recorder

682

675

Milliammeter Recorder

683

625

L.
N.
an

625

MOSELEY CO.

Fair

Oaks

Ave.,

affiliate

of

Pasadena, California
Hewlett-Packard

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

Microwaves Measure Solid Fuel Burning Rates
Experimental method could

MICROWAVE
OSC

also measure ablation of
nonmetallic nose cones

CONTROL
ARM

MEASUREMENT ARM

SLIDING
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ATTENUATOR
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BURNING
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SURFACE PROPELLANT

BURNING
rate profiles
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X-Y RECORDER
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RATES

and

burning

of rocket solid pro-

pellants can be determined accurately using microwaves. An experimental method has been developed

PROPELLANT IN INCHES

FEASIBILITY of microwave measurement of propellant burning rates
was demonstrated using this test setup—Fig. 1
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that permits continuous measurements during burning.
It can be
used during static firing tests and
for quality control in solid propellant manufacturing. The technique
developed
at
Giannini
Controls
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PROPELLANT burned (A) and rate of burning (B) arc obtained from
'measurements made originally in terms of wavelength—Fig. 2

nonmetallic nose cones.'
Propellant burning rates

must

be accurately measured to

deter-

mine rocket thrust-time programs.
Rocket thrust is the product of
mass flow and exit velocity of the
combustion gases. Exit flow is a
function of propellant properties
and the expansion ratio of the
nozzle.

In liquid-propellant rocket,

mass flow can be determined from
pressure drop in the fuel system.
A desired thrust program can be
obtained by controlling mass flow.
SOLID PROPELLANTS—After a
solid propellant has been ignited,

DET

SLIDING
REFLECTOR

it burns at a rate determined by its
burning characteristic and its geometrical configuration, which cannot be controlled in flight.
The

MICROWAVE
ANTENNA
ATTENUATOR

buring characteristic of a solid propellant is a function of composition,
MICROWAVE
OSC

SLIDING
REFLECTOR

MAGIC TEE

DIELECTRIC
WINDOW
PROPELLANT

MICROWAVE
ANTENNA

ATTENUATOR

fabrication
methods,
combustion
chamber pressure, temperature of
the grain (propellant mass that has
been cast or extruded into a single
piece) and many other parameters,
not all of which are understood.
Combustion in a solid propellant

RECORDER

DET

ENGINE
CASE

BURNING rate of a propellant grain at two points in a rocket motor can
be measured using this instrumentation—Fig. 3
50

proceeds in a direction normal to
the surface. Thus the area of the
burning surface can be programmed
for a particular grain configuration.
Theoretically,
a desired
thrust-time program can be obtained by an involved calculation
electronics

EIC
MODEL H-1000 SERIES
MAGNETIC HEADS

111fEr
title

..,,11.

'$e
#
0-

AM • FM • AM / FM combination

4.4>tet
EIC magnetic recording head components are now available for any recording
or playback system. Originally designed
for use in EIC recording systems, these
heads are now proved and offered as
industrial electronic components. Their
wide range of electrical and mechanical
adaptability makes them your best buy
for laboratory and industrial applications in recording, control, and data
analysis.

• Vacuum impregnated and potted in
epoxy resin.
• Mu-metal shielded.
• Precise mechanical tolerances.
• Available in single or multi-head
blocks.
• Blocks available in permanently imbedded or individually replaceable
heads.

El

ELECTRODYNAMIC

Applications:
• Drum, reel, or disc recording.
• Sound or seismic recording.
• Process instrumentation and control
computers.
Specifications
Type
Phi.
A- 12
A- 40
A- 50
B- 50
C- 50
A- 60
A- 90
A-100
B-100
C-100
A-125
B-125
C-125
A-140
B-140
C-140
A-30-3

Features:

era"

Track
Width
(1m.)

Gap
Width
(In.)

0.012
0.040
0.050
0.050
0.050
0.060

0.00025
0.00025
0J1)025
0.00025
0.0010
0.0010
0.00025
0.00025
0.0010
0.00025
0.0020
0.0050
0.0050
0.0010
0.0010
0.0030
0.001

0.090

0.100
0.100
0.100
0.125
0.125
0.125
0.140
0.140
0.140
0.030

INSTRUMENT

Over-All
Width
(1m.)
0.125
0.125
0.125
0.125
0.125
0.207
0.207
0.187
0.187
0.187
0.207
0.207
0.207
0.207
0.207
0.207
0.145

Inductance
(nh)

Resist.
mice
(Mulls)

6.7
600
750
65
325
3
100
1200
500
375
29
1.17
0.224
500
7
235
7.0

6.75
215
220
30
220
200
30
265
265
265
34
1.9
0.7
230
10
230
14.5

CORPORATION

SUBSIDIARY OF REED ROLLER BIT COMPANY
TWX 713-571-341

/ RI 8-2760

1841

Old Spanish Trail - Houston 25, Texas

Cable: EICORP - Houston
EIC REPRESENTATIVES
CLYDE M. SALISBURY CO., San Francisco, 1453 Seventh Ave.- MO 4-0586 • REPCO SALES, Miami, 401 N.W.
71st Street - PL 7-2911 • ELECTRONIC SALES, INC., Denver 22, 2641 S. Ivy Street - SK 6-4148 • WALLACE
AND WALLACE, Los Angeles 15, 1206 Maple Ave. - RI 7-0401 • BRANCH OFFICE: P. 0. Box 30201, Dallas 30 -EM 1-0174
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Electronics manufacturers
find triple-A work force in
WESTern PENNsylvania
Electronics firms locate and expand here because
of the triple-A work force: Available ... Adaptable
.and with agood Attitude. One firm traveled
20,000 miles, then selected WESTern PENNsylvania; another interviewed 500 job applicants from
one help-wanted ad. Pre-production training of a
work force at no cost to you ... plus afavorable
tax climate... plus 100% industrial plant financing
gives WESTern PENNsylvania atop combination
of plant location values. Learn more-wire or phone
collect or mail the coupon today.

WEST PENN POWER
an operating unit of ALLEGHENY POWER SYSTEM
Now Available:

WESTern
PENNsvivania

Shell buildings at $2.95 to 83.25 a
sq. ft.-can be completed to your
specs in 60-90 days. Or select from
200 other industrial properties.

Avoid the Last Minute
Christmas Holiday Rush
MAIL EARLY
To Out-of-Town Points, by December 10th
For Delivery in your Local Area, by December 15th

WRAP PACKAGES SECURELY

WEST PENN POWER, Area Development Department
Greensburg, Pa., Phone: TEmple 7-3000 (Area Code 412)
EL-2-16-11
Please send me data on EI Labor Availability
duction Training
Financing
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Simple
DIRECT-READING
accurate
stable
NOIS
MEASUREM
Stable 1KC to 500 MC noise generator measures noise figure of both
vacuum-tube and transistor amplifiers, and receivers. Direct-reading,
accurately-calibrated 1 to 20 db output control (with 0 to 1 db vernier) and ± 0.25 db accuracy. VSWR
1.2. Electronically-controlled
diode current insures stability and accuracy. Long-life, low-cost noise
tubes. Accommodates wide range of terminating impedances. Simple,
accurate, trouble-free! Model N-1.
Call your POLARAD Field Engineer
for aprompt, free demonstration!

POLARAD
ELECTRONICS CORPORATION

World Leader in Microwave Instrumentation
43-20G 34th Street, Long Island City 1, New York
CIRCLE 200 ON READER SERVICE CARD

NOW! Miniature CLIP-ON NUT
...self-locking nut
in popular 4-40
thread size!

Replaces standard anchor nut to eliminate costly riveting. No tools
required. As integral part of asub-assembly, it eliminates additional
drawings, part numbers and installation in final assembly traditional
with conventional anchor nuts. Reduces inventory; simplifies design
changes, field rework, repairs. Meets MIL-N-25027-120,000 psi class.
Write for bulletin.

DOT

MONADNOCK MILLS •SAN

c>4,,omt

OFFICES
CLEVELAND,
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LEANDRO, CALIFORNIA

DIVISION OF UNITED-CARR FASTENER CORP.. BOSTON, MASS.

DALLAS,

DETROIT,

ATLANTA, BOSTON, CHICAGO,
LOS

ANGELES,
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that takes into account geometrical
configuration and propellant burning characteristic. However, certain assumptions must be made in
even the most elaborate calculation,
and irregular behavior of the grain
cannot be taken into account. These
irregularities arise from a variety
of causes, and precautions can be
taken against many of them. However, a newly developed rocket must
undergo many static burning tests
in which grain composition, configuration and fabrication methods
are varied to obtain the desired
thrust-time curve.
If arocket fails on the test stand,
it would be desirable to determine
where in the grain, at what time
and to what extent burning rate
deviated from that planned. Techniques have been developed for
measuring burning rates of the
grain in rocket motors as well as in
small pieces of the propellant called
strands.
However, these methods
have a variety of shortcomings including questionable accuracy, inconvenience and high cost.
Solid
propellant burning rates can be
measured accurately and conveniently using electromagnetic energy
at frequencies in the upper microwave region.
MICROWAVE METHOD—Feasibility of using the microwave technique to determine solid propellant
burning rates was first verified using the arrangement in Fig. 1. The
propellant strand was inserted directly into the waveguide.
Pressure was not controlled nor sideburning inhibited during the tests.
Output from the microwave oscillator was split by the magic T into
a control arm and a measurement
arm.
Magnitude and position of
the standing wave resulting from
reflection by the strand was balanced in the two arms by adjusting
the attenuator and the sliding reflector in the control arm. Dielectric
material is used to match the
strand and eliminate reflections
from the front surface.
As the propellant strand burns,
distance to the reflecting surface
changes, causing an imbalance in
the two arms. A signal representing this imbalance passes into the
vertical arm of the magic T. This
signal reaches maximum and minimum levels as distance to the
reflecting surface of the burnelectronics

ing strand changes in successive
quarter wavelength intervals.
Recordings were made with the
horizontal axis of the x-y recorder
swept at 1inch per second while the
strand
burned.
To
determine
length of the strand burned in
terms of inches instead of wavelengths, a wavelength was determined by probing the waveguide
through
a slot
for
successive
minima, which occur at half-wavelength intervals.
TEST

RESULTS —

Propellant

burnt is shown as a function of
time in Fig. 2A, in which slope of
the curve represents burning rate.
Distortion in such a curve indicates irregular burning. Burning
rate is shown as a function of time
in Fig 2B. Burning rate of strands
under pressurized and controlled
conditions can be measured conveniently by modifying this technique. By using higher frequencies,
Director of Marketing, North Atlantic Industries

sufficiently short wave-lengths can
be used for desired resolution.
The burning rate in a selected
part of a solid propellant rocket
motor can be measured during
static firing by replacing the strandholding fixture with a microwave
collimator. The motor case must be
modified by inserting small dielectric windows at selected points, as
in Fig. 3.
The microwave technique can be
used to measure ablation rates of
nonmetallic nose cones in much the
same manner as the burning rate
of propellant grain.
Small microwave antennas are inserted at various points in the nose cone, and
several horns are used to determine the profile continuously.
Solid propellant burning rates
and burning rate profiles can be
determined accurately with this
method, which eliminates the need
for making geometrical assumptions and approximations.
Strand
measurements can be made for
quality control in propellant manufacturing at relatively low cost.

how to measure ac ratios
regardless of quadrature
North Atlantic's Complex Voltage Ratiometer is acompletely integrated test set for
measuring grounded 3 terminal networks. By providing self-calibrated quadrature
injection, the Model CVR-551 permits calibrated meter readings of phase angle up
to 30° or 300 milliradians full scale, and, in addition, provides direct readings of
in-phase and quadrature voltages. As an added feature, the integral Phase Angle
Voltmeter* and AC Ratio Box can be used independently. Abridged specifications
follow:
In-Phase Ratio Range, RI

ured continuously.

+1.0 to -±300 milliradians
+0.1 to +30°
(in 6calibrated ranges)

Frequency
Input Ratio Error, R2
Phase Angle Error, a

Any specified frequency, 50 cps to 3KC
-±(.001

.0001
Ri

àTan a) % of reading

+.0003 radians or -±.017° (low ranges)
-±-3% full scale (high ranges)

Phase Angle Voltmeter* (independently used)

-.±2% full scale
1millivolt to 300 volts
(in 12 calibrated ranges)

A.C. Ratio Box (independently used)

Results are provided quickly and
precisely.
This technique is especially useful in studying erosive
burning in hybrid rocket motors
where burning rate must be meas-

000000 to ±-1.111110 with full accuracy

Phase Angle Range, a

1 ppm terminal linearity
.35f (300 volts max)

North Atlantic's CVR* line includes 2and 3frequency models. All models available
with optional 10 ppm Ratio Box control of quadrature injection.
Send for data sheet or contact your local North Atlantic sales representative now for complete information.
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L. Johnson,
Microwave
Measurement of Solid Propellant Burning
Rates, Technical Notes, Giannini Controls
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Why Soviets Talk Up Cold-Cathode Tubes
Lag in electron devices,
transistors, leads to
cold-emission techniques
By STEWART RAMSEY
McGraw-Hill

World

News

MOSCOW—Complex electron tubes
and transistors are in short supply in Russia, according to the
Soviet press. Lev Korablev, apparently Russia's top expert in coldcathode tubes, believes that almost
half of the complex electron tubes
and transistors could be replaced by
cold cathodes.
Two recent Soviet articles, first
on the subject in some time, are
careful not to make claims about
how many of these tubes are being
produced. The line is that there is
an annual market for 10 million in
the USSR.
According to Tass, Korablev "recently" has found ways to amplify
signals of any kind by means of
cold-cathode tubes and this means
they will "muscle in on electron
tubes and transistors" in the near
future. Korablev said "It is expected that up to one-third of electron tubes will be supplanted with
time."
Evidently, these tubes are being
used in computers and automatic
instrumentation to some extent.
But, in Korablev's view, they can
and should also be used in consumer
electronics, radio and television.
ADVANTAGES —
Cold-cathode
tubes can also operate in conditions
of heavy radioactive radiation,
Tass dispatch points out. Soviets
have claimed for some time that
cold-cathode tubes have many advantages over electron tubes—they
are ten times cheaper and their
service life is almost 10,000 times
longer, reaching 100,000 hours.
They do away with transformers
and artificial cooling.
Cold cathodes are said to be
simple in design, typical tube contains only six parts. Amount of
metal required being only 0.5 to 0.6
54

grams. They are self inducting.
Visual control is possible. They
don't require the costly materials
with high degree of purity, as do
semiconductors, say the Soviets.
In an article in Pravda, Korablev
was quoted as saying "we succeeded
in finding a way" to solve problems
of ignition lag in cold-cathode
tubes, but he did not go into detail.
He said further that, before it was
possible to apply the tubes practically "we had to learn first how to
control their current." A great deal
of research was needed to find solutions to the tasks now performed by
the old electron tubes, he added.
"At the present time we have
available several hundreds of methods
for utilizing gas-discharge

tubes in all kinds of apparatus. It
is normal practice to assign a definite type of radio tube to each unit
of the electronic installation. As
for the gas-discharge tubes, their
design remains unaltered, whatever
the application. Different circuit
diagrams make one and the same
tubes perform different functions."
In earlier discussions, the Soviets
had referred specifically to the
standard Soviet MTX-90 thyratron
tube. Tube was not mentioned now.
NEGLECT ?—Last year, the Moscow Economic Council was accused
of neglecting elementary technological standards in making MTX-90
tubes and failing to give any guarantees as to their reliability. Korab-

New Amplification Techniques?
GIST OF STORY on cold-cathode tubes is that complex electronic devices are in short supply in the U.S.S.R. Soviet engineers
are looking for simple, inexpensive methods of amplification and
performing circuit functions.
• If Soviets have found new ways to amplify signals, using
devices used in this country essentially as voltage stabilizers, this may spell out an advance in the tube art.
• One major advantage of cold-cathode tubes, over transistors, is they can solve a costly servicing problem.
System concept has not been pushed in the U.S. because some
American designers have been design-oriented in the direction
of transistors and solid-state devices.
We have developed audio output amplifiers using cold-cathode
tubes, and have kept up our work on cold emission by ion bombardment. This includes present work on the mechanism of
MgO-type cold-cathode emission.
European designers have shown more interest in cold-cathode
circuits, but research in cold-cathode techniques has not lagged
here. And many of our own designers have shown interest in
new trigger tubes.
• One cold-cathode self-sustaining emission tube, developed
here, gets away from requirements of filament heating
power.
• Cold-cathode principle has found widespread applications
in the west in some special branches of electronics.
Here, gas-filled diodes are used as voltage regulators, neonbulb types are used as indicators in instrument circuits, and
triodes are used for switching and counting

electronics

lev didn't refer to past criticism,
but stated that production and design were constantly improving. He
identified three engineers as having
worked out an "advanced" procedure
for quality production of cold-cathode tubes. He said the Moscow
Council had shown "good initiative" in suggesting that enterprises, together with the Physical
Institute, find ways to replace radio
tubes with cold-cathode tubes in
home television receivers. He added
that "minimum savings" predicted
on production and use of 10-million
cold-cathode tubes annually, would
be two billion rubles (one ruble
equals $1.11).
Author of Pravda article, A.
Presnyakov, described visiting an
underground laboratory at Moscow
University where "thousands of
tiny tubes with cold cathode" were
being used in scientific apparatus
designed to trap and sort cosmic
rays passing through the earth.
In Russia, tubes also find application in machines for counting parts
and banknotes, performing complicated mathematical computations,
watching water levels in irrigation
canals, and giving commands to
conveyor lines, Presnyakov said.
Soviets claim that cold-cathode
tubes are being used currently in
more than 400 enterprises and institutes. Two years ago, it was
"over 200."

LOW-NOISE
for unmatched RELIABILITY
in low-level instrumentation

More Data Reported
For Transistor Mikes
on transistor microphones (Oct. 19, p 89) have been
carried forward independently and
concurrently by Bell Laboratories
and Raytheon.
The Bell piezoresistive microphone has a sensitivity of 2 x 10 mv and efficiency
of 1.4 x 10' percent at 10 dynes
per cm' pressure. Bell's mike was
made from a 20C npn transistor,
but can use any types having comparatively large emitter and collector regions to which stress can
be applied.
Bell scientists suggest even more
effective methods for stressing the
transistor junctions. For example,
the transistor can be affixed directly
to a diaphragm without need of a
stylus. Or a deformable semiconductor sheet or wafer can be used.
INVESTIGATIONS

November
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BRISTOL

SYNCROVERTER

CHOPPERS

Low-Noise Syncroverter* choppers are used in the finest and most accurate d-c amplifiers, microvolt-ammeters and null-balance systems where only the best
is required. Write for complete specifications:

A.CCO

The Bristol Company, Aircraft Equipment Division, 150 Bristol Road, Waterbury 20, Conn.
A Subsidiary of American Chain & Cable Company, Inc.

BRISTOL

•T. M. Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.

i3

...engineers for precision, builds for reliability
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Tape Recorder Simulates Data Transmissions
Simple technique
helps isolate data
system faults
By L. E. MIKUS
Computer Department
General Electric Co.
Phoenix, Ariz.

AN INEXPENSIVE audio tape recorder is being used for diagnostic
checking of this division's new datatransmission controller. The approach should be useful in other
phases a data communication and
also for testing digital and analog
computers.
Datanet-15 is a transistor datacommunication control device with
two basic channels, and 6- or
15-channel capability for queuing.
It operates on-line with the GE-225
computer or its peripherals to receive and send digital data on twowire cable, telephone or telegraph
facilities.
When a data-transmission controller is included in a computer
system, distant input/output terminals are inaccessible for testing.
Moreover, a division of responsibility exists between the manufacturer of the data-processing equipment, the common carrier, and the
manufacturer of the remote terminal. When amalfunction in the system occurs, it is necessary to determine who is responsible for repair
or readjustment.
The
audio-tape-recorder
technique allows simulation of a remote
station at the computer site and allows the computer to be used for
testing. Thus the computer as a
trouble source can be quickly isolated.
As is customary, the computer
checks itself and its associated
peripherals. It can also perform
complex diagnostics on other equipment.
CIRCUITS—To simulate ateletypewriter signal on magnetic tape, a
56

TO SIMULATE transmission lines
and remote equipment, simple tape
recorder is used
3.5 Kc tone is generated for a space
condition (logical zero), and no
tone is generated for a mark condition (logical one). Since a teletypewriter line is in the mark state
when idle, no modulation appears
on tape until the start of a character.
The start pulse of every character in serial asynchronous digital
transmission is a space condition
and appears on the audio tape as a
TELETYPE
GATING SIGNAL

burst of 3.5 Kc sine wave. The duration of this burst is determined by
the bit rate of the signal; for 100wpm teletypewriter each pulse lasts
13.5 ms.
Following the start pulse are the
data bits, each represented by
either a burst of 3.5 Kc for a ZERO
or no modulation for a ONE. At the
completion of the data bits, amarking signal is presented for the duration of at least 11 bits before the
start pulse for the next character.
Simple modulator and demodulator circuits, as well as the necessary
additional
logic
elements
needed for control functions, easily
fit on a single logic card. Both the
3.5 Kc square wave and the teletypewriter gating signal are available
in the Datanet-15 control logic. The
3.5 Kc modulation frequency was
chosen because of its availability
and because it is sufficiently higher
than the bit rate yet low enough for
a simple tape recorder.
Figure 1 shows the modulator
circuit. The 3.5 Kc square wave is
gated through whenever the teletypewriter signal from the controller is a space. Inverters provide
modulator isolation and ameans for
"no-signal" biasing.

IN
MODULATOR
all PUT

100 BITS
PER SEC
3.5 KC
—o
SQUARE WAVE
>o
NOR
ELEMENT

MODULATOR circuit converts teletypewriter signal into bursts of 3.5 Kc
signals for recording on simple audio tape recorder—Fig. 1
FROM TAPE
RECORDER

-l-6V

-i-'e

-I 6V

DEMODULATOR

OUTPUT

7

-18V

DEMODULATOR circuit converts signal from tape recorder into typical
teletypewriter signal—Fig. 2
electronics

The gated square wave is passed
through a low-pass filter and then
to the audio tape recorder. Modulator output of 0.7 y rms is sufficient to drive practically all tape
recorders.
In the demodulator, Fig. 2, a
step-up transformer raises the output of the tape recorder and provides a match to the demodulator.
When a space condition exists, the
3.5 Kc modulation is rectified, filtered, and turns the transistor off.
When no modulation is present on
the tape, the transistor is turned on.
Approximately watt of audio is required to drive the demodulator.
The demodulator drives a logic
element, which substitutes the signal from the tape recorder for the
signal usually obtained from the remote station.
OPERATION—Practically all the
operational features of the data
transmission
controller
can
be
checked by this tape-recorder routine. The test is so complete that
it is used as the major part of the
final acceptance test that follows
product manufacturing.
Throughout the run, the computer checks the accuracy and format of the taped data. After each
control character, a programmed
check is made to insure that the
proper control function was performed. Timing and delays, inherent in data communications, are
verified.
The computer program is written
to display, on a typewriter or high
speed printer, both operating instructions and error conditions.
Thus the program isolates and displays problem areas.
Since the data transmission controller operates concurrently with
all other peripherals in the GE-225
computer system, provision is made
in the test to determine if any interaction problems exist. Therefore, even when transmission to or
from a remote station is simulated,
other peripherals may be operated
concurrently.
The technique can be extended to
higher-speed controllers and data
buffers. The nature of the character
remains the same except for the bit
rate. As long as the recorder can
be operated at a low bit rate for
testing, a controller at higher speed
can be tested without invalidating
the technique.
November 23,
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Suppress lead wire error
in resistance
temperature measurement
with REC's

NEW

TRIPLE
BRIDGE
UNIT
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The new Rosemount Triple-Bridge Unit suppresses the effects of variable unknown lead resistance better than any previous method used in
variable resistance temperature measurement. Lead variation can introduce substantial errors, particularly where leads are unequal or lead
resistance is unknown. The Rosemount TBU shows vastly better
suppression of these errors than conventional 3-wire and 4-wire
bridge circuits.
Check these advantages of this newly developed variation of the
basic Wheatstone bridge:
• Suppresses large lead resistance changes (up to 5ohms)
• Suppresses variable lead resistances both at null and when
unbalanced
• Suppresses unequal lead resistances
• Can trim out calibration differences
• Multiple temperature ranges available at standardized output
• Standardized 10 mv. D.C. output to match existing equipment
• Complete selection of auxiliary equipment
The TBU is aprecision-made, plug-in unit permitting convenient change
of full-scale temperature and capable of correcting known calibration
errors of the temperature probe used. A basic 10-channel Triple-Bridge
Unit is offered, with sockets and inter-connecting wiring for 10 sensors
and 10 plug-in TBU's, thus providing 10 temperature ranges for
each sensor.
WRITE FOR BULLETIN 86012. It gives specification detail and a mathematical analysis of the increased accuracy possible with the TripleBridge Unit as compared with conventional 3-wire and 4-wire bridges.

ROSEMOUNT

ENGINEERING
COMPANY
4900 West 78th Street, Minneapolis 24, Minnesota
SPECIALISTS IN

TEMPERATURE AND

PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS
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NEW PRODUCTS

DESIGN AND APPLICATION
SECONDARY
FEEDBACK

HIGH GAIN
AMPL

--III>

90 ° PHASE
NETWORK

-110

--r---

PRIMARY
FEEDBACK

OUT

SECONDARY
AMPL

t
90 ° PHASE
NETWORK

R

tween 400 and 500 Mc; 2.00 between
500 Mc and 1 Ge and 1.75 between
1 and 4 Gc. The unit consists of
two diodes in series with the center
conductor of a 50-ohm coaxial line
and helical coils are used for 40
ma forward and 30 y reverse d-c
biasing. (302)

Oscillator Excites Strain Gage at 1 1VIilliwatt
Absence of heating by
excitation power adds to
inherent stability
INTRODUCED by Arizona Instrument Co., 2045 West Cheryl Drive,
Phoenix 21, Arizona, are a series
of bridge-controlled oscillators in
which the bridge containing a four
arm strain gage is an integral part
of the oscillator. As approximately
1 mw is present at the transducer,
this eliminates thermal problems
associated with gage heating due
to application of d-c excitation. The
units are available in standard
IRIG frequencies above channel 9
although other configurations are
available. Deviations of ± 40 percent are available and linearity
varies from -I: .1 percent or better
for =1_- 74 percent deviation to ± 1
percent for -±- 40 percent deviation.
Center frequency drift is ± 0.01

percent for constant temperature
and is less than ± 30 parts per
million per degree C over a wide
temperature range. The device also
contains its own internal signal
phase reference thus eliminating
external
phase
standards.
The
sketch shows operation. The unit
is basically an oscillator at subcarrier frequency and output is
from the secondary amplifier (1 y
peak-to-peak at 72 ohms) which
also drives the resistance bridge.
When the bridge is in balance, no
signal appears on the secondary
feedback loop and output remains
at preset center frequency. When
the bridge is unbalanced, feedback
signal with phase dependent on
sign of unbalance appears. The sum
of both feedback signals is shifted
in phase depending on unbalance
amplitude. As a result, oscillator
shifts to frequency that satisfies
360-degree criterion.
CIRCLE 301, READER SERVICE CARD

Crystal Switch Covers 400 Me to 4Ge
MANUFACTURED by PRD Electronics, Inc., 202 Tillary St., Brooklyn 1, N.Y., the N6001 crystal switch
is a broadband modulator covering
the frequency range between 400
and 4,000 Mc. Insertion loss is 2
db maximum and isolation is 32 db
minimum. Maximum r-f power
handling, depending on bias conditions, are 2 w average and 5 to 15
58
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New Multimeter Uses
Magnetic Amplifiers
by Keinath Instrument
Co., 1313 Chesapeake Ave., Columbus 12, Ohio, the K-Mag 600 multimeter measures resistance in six
steps between 1 and 100,000 ohms
with 1and 10 megohm center scale;
current in four steps between 10
and 300 µa and seven steps between
ANNOUNCED

1 and 1,000 ma, both a-c and d-c;
four steps between 10 and 300 my
and seven steps between 1 and
1,000 y a-c or d-c. Input impedance
is 10 megohms on a-c and 10 megohms per volt on d-c. Internal resistance on current ranges is 1ohm
on 10 ma and higher, higher on
lower ranges. Using newly developed magnetic core materials, the
second-harmonic magnetic amplifier can operate with control currents down to tenths of a microampere and is a true d-c amplifier
with inherent zero output with zero

1
OUT

w pulse. Maximum switching time
is 0.16 esec while rise and fall time
is 200 nanoseconds. Maximum vswr
in forward bias state is 2.75 be-

electronics

THERMOCOUPLE AMPLIFIER
for
• RECORDER PREAMPLIFIERS
• OVEN CONTROLS
• GLASS FURNACES
6...‘

• BEARING MONITORS

0 C7

• METER PREAMPLIFIERS

(,) <

• DC SHUNT AMPLIFIER

o e«

MODEL 190

rri
t
3

A new concept in solid-state DC amplifiers; no tubes, no transistors, no choppers. Typical gains 4000, ±-5 pv null stability;
ten-year life. Price only $84.00; quantity discounts, immediate
delivery.

Request Technical Bulletin No. 19

INCORPORATED

TELETYPE:

15360 TELEGRAPH RD.

538-4536

313DETROIT 39, MICH,

Phone: 538-4242, Area Code 313
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\EW! COVPLETE DATA FILE ON
VERNITRON PRECISIO\ SERVO
COMPONENTS
Here's al the data you need, in
one handy package, for specifying:

vernitron
preosion
control synchros
torque synchros
resolvers

I
t=

E

MI II

C21/

CONTROL
8:
TORQUE
SYNCHROS: Transformers, transmitters, receivers, differential transmitters and receivers, receiver
transmitters.
Engineered
and
manufactured to MIL-S-20708A,
MIL-S-16892, MIL-S-12472, MILS-2335, FXS1066. Sizes: 8, 11,
15, 22, 23. Frequency: 60 and
400 cycles.
Accuracy
to
minutes.
RESOLVERS: Data transmission,
computing, phase shifting, sweep,
including feedback units with
high voltage capabilities between windings. Engineered and
manufactured
to
MIL-R-14346.
Sizes: 8 through 23. Frequency:
60 through 10,000 cycles. Diviation from Sine Wave: to .1-.05%.

Wire, phone, or write today for
o
your copy.
THE QUALITY NAME IN PRECISION SERVO COMPONENTS
606 Old Country Rd., Garden City, N. Y.—Ploneer 1-4130
•
TWX: G-CY-NY-1147
West Coast Plant: 1742 S. Crenshaw Blvd., Torrance, Calif.—FAirfax 8-2504 • TWX, INC-4301
=
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Mallory
Aluminum
Electrolytic
Capacitors
For your products ranging from
home instruments to military
electronics, you can find any
electrolytic capacitor you need
in the Mallory line ...unbeatable for quality, variety and
performance. 85° ratings, MIL
types, subminiatures, wax tubulars. Name it and you can get
it ...from stock at factory
prices from Mallory Distributors. Write for latest catalog.
Mallory Distributor Products Co.
P.O. Box 1558, Indianapolis 6, Indiana
a division of

MALLORY

CIRCLE 202 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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input. Accuracy is better than 1
percent on all ranges. The device is
insensitive to overloads of over
1,000 percent and a protection circuit makes it impossible to damage
the meter with up to 1,000 yapplied
regardless of range. An internal
calibration standard is supplied

20 to 200 D.P.
Send your prints
for quotations

accurate to 1/10 of 1 percent held
over temperature range of —30 to
150 F. Automatic polarity switching is also provided.
CIRCLE 303, READER SERVICE CARD

• SPURS
• HELICALS
• WORM AND
WORM GEARS
• STRAIGHT BEVELS
• LEAD SCREWS
• RATCHETS
e CLUSTER GEARS
• RACKS
e INTERNALS
• ODD SHAPES
Quadrants and spindles with fine-pitch
teeth are cut to close limits in our modern
shop. Tell us your needs.

THE

74-zede-

"ft,sp-

e apin

IN

R2

GEARS

eeeiet
ef9e li/ceyie4

inc.

1021 PARMELE STREET, ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS
CIRCLE 203 ON READER SERVICE CARD

RIGHT SPMAY

GYRO ELEMENTS
PROVEN RELIABILITY

Miniature PNPN Switch
Controls 100 W With 10p,W
from Sectron Inc., 1 Pingree
St.,
Salem,
Massachusetts,
the
RB1001 universal output driver is
a miniature (0.345 cubic inch)
pnpn controlled switch that can
detect input signals from 50 i.ta to
50 ma, between 0.6 and 400 y to
control loads up to 100 w. Voltage
detection level between 0.6 and 400
y is determined by R, (see sketch)
between
0 and 800,000 ohms.
Changing 1?„ between infinity and
10 ohms changes level of current
detection between 50 sa and 50 ma.
The module can operate loads dependent on whether an a-c or d-c
NEW

power supply is used. With a-c, unit
stays on as long as input signal is
present and resets automatically
when signal is removed. With d-e
supply, unit latches on with input
signal and reset is accomplished by
momentary interruption of load current. Circuit changes make it possible to latch an a-c supply and
reset a d-c supply. (304)

H-V Accelerator

//MMG

c/A0AmCHplANNERyY

DIVISION OF SPERRY RANO CORPORATION
DURHAM, NORTH

CAROLINA

TELEPHONE 682-8161

60

DYNAMICS,
INC.,
1800
Shames Drive, Westbury, L.I. N.Y.
Versatile h-v accelerator for simulation of space radiation operates
on the Dynamitron principle of casRADIATION

• Pancake Synchros, Resolvers

•ele

CIRCLE 60 ON READER SERVICE CARD

• Torquers, Spin Motors
• Microsyns, Pick-Offs

cading rectifiers driven in parallel
from a h-f oscillator. (305)
electronics

PRODUCT BRIEFS
MICRO DIODES AND DICE for
magnetic
amplifier
applications.
They feature ultra-low leakage,
high conductance. Micro Semiconductor Corp., 11250 Playa Court,
Culver City, Calif. (306)

SILICON

RELAY
in
polarized version. It is for use in
computers
and data
processing
equipment. Automatic Electric Co.,
400 North Wolf Road, Northlake,
Ill. (307)

MERCURY-WETTED-CONTACT

offers fast propagation, low signal
loss, high temperature resistance.
It is available in 50, 75 and 100 ohm
impedances. Phelps Dodge Electronic Products Corp., 60 Dodge
Ave., North Haven, Conn. (308)

HELICAL MEMBRANE COAXIAL CABLE

PACKAGE weighs 3.25 grams.
The Klixon AT3-1 has a threaded
jacket for easy installation. Metals
& Controls Inc., a corporate division of Texas Instruments Inc.,
Attleboro, Mass. (309)

SWITCH

is metal
encased with mounting bracket. It
permits cold welding direct to terminals. Aerovox Corp., New Bedford,
Mass. (310)

MINIATURE TUBULAR CAPACITOR

POTENTIOMETRIC PRESSURE TRANSDUCER

incorporates carbon-film resistive
element. Life is to 3 million cycles
depending on circuit.
Computer
Instrument Corp., 92 Madison Ave.,
Hempstead, L. I., N. Y. (311)

CLEANING CONSOLES provide high work capacity and versatility. They have twin g gallon
tanks energized by Multipower
transducers. Acoustica Associates,
Inc., 5331 W. 104th St., Los Angeles
45, Calif. (312)

ULTRASONIC

for 16 Kc
to 140 Mc. They are supplied with
complete certified in-process and final test results. Monitor Products
Co., Inc., 815 Fremont Ave., South
Pasadena, Calif. (313)

HIGH RELIABILITY CRYSTALS

SWITCH is all solid state.
Unit
offers
built-in
calibration
check points and has a switching
capacity of up to 1 amp. Wiancko
Engineering, 255 North Halstead
Ave., Pasadena, Calif. (314)

PRESSURE

mounted on rack
chassis. It is a 75-watt vacuumtube unit. The Diehl Mfg. Co., Somerville, N. J. (315)

SERVO

AMPLIFIER

cover 125
to 8,000 Mc. Six standard mixer
models, each covering an octave
bandwidth, can be provided with
any one of eight standard i
-f amplifiers. Airborne Instruments Laboratory, Deer Park, N.Y. (316)

COAXIAL

MIXER-AMPLIFIERS

PASTE COMPOUNDS for polishing and lapping of semiconductor and exotic materials. Geonite
is available in eight grades ranging
in sizes from j- to 30 microns. Geoscience Instruments Corp., 110 Beekman St., New York, N.Y. (317)

Versatility, portability
and economy.. .with the

AO TRACEMASTER
Series 290
This new 3-channel portable Tracemaster
breaks through the performance limitations common to all other portable direct
writing recorders. Modular pre-amplifiers for each input signal have plug-in
interchangeability to provide the widest
range of signal conditioning capability
of any truly portable recorder. Perfect
for those countless applications in research, development, plant or field work
where both portability and the ability to
record a wide diversity of signals is a
must.
Exclusive Tracemaster direct-carbontransfer writing method provides uniformly black trace . . . 2 to 3 times
thinner than that made by any other
recorder ... can't fade ... readily reproducible. Low-cost chart paper means
truly economical data acquisition.
Provides convenient push-button selection of 4 chart speeds, 1-100 mm/sec;

frequency response to 125 cps, with 30
mm amplitude; 50 mv/cm sensitivity and
high input impedance.
The outstanding specifications below
are only part of the story. Write for full
information or, better still, let us demonstrate the AO Tracemaster at your facility
..at your convenience.

SPECIFICATIONS:
Frequency Response: DC to 90 cps ±-5% at
30 mm peak to peak. Down 3 db at
125 cps
Band Amplitude Product: 3750 (i.e. 30 mm
x 125 cps)
Sensitivity Range: 50 mv/cm to 50 v/cm
Chart Speeds: 1 to 100 mm/sec
Chart Capacity: 200 ft. roll
Weight: 40 lbs.

DIAMOND
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American

Optical

COMPANY
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DIVISION, BUFFALO 15, NEW YORK
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Literature
of the Week
AIR DATA IN STRUMENTS Giannini Controls Corp., 1600 S. Mountain Ave.,
Duarte, Calif., has published a new
easy reference catalog describing
17 typical products in its line of air
data instruments.
CIRCLE 318. READER SERVICE CARD
R-F SHIELDI NG MATERIALS Emerson &
Cuming, Inc., Microwave Products
Division, Canton, Mass., has available a technical paper on materials
for r-f shielded chambers. (319)
VIBRATI ON/NOISE/CONTROL Lord Mfg.
Co., Erie, Pa. The full range of
vibration/shock/noise control products manufactured by the company
are described in a new product
guide, bulletin No. 905. (320)
DIRECTIO NAL COUPLERS Microwave Development Laboratories,
Inc.,
15
Strathmore Road, Natick Industrial
Centre, Natick, Mass., has published
a data sheet giving technical information on broadwall multi-hole directional couplers. (321)
QUI
CK CONNECT ADAPTERS Sere°, 43
Hinds St., Seattle 4, Wash. Catalog
sheet illustrates and describes the
QDC series type N quick connect
coaxial adapter. (322)
TRANSISTOR POWER M ODULES Deltron
Inc., Fourth and
Cambria
Sts.,
Philadelphia
33,
Pa.
Bulletin
2029A-1, -2 and -3, and corresponding price list 1024A cover the newly
revised PI series transistor power
modules. (323)
SECTIONAL DELAY
LINES Nytronics,
Inc., 550 Springfield Ave., Berkeley
Heights, N.J.
Catalog sheet
describes Essex sectional Wee Lines,
modular L-C delay lines. (324)

YES, WE DO
HAVE YOUR SIZE
Agiant 14" plier has now been added
to Utica's famous "Rib-Joint" line.
This powerful tool with parallel jaw
opening of 213/
16", completes Utica's
full line of "Rib-Joints". All are available from stock. We serve our customers by carrying the widest assortment of pliers. All have been
developed for specific uses. All are
made to the high standards required
by American industry. If you use
pliers, ask to see our new catalog.
Utica Drop Forge & Tool Division,
Kelsey-Hayes Company, Orangeburg, S. C.

tools
62
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SEM ICO NDUCTOR GUI
DE Bendix Semiconductor Division, Holmdel, N.J. A
4-page guide lists a wide range of
semiconductor
products
by
type
number with information on their
pertinent electrical characteristics
and case type. (325)
GLASS AND CERAMI CS Corning Glass
Works, Corning, N.Y., is publishing a series of technical brochures
to help keep electronic design engineers abreast of new applications for
glasses and ceramics. First of the
series is entitled "Materials for
Electronics." (326)
ALARM AND ANNUNCIATOR CIRCUITS
Clevite Transistor, 1801 Page Mill
Road, Palo Alto, Calif. Use of 4layer diodes in small, solid state,
alarm and annunciator circuits is
described in an application data
sheet. (327)
ENCAPSULATION KI TD OW Corning Corp.,
Midland, Mich. Four-page brochure
describes a kit for encapsulating
random-wound stators in Silastic
RTV, a pourable silicone rubber
that vulcanizes at room temperature. (328)

electronics

military and industrial data handling.
Hoberg was formerly chief engineer for Tele-Dynamics division of
American Bosch Arma Corp.

PEOPLE AND PLANTS

Carborundum Dedicates New Facility
CARBORUNDUM COMPANY recently dedicated a new facility
which doubles the size of its electronics plant in Niagara Falls,
N. Y. The new facility, with 40,000 square feet of floor space, was
required for production of the company's rapidly expanding electronic
product lines.
"We already have the business
now to keep the expanded plant
working day and night", R. W.
Lear, vice president, marketing,
said. He predicted that in four or
five years the Electronics division
of the company will need a plant
twice the size of present facilities.
Future growth, he explained, will
come from development of new
solid state materials and the improvements which these advanced
materials will make possible in
electronic products. Presently in
development are ultrafine silicon
carbides, lossy ceramics, boron nitrides, zirconium, insulating materials, and thin-film thermoelectric
materials. Products in development
include semiconductors and highertemperature resistive devices.
Some of these new products are
in pilot plant production. They are
commercially available, but are still
under control of the Research and
Development division because, Lear
emphasized, the company's decentralization policy holds that new
products should be "worked out"
completely—from research to marketing—by the group responsible
for the product creation.
These
R&D
"new
product
branches," as they are called, account for product sales of more
than $1 million in one year. Altogether, electronic products now account for more than 10 percent of
the company's total business volNovember

23,

1962

urne, and R&D investment in electronics amounts to more than $4
million annually. Besides its Niagara Falls plant, the company operates an electronics plant in Latrobe, Pa.

Gonzalez Assumes
New Philco Post
of
Edmundo Gonzalez as manager, Special Products
Operation, Lansdale divis ion,
Philco Corporation, is announced.
In this assignment he will be responsible for the development, engineering, production and marketing of the division's infrared and
microwave components.
Gonzalez has been with Philco
since 1956, having most recently
served as manager, microwave components, Special Products Operation.
APPOINTMENT

Arnett Heads Up
TI Geosciences
APPOINTMENT of Richard A. Arnett
to manager of the Geosciences department of the Science Services
division of Texas Instruments Inc.,
Dallas, Texas, has been announced
by TI vice president R. C. Dunlap,
Jr.
Formerly head of the Geosciences department's seismic programs branch, Arnett will assume
responsibility for all phases of the
department's earth and space science operations and will report directly to Dunlap.

Monitor Systems
Elects Hoberg
GEORGE C. HOBERG

has been elected

president of Monitor Systems, Inc.,
Fort Washington, Pa., a wholly
owned subsidiary of Epsco, Inc.
Monitor Systems, Inc., specializes in

Harman-Kardon
Promotes Torn
LAWRENCE J. TORN, general manager of the Data Systems division
of Harman-Kardon, Inc., Plainview,
N. Y., has been appointed a vice
president, it was announced by Sidney Harman, president of the Jerrold Corp., a diversified electronics
company.
Herman-Kardon, one of five Jerrold subsidiaries, organized the
Data Systems division in 1960 to
design and manufacture digital

63

logic

modules

for

subsystems

of

digital computers and other data
processing instruments.
Before

joining

Harman-Kardon

in 1960, Torn was employed by Airborne Instruments Laboratory as
general manager of the Apparatus
division of that organization.

Appoint Levine to
Martin Company Post
BERNARD LEVINE was recently named

manager of applications research at
Martin Company's Space Systems
The data modem shown above is afull duplex terminal, solid state throughout, for synchronous
data transmission at 3600 bps over a 3-kc bandwidth voice channel. The system includes a
monitor oscilloscope and status indicator for constant monitoring of data—both transmit and
receive.
The Rixon DD modular design also permits simpler or more complex system arrangements by
the proper selection of the functional modules required—for example, an asynchronous simplex transmit terminal (up to 1500 bps) would require only two modules—the modulator and
its power supply. This DD modular approach enables unique requirements to be met with
custom terminal equipment at off-the-shelf equipment prices.
For further information about the DD 2001 series of data modems, contact ...

rzixo 1\T =_,mcmiR,oi\rics,

irrc.

2121 INDUSTRIAL PARKWAY—MONTGOMERY INDUSTRIAL PARK—SILVER SPRING, MARYLAND
TELEPHONE: 622-2121

TWX: 301 622-2292
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SOLID STATE, CHOPPER STABILIZED

DC AMPLIFIERS
MODELS ADS-1, 2, 3, 4

FEATURE LOW NOISE AND
DRIFT WITH HIGH AND LOW
SOURCE IMPEDANCE

FEATURES
• Solid state circuitry
• Stabilized for operation with wide
variety of inputs and feedback networks
• Short circuit proof
• Gain of 2 x 10' Min.
• Silicon transistors insure excellent
high temperature operation
• Models 2, 3 and 4 feature high
gain and/or differential inputs

APPLICATIONS

_IIPPI 1
.1 111WWWW1Wi ll-
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division, Baltimore, Md. He was
formerly with General Electric Co.

PEOPLE IN BRIEF
Harry C. Lieb and Stanley Wallack
promoted to directors of research
of Leesona Moos Laboratories.
Oskar Giesecke, formerly with Air
Marine Motors, Inc., joins Rotating
Components, Inc., as v-p of engineering. Morris H. Arck, previously with Barnes Engineering
Co., now head of infrared research
at Aero Geo Astro Corp. ITT advances Thaddeus L. Dmochowski
to exec v-p of the Information Systems div. John M. Fluke, president
of John Fluke Mfg. Co., elected a
director of Gertsch Products, Inc.
Robert A. Westervelt, ex-U.S. Navy
Underwater Sound Laboratory, appointed technical director of Avco
Corp./Marine Electronics Office.
Richard T. Orth, formerly v-p of
operations.

named

v-p,

g-m

at

•OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIER
•BUFFER AMPLIFIER
•SUMMING AMPLIFIER
• INTEGRATING AMPLIFIER
• INVERTER AMPLIFIER
• POTENTIOMETRIC AMPLIFIER

Eitel-McCullough, Inc. Walter R.
Chapman, from Thompson Ramo

SELECTED SPECS-ADS-1

Inc. Robert M. Wood leaves Pacific
Semiconductor, Inc., to become v-p,

epsco.(', e

DC GAIN
2 x 10 7 min.
INPUT IMPEDANCE
(at DC) 250 K ohms
GAIN X BANDWIDTH PRODUCT
1 Mc
NOISE VOLTAGE
(DC to 10 kc) 15 xv RMS (typ)
NOISE CURRENT
(1 kc to 11 kc)
0.25 x 10- 9 Amps RMS (typ)
DRIFT
35v/°C (Max)
2 x 10-le Amps/°C (Max)
SETTLING TIME
20 µsec to .1%

PRICES AS LOW AS

$189.50

Send for complete data sheets on ADS-1, 2, 3,4

Wooldridge Inc. to Lord Mfg. Co.
as head of a new R&D div. Thomas
A. Jamieson moves up to engineering

v-p

of

Zero-Max

Industries,

g-m of Keleket X-Ray Corp. Lyman
A. Rice, most recently with Essex
Wire Corp., now chief engineer at
Milwaukee Relays. Vard div. of
Royal Industries, Inc., ups John
T. McGraw to exec v-p. Airpax
Electronics, Inc., elevates Thomas
W. Coughlin to mgr. of the Cambridge div. David M. Pixley advances to mgr., product develop-

COMPONENTS DIVISION
275 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge 39, Mass.
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ment for Havelex, Taunton div. of
Haveg Industries, Inc.
electronics

EMPLOYMENT

OPPORTUNITIES

electronics
WEEKLY QUALIFICATION FORM
FOR POSITIONS AVAILABLE

ATTENTION:
ENGINEERS, SCIENTISTS, PHYSICISTS

COMPANY

SEE PAGE

KEY

=

ATOMIC PERSONNEL INC.
Philadelphia, Penna.

67

1

BELTONE HEARING AID COMPANY
Chicago, III.

67

2

DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT CO.
Missile 8 Space Systems Division
Santa Monica, Calif.

73*

3

LOCKHEED CALIFORNIA CO.
A Div. of Lockheed Aircraft Corp.
Burbank, California

82'

4

NEW YORK CENTRAL SYSTEM
New York 17, N. Y.

98'

5

PAN AMERICAN WORLD AIRWAYS INC.
GUIDED MISSILES RANGE DIV.
Patrick AFB Fla.

66

6

REPUBLIC AVIATION CORPORATION
Farmingdale, L.I., New York

98'

7

SCOPE PROFESSIONAL PLACEMENT CENTER
Waltham, Mass.

98'

8

4. Circle the corresponding key number below the Qualification Form.

P 1051

67

9

5. Fill out the form completely. Please print clearly.

P 1082

This Qualification Form is designed to help you advance in the electronics industry. It is unique and compact. Designed with the assistance
of professional personnel management, it isolates specific experience
in electronics and deals only in essential background information.
The advertisers listed here are seeking professional experience. Fill in
the Qualification Form below.

STRICTLY

CONFIDENTIAL

Your Qualification form will be handled as "Strictly Confidential" by
ELECTRONICS. Our processing system is such that your form will be
forwarded within 24 hours to the proper executives in the companies
you

select.

You

will

be contacted

at your home

by the

interested

companies.

WHAT

TO

DO

1. Review the positions in the advertisements.
2. Select those for which you qualify.
3. Notice the key numbers.

6. Mail

to:

D.

Hawksby,

Classified

Advertising

Div.,

ELECTRONICS,

Box 12, New York 36, N. Y. (No charge, of course).
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A Message to the Engineer/Scientist Community At
Large—and aQuestion: there's adynamic technological
race going on at the Atlantic Missile Range, arace between
the fast-increasing capabilities of new missiles and space vehicles and the capacity of range instrumentation to test their
performance. D We wonder how much you have heard
about this. ... and about the challenge it offers engineers
and scientists with PAN AM at Cape Canaveral? D You
may know asmall segment of the work...many do. But
only ahandful are aware of its scope. In fact, we of PAN
AM'S Guided Missiles Range Division sometimes think
that only the ubiquitous seagulls know the full story of
the new range instrumentation technology we've created
in the 9 years we've been
charged with development
and management responsibilities for AMR by the U.S. Air
Force. 0 The measure of
the distance we've come is the
measure of the technological
jump between MATADOR
and MARINER. D In the
simplest terms, this has meant
acquiring ever greater funds
of data, of ever higher accuracy, at ever greater distances
— and converting and transmitting it at ever increasing
speeds. D FIRST, the existing range instrumentation
and communications techniques were pushed to the
utmost bounds of their capacities — THEN they were replaced with new range
systems built to new concepts,
as specified by PAN AM
engineers and scientists
backed by research groups. 0 Today —a new phase orange technology development is under way—staff build-up
is proceeding on schedule. D To meet the demanding
requirements of both today and tomorrow, much of the
work of the Range is divided into three time projections:
(A) designing and implementing range instrumentation for
launches programmed for this year and next;
(B) developing range technology concepts required for
launches in the near future (Dyna-Soar, Gemini, Apollo
test vehicles, advanced Saturn boosters and Nova) ;

11111,
41111111Mille

1111.111" /".
dow
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GUIDED MISSILES RANGE DIVISION
PATRICK AIR FORCE BASE, FLORIDA

(C) advanced planning, looking forward as much as 15
years. Includes considering such problems as how to service, launch, track and recover information from multimillion pound thrust booster systems and anticipating the
problems associated with the launching and support of
nuclear propelled boosters and spacecraft.
OPPORTUNITIES are open right now to join Pan Am
in developing range test systems of hemispheric,
global and celestial scope. CI D SYSTEMS ENGINEERS
EE, Physicist —capable of accepting project responsibility
for design of range instrumentation systems, monitoring
systems development, installation and acceptance. (Must
also be adept at liaison.)
Background in one of the following areas is essential:
Pulse radar, CW techniques,
telemetry, infrared, data handling,communications,closed
circuit TV, frequency analysis, command control, command guidance, underwater
sound. timing D INSTRUMENTATION PLANNING
ENGINEERS EE, Physicist
—with managerial capacities,
to accept responsibility for
specific global range instrumentation concepts. Must be
able to comprehend overall
range instrumentation conawhole
cepts and have extensive
new range
experience in one of the foltechnology
lowing areas: radar, telehas
metry, infrared, optics, data
handling, communications,
been
underwater sound, shipboard
created
nstrumentation
ENIOR ENGINEERS & SCIENTISTS / FORWARD
PLANNING
PhD's, Math., Physics, Applied Mechanics,
Astronomy, Electronics— to evaluate and project the stateof-the-art in all applications to range instrumentation. Help
establish both theoretical and practical limitations of existing relevant technologies. D In addition to all the uncommon professional values, you get Florida, too! Those
who enjoy casual, year-round, outdoor living are in their
element at the Cape, where a majority of engineers and
scientists live and play near the water. Consider too that
PAN AM gives you a90% world-wide air travel discount.
Why not write us today, describing
your interests and qualifications in
any of the areas above. Address
Dr. Charles Carroll, Pan American
World Airways, Inc., P. 0. Box
4336, Patrick Air Force Base, Fla.
An Equal Opportunity Employer.
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ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITOR
MANUFACTURING MANAGER

INDEX

Internationally known complete line capacitor manufacturer wants Elec-

ADVERTISERS

tronics Engineer to take charge of

TO

large Electrolytics Manufacturing

Division located in southeast. Salary open. Our employees know of this
opportunity.

Reply

in

confidence

including

educational

background,

business experience and compensation requirements.
P-1051, Electronics
Class. Adv. Div.. I'. U. its 12, Now York 36, N. Y.

PROJECT ENGINEER
To

design

and

develop

electronic

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS
in-

struments for our expanding and diversifying product lines.
of

assuming

supervisory
fication

additional

in

its

of

government

and

engineering
search
of

free

from

contracts.

staff

in

on

design

experience.
full

tuition

refunds

benefits
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is

leader

the
an

caliber

modern
north
E.E.

years

Excellent
program

for

and

diversi-

uncertainties
High

new,

Must have

approximately

salary,

as

Company

laboratories

Chicago.

plus

technical

responsibilities

increases.

field

Must be capable

reside

degree
product

Electrical Engineers with Digital Computer
design experience. Excellent
career opportunity, Greater New York area. There
are special thrills, a real challenge and
unusual rewards whenever the rare opportunity arises to get in on the ground
floor of a new, well-financed company.
Ours is
an
organization
with
a great
future, just beginning to manufacture a
revolutionary line of electronic products
in a beautiful modern plant. Send resume
or personal letter telling about yourself
to
P-1082, Electronics

SEARCHLIGHT
SECTION

study.

Write in confidence to:

BELTONE RESEARCH LABORATORIES

(Classified Advertising)

4850 West Belmont Avenue

BUSINESS

Chicago 41, Illinois

E. E.'s
Use our confidential application
for professional, individualized
service ...a complete national
technical employment agency.
ATOMIC PERSONNEL, INC.
Suite 12071, 1518 Walnut St., Phila. 2, Pa.
POSITION VACANT
Engineers—Several
positions are available
involving work in transistors and vacuum
tubes. DC to 200 mgcs., and transistor circuit development, audio to 30 kcs. Familiarity with servo systems and data read out
desirable.
Bachelor's Degree required plus
four years experience, or M.S.
Other positions requiring an M.S. or PhD in Physics,
E.E.. or Mathematics, plus a working experience of two to five years duration are in the
areas of Antenna Research and Microwave
Theory
and Techniques.
Familiarity with
propagation is desirable. Work ,hall be both
experimental
and
theoretical
in
nature.
American citizenship.
Salary open.
Direct
resumes to J. L. McGrath, Electronics Division. Denver Research Institute, University
of Denver. Denver 10, Colorado.
An Equal
Opportunity Employer.

SELLING OPPORTUNITY WANTED
Comp
t Manufacturers—Are
you
third
best line with your New England rep? Want
more effort and results?
Your 10,0 00 line
could be first with new electronic-mech. rep.
firm org. by exp. 0.E.M., dist. man.
B.S.
degree-design-mfg-exp.
Robert J. lloey Co..
17 Orchard Dr.. W. Acton, Mass.

OPPORTUNITIES

EQUIPMENT -USED

or

RESALE

DISPLAYED RATE
The advertising rate is $27.75 per inch for all
advertising appearing on other than a contract
basis. Contract rates quoted on request. An ADVERTISING INCII is measured % Inch vertically
on one column. 3 columns-30 inehes—to a page.
EQUIPMENT WANTED or FOR SALE ADVERTISEMENTS acceptable only in Displayed Style.
UNDISPLAYED RATE
$2.70 a line, minimum 3 lines. To figure advance
payment count 5 average words as a line.
BOX NUMBERS count as one line additional in
undisplatid ads.
AUTO.TRACK &TELEMETRY ANTENNA PEDESTALS
X 6. 5 SCR.584 6. ro 33 AUTOTRACK RADAR.
AN TP5-10
SEARCH.
AN TPS-I0
HT.
FINDERS.
AN FPN•32GCA.
AN APSIO NAVIG. 6. WEATHER.
AN APS-15 B.
AN APS•23 6. 31 SEARCH.
S 6. X BEACONS.
VA 500 XIV
CARCINOTRONs.
25-.5-1.2-3-6 MEGAWATT PULSER5.
MICROWAVEPLUMBING—TEST EQUIP.
LARGEST RADAR STOCK IN U.S.A.
RADIO RESEARCH
Fifth Ave. New York

550

INSTRUMENT CO.
Tel: Judson 6.4691

RADAR SYSTEMS & COMPONENTS /

=

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES section
November

23,

1962

Co..

Inc
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Delco Radio

17

• Electrodynamic Instruments
tion
Electro -Mite
Electronic Associates Inc
EPSCO Inc.

Corpora-

Gudebrod Bros. Silk Co., Inc

51
14
26
61
29

• Bart Manufacturing Co
• Hewlett-Packard Company

28

e

49

New Mexico Dept. of Development...
• North Atlantic Industries, Inc

68
51

• Polarad Electronics Corporation
• Potter Instrument Co., Inc

52
15

•
•
•
•
•

0‘,01'
10,000 different electronic parts: waveguide, radar components and parts, test sets,
pulsers, antennas, pulse xintrit. magnetrons.
IF and pulse amplifiers. dynamotor', 400 cycle
xmirs, 584 ant, pedestals. etc.
AT

A

FRACTION

OF

ORIGINAL

COST!

COMMUNICATIONS EQUIP CO.
313 CANAL ST.. N. Y. 13, WO 64045
CHAS. ROSEN IFonlorly at 131 Liberty St.)
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OVER 2,000,000

RELAYS
IN STOCK!
Send for Catalog SS

niversal

59

Radio Corporation of America...4th cover
Raytheon Company
2nd cover
Rixon Electronics. Inc
64
Rochar Electronique
23
Rosemount Engineering Co
67
Sprague Electric Co
Standard Telephones & Cables, Ltd
Sunnyvale Chamber of Commerce
Texas Instruments Incorporated
Semiconductor-Components
Division

• Utica Drop Forge & Tool
Division, Kelsey-Hayes Co

9

24
21
If

12,

13

...

63

Varian Asociates
• Vernitron Corporation
• Weinschel Engineering
West Penn Power
Wright Machinery Co., Div.
Rand Corp.

11
52

of Sperry

4
51

66

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
F. J. Eberle, Business Mgr.

& EXPERIMENTAL WORK

PRICES

5

Mallory and Co., Inc., P. R
Monadnock Mills
• Moseley Co., F. L

CIRCLE 950 ON READER SERVICE CARD
FOR RESEARCH — DEVELOPMENT

EMPLOYMENT

OPPORTUNITIES.66,

EQUIPMENT
(Used or Surplus

For Sale

New)

67

67

INDEX TO CLASSIFIED ADVERTISERS
Atomic Personnel Inc
Beltone Hearing Aid Company
• Communications Equipment Co
Pan American World Airways Inc
• Radio Research Instrument Co
• Universal Relay Corp
Transistor Auto Products

RELAY CORP.

CIRCLE 952 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Contact them through this

• Coto-Coil

TE

42 WHITE ST., N.Y.13.N y • w,s e•3-6900

Need Engineers?

• Brush Instruments, Div. of Clevite
Corp.
3rd cover
Burroughs Corporation
Electronic Components Div
18,
19

• Lambda Electronics Corp

starting

for FEE-PAID Positions
WRITE US FIRST!

59
27
61
30
80
55

Class. Adv. Div., P.O. Box 12, N.Y. 36, N.Y.

including

advanced

• Acromag Inc.
Airpax Electronics, Inc
• American Optical Co
Analab Instrument Corp
Beaver Gear Works, Inc
Bristol Company, The

67
67
67
64
67
67
67

Advertisement in the July 25, 1962 issue
Electronics Buyers' Guide for complete line of

• See
of

products or

services.

FOR SALE

300 5ABP1's and

l's CRT's.

Brand

new meeting RCA factory specs.
each.
Write
or
telephone
for
quantity
price —
phone
AL
3-3669
or
BE 4-2229.

S13.95

TRANSISTOR Auto Products
2311 S.E. 148th Avenue
Portland, Oregon

This Index and our Reader Service Numbers are published as a

serViCe.

Every precaution is taken to make

them accurate, but electronics assumes no responsibilities tor errors or omissions.
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Audit Bureau
of Circulation.

Aseociated Business
Publications

Audited Paid Circulation
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JAMES T. HAUPTLI

Why put YOUR money .7
in brick and mortar •

N EW M EXICO
offers tax-exempt financing
for land, buildings, tooling exclusively for companies with
profitable production and an
interest in growing in the
space center of the Southwest.

Advertising Sales Manager

Write today
for Fnll Details
INDUSTRIAL DIVISION

NEW M EXICO
Department of Development
Nuclear-Space
Research Center
of the
Free World

Box 1300 State Capitol,
Santa Fe, New Mexico

CIRCLE 205 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Coils
for Contact
I Capsules

RICHARD J. TOMLINSON:
Production Manager
GEORGE E. POMEROY:
Classified Manager
HUGH J. QUINN:
Circulation Manager

R. S. QUINT:
Assistant Publisher Buyers'
Guide ond Business Manager
FRED STEWART:
Promotion Manager
B. ANELLO:
Market Services Manager

ADVERTISING REPRESENTATIVES
ATLANTA (9):
Michael H. Miller, Robert C. Johnson
1375 Peachtree St. N.E., Trinity 5-0523
(area code 404)
BOSTON (16):
William S. Hodgkinson, Donald R. Furth
McGraw-Hill Building, Copley Square,
Congress 2-1160 (area code 617)
CHICAGO (11):
Harvey W. Wernecke, Robert M. Denmead
645 North Michigan Avenue, Mohawk 4-5800
(area code 312)
CLEVELAND (13):
Paul T. Fegley
55 Public Square, Superior 1-7000
(area code 216)
DALLAS (1):
Frank Le Beau
The Vaughn Bldg., 1712 Commerce St.
Riverside 7-9721 (area code 214)
DENVER (2);
J. W. Patten
Tower Bldg., 1700 Broadway,
Alpine 5-2981 (area code 303)
HOUSTON (25):
Joseph C. Page, Jr.
Prudential Bldg., Holcombe Blvd.,
Riverside 8-1280 (area code 713)

LOS ANGELES (17):
Peter S. Carberry, Ashley P. Hartman,
W. C. Gries
1125 W. 6th St.,
Huntley 2-5450
(area code 213)
NEW YORK (36):
Donald H. Miller, Henry M. Shaw,
George F. Werner
500 Fifth Avenue, 10-4-3000
(area code 212)
PHILADELPHIA (3):
Warren H. Gardner, William J. Boyle
6 Penn Center Plaza, LOcust 8-4330
(area code 215)
SAN FRANCISCO (11):
R. C. Alcorn
255 California Street, Douglas 2-4600
(area code 415)
LONDON WI:
Edwin S. Murphy Jr.
34 Dover St.
FRANKFURT/Main:
Matthée Herfurth
85 Westendstrasse
GENEVA:
Michael R. Zeynel
2 Place du Port

"Headquarters for Business Information"

1to 5Reeds
.095—.215 dia.
6to 48 V.D.C.

McGraw-Hill Technical and Business Publications

Lead or Pin Term.
Also Available with Reeds.
Write for Bulletin and Prices
•
ELECTRICAL COIL WINDINGS
Wire sizes #6 to #56, Classes A, B, F and
H. Complete engineering service available.

Coto Coils
65
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COTO -COIL
COMPANY
INC.

Pavilion Avenue, Providence 5, R. I.
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American Machinist Metalworking Manufacturing
Aviation Week and Space
Technology
Business Week
Chemical Engineering
Chemical Week
Coal Age
Construction Methods and
Equipment
Construction Daily
Control Engineering
Electrical Construction
and Maintenance
Electrical Merchandising Week
Electrical Newsletter
Electrical West

Electrical Wholesaling
Electrical World
Electronics
Engineering Digest
Engineering and Mining Journal
E & Mi Metal and Mineral
Markets
Engineering News-Record
Factory
Fleet Owner
Industrial Distribution
National Petroleum News
Nucleonics
Nucleonics Week
Platt's Oilgram News
Platt's Oilgram Price Service
Power

Product Engineering
Purchasing Week
Science Week
Textile World

Overseas only:
Automobile International
(English, Spanish)
Ingenieria Internacional
Construccion (Spanish)
International Management
(English, Spanish
Portuguese editions)
Metalworking Production
(Great Britain)

Available by subscription only — to qualified persons actively engaged in the field of the publication.

For subscription rates and information describing the editorial coverage of any of the

above publications, write to: Subscription Manager, Circulation Department, McGraw-Hill Publishing

Company, 330 West 42nd Street, New York 36, N. Y.
electronics
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The new Brush Recorder Mark 200 made these incredibly crisp tracings. No other recorder in existence
can match them. Note the line width. It never varies ... regardless of writing velocity, regardless of chart
speed. The writing mechanism is electrically signaled by the position-seeking "Metrisite" transducer ...
no parts to wear, infinite resolution, verifiable dynamic 12% accuracy. Traces are permanent, high-contrast,
reproducible ...on low cost chart paper. The Mark 200 has but three standard controls ...attenuator,
pen position, chart speed. Such fidelity, simplicity and economy are possible with no other direct writing
recorder. Available in both vertical and horizontal models with interchangeable plug-in preamplifiers or signal
conditioning push-button controls. Write
for details ...they'll speak for themselves.
CIRCLE 901 READERS SERVICE CARD
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DIVISION OF T I-EVITÉ1
37TH AND PERKINS, CLEVELAND 14. OHIO
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Generalized instantaneous surge-ratings for RCA Silicon
Rectifiers for Surge durations from 1usec to 10 msec.
RMS Current shown should be added to normal RMS
Current for total surge rating.
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Here's New Assurance of Extra Performance...
in Every RCA Silicon Rectifier You Specify
Now you can design rectifier circuits with
much greater assurance with RCA Silicon
Diffused-Junction Rectifiers, because you
have complete surge information. Check the
surge value for the conditions you must meet
and you'll find the right RCA rectifier for
the job.

RCA Silicon Rectifiers can withstand temporary current overloads hundreds of times
higher than average current rating.
Here are some of the features of RCA Silicon
Rectifiers that make this quality possible:
• Diffused Junction Process...extremely tight
characteristics limits

• Each package designed to meet the stringent environmental and mechanical requirements of today's military and industrial power equipment
• Extra-high-strength zirconium-alloy mounting stud
• Unique internal heat sink assures union of
pellet and contact to eliminate high-current
hot spots
•Thermal fatigue cycling tests — the best

0

assurance for long and dependable service
• Every unit is dynamically tested prior to
shipment
Call your RCA Representative
for complete information. For
your copy of the RCA Application Note, SMA-4, write to
RCA Semiconductor and Materials Division, Commercial
Engineering, Section INII-4,
Somerville, N. J.

AVAILABLE THROUGH YOUR RCA DISTRIBUTOR

i
dee
THE MOST TRUSTED NAME IN ELECTRONICS
leeo
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